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SUMMARY 
This report presents the detailed documentation of 
development, validation, application methodology, and compu,ter 
coding of a set of dynamic simulation models of pasture production 
on the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand. The models were 
formulated and tested in the process of developing a relatively 
simple simulation m;del of perennial r yegras s /whi te clover 
pastures for use as a component of a whole farm model describing 
mixed cropping with irrigation in the Canterbury Plains. Three 
models of increasing complexity (CANPAS I, II, and III) were 
formulated and tested for that purpose. 
The theoretical base of each model,was drawn largely 
from physiological and agronomic studies of the production of 
ryegrass dominant pastures in New Zealand. The main difference 
among the models is in the number of factors used to simulate the 
dynamics of pasture production and digestibility. All three models 
simulate the passage of time in steps of one day and all estimate 
leaf area index, available soil water, and yield of green and dead 
(v) 
herbage in the pasture. The CANPAS III model also predicts herbage 
digestibility parameters to facilitate model linkage to a sheep 
produc tion module of the total farm model. Each version of CANPAS 
was designed to simulate various harvesting and irrigation managements, 
including no irrigation at all, and each version can be easily controlled 
by the main program of the whole farm :model to give simultaneous 
independent simulations of several paddocks of pasture on the same 
farm. Required inputs include daily mean temperatures and rainfall, 
soil water holding capacities for -each paddock to be simulated, and 
initial yields and digestibilities of ,herbage. 
(vi) 
Pasture production data used to validate the mo.dels were 
collected over three years from four managements at the Winchmore 
Irrigation Research Station. Each version of CANPAS was tested 
by statistically comparing model predictions to the independent field 
observations that were measured under conditions simulated by the 
model. The CANPAS I model was satisfactory only if long-term 
mean weather clata was input. When the functions describing the 
effect of temperature ani daylength on growth were changed, more 
accurate results were obtained with CANPAS II when it was supplied 
historical daily weather data. The CANPAS III model included some 
further refinements such as incorporation of a drought injury factor 
and a section to predict herbage rligestibilily. This proved lo be 
2 
the best of the models with an overall.K of 0.83 in the regression 
te st. The CANPAS III model is the version of choice for incorporation 
into the total farm simulator. 
The computer programs were wr itten in the language CSMP73. 
The CANPAS III model was also converted to a subroutine in FOHTHAN IV 
to facilitate application as a module of the whole farm model. Listings 
and a description of the conversion process are included in this report. 
Application of CANPAS III in optimisation studies is also demonstrated 
by linkage of the CSMP73 version to an optimisation subroutine. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Science and technology have made major contributions to 
agriculture but there has been growing concern that the fragmented 
and specialised approach of 'mos t research will not be able to keep 
pace wi th the increasing demands placed on agricultural s ys tems. 
Various forms of systems analysis have been proposed as a means 
of overcoming some of the shortcomings of more traditional 
approaches. They can do this by aiding scientists to identify and 
solve the most important problems and by helping farmers to apply 
the most relevant technology to their problems (Dalton, 1975; 
Dent and Anderson, 1971; Jacobs, 1974). Simulation modelling 
capable of describing the dynamics of weather, production, manage-
ment, and economics offers a powerful method for the systematic 
appraisal of whole farm operations, but the approach has been 
limited in use because of the specific nature of realistic representation 
of each farming situation. This shortcoming can be largely overcome 
by formulating "skeleton models II as pre-formed components for 
assemblage in the modelling of a particular farming operation 
(Blackie and Dent, 1974; Dent, 1975). The user can then add details 
of a specific operation resulting in a complete model for simulating 
the management, produc tion, and economics of that farm. Such an 
approach can gi ve students, farmers, and researcher s simulated 
experience in managing many different farms, furnish insight into 
the limitations (and hence research needs) of the operation, and 
provide management information services for individual farmers 
(Blackie, 1976). 
1. 
2. 
The necessary techniques are available (Dalton, 1975; 
Dent and Anderson, 1971) and their application has been demonstrated 
for swine (Blackie and Anderson, 1974) and milk (Smaile, 1974) 
production units. A multiple enterprise system model (lucerne and 
wheat) has also been developed for the irrigated, mixed cropping 
farms of the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand (Ritchie, 1976; 
Ritchie .f...!: al., 1978). A joint project of the Advisory Services 
Division of the MinistrY'of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Farm 
Management Department of Lincoln College aims to develop and 
refine the Canterbury farm system model to the point that it can 
be used as a farm management tool within the Advisory Services 
Division. The present work describes the model subcomponent 
of perennial r yegras s /whi te clover pas ture produc tion formulated 
as a skeleton model for the Canterbury farm system model. 
1.2 Objec ti ves 
The overall objective of this effort was to develop a skeleton 
model of pasture production on the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand. 
Perennial ryegrass/white clover pasture was selected as the 
representative type to be simulated. Because the irrigation schemes 
in use on the Canterbury Plains generally provide less water than 
that needed to irrigate a whole farm, a primary objective of the total 
project is to determine optimal allocation of limited irrigation water. 
For maximum versatility both dryland and irrigated situations were 
included in the pasture module. It was essential that the model 
also interact as a component of the overall farm system, especially 
with the sheep production component which is yet to be r:l.eveloped. 
Thus, it was required that the model accept input to generate a 
simulation of each paddock of pas Lure on the farm in terms of 
pasture yield and quality. Since the model is intended for frequent use, 
maximum accuracy with minimum detail was also sought to 
provide useful information at the lowest possible cost. 
The specific objectives of this manual are to document 
the resulting models and to describe how they can be used •. The 
documentation includes the actual computer code and the theoretical 
basis of the code so that users may be completely familiar with 
the model and how it can be correctly altered as the need arises. 
1.3 Scope 
Within the objectives outlined above, the model is intended 
to be used only for the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand. This 
restriction contributed to the goal of maximum accuracy with 
3. 
minimum detail. For example, daylength functions were programmed 
as dependent on the day of the year without computing actual 
daylengths. Parts, or all, of the model may have more general 
application, but generalisation will require some coding modification. 
Model validation was likewise restricted to the situation on the 
Canterbury Plains. 
model lim ita tions . 
Chapter 5 presents a fuller discussion of 

CHAPTER 2 
REQUIREMENTS FOR COUPLING 
The Canterbury Pasture Production Model (called CANPAS) 
is but one component of a larger systems model of irrigated mixed-
cropping farms of the Canterbury Plains of New Zealand. As such, 
the first consideration in developing CANPAS was that it could be 
easily coupled or linked to the remainder of the total s ys terns model. 
The consequent requirements placed on CANPAS are given per spec ti ve 
by first considering the place of CANPAS in the total farm model. 
To understand why CANPAS was developed as it was, special attention 
should be given to the interaction of CANPAS with other components 
of the total model and to actual linkage points, i. e., the input and 
output connections between CANPAS and the rest of the system. 
2. I The Total Farm Model 
5. 
The total model consists of a set of enterprise modules 
representing various farming enterprises and an executive routine 
that controls them so as to provide a simulation of a spec ific farm 
and management (Figure 2. I). The weather, wheat, and lucerne 
components have already been used together to study irrigation 
management (Ritchie, 1976; Ritchie, llal., 1978). The pasture 
(CANPAS) and sheep components are being added to extend the 
range of enterprises covered by the system, and it is envisaged 
that other crop enterprises will be added in the future. Each 
of the enterprise modules is a skeleton model (Blackie and Dent, 1974) 
covering the constant or uniform biology of the particular component. 
FIGURE 2.1 
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General structure of the irrigated Canterbury 
farrn model showing the management component 
interacting with the user and with the other 
components of the s ys tern. The pas ture 
component is elaborated to show the relational 
diagram of the main state variables and processes 
described by that part of the model. 
6. 
7. 
The control centre of the total TI10del is the executive routine 
or TI1anageTI1ent cOTI1ponent. The other cOTI1ponents are essentially 
libraries of data (e. g., the weather cOTI1ponent) or of structural 
inforTI1ation (e. g., the enterprise skeleton TI1odels) on which the 
TI1anageTI1ent cOTI1ponent can call. The TI1anageTI1ent cOTI1ponent 
is prograTI1TI1ed to receive data and instructions froTI1 the user 
and then to as seTI1ble and control a s iTI1ulation of the user specified 
total farTI1 and TI1anageTI1ent. 
the user TI1US t provide are 
ExaTI1ples of the kind of inforTI1ation 
(a) nUTI1ber and area of paddocks on the farTI1; 
(b) crop in each paddock; 
(c) harvest dates or decision rules for selecting 
the tiTI1e of harvest; 
(d) irrigation dates or decision rules for deterTI1ining 
the tiTI1e and aTI10unt of irrigation; 
(e) initial yields or sowing dates for each paddock; 
(f) soil properties, such as water holding capacity III 
the rooting zone, for each paddock; and 
(g) the year or year s to be siTI1ulated. 
With the required inforTI1ation froTI1 the user, the executive 
routine TI1aY,for exaTI1ple, call on CANPAS ten tiTI1es to include ten 
paddocks of pas ture on a par tic ular farTI1 while as signing 
different soil and initial yield values to each paddock and followir'f 
distinct grazing, conservation, and irrigation sequences on each. 
The executive routine also controls the output of results for the user. 
An executive routine for the irrigation TI1anageTI1ent of a 
two-crop (wheat and lucerne) systeTI1 in which daily scheduling of 
liTI1ited water is directed by a function to TI1axiTI1ise expected profit 
has been developed as the first stage in forTI1ulating the total farTI1 
TI10del (Ritchie, ~ al. 1978). ITI1proved scheduling rules for 
irrigating various crops when water supply is liTI1ited and the probability 
of future rain can be estiTI1ated are being developed in conjunction with 
the University of New England, ArTI1idale, Australia. The sheep 
enterprise TI10dule for the systeTI1 will follow along the lines of the 
TI10del developed by White (1976). 
2.2 Interac tion of Compone nts 
In formulating CANPAS, it was assumed that most inter-
actions between enterprise modules would be controlled by the 
executive routine. As an example, the equations describing the 
interaction between grazing sheep and the pasture will occur in 
the management component or executive routine and not in the 
:okeleton models for sheep or pasture. In this example, some 
of the main aspects of interaction involve locating the sheep in a 
particular paddock out of all those available, selecting a time 
for moving the flock from one paddock to another, and relating 
animal intake and performance to feed supply and quality in the 
paddock where they are feeding. 
8. 
The rationale behind this approach is that the skeleton models 
should include the general and repeatable aspects of the enterprise, 
and the executive routine should cover the specific aspects of a 
given simulation including specific data input. Thus interactions 
of sheep grazing ~ ~ are left out of the pasture module because 
all paddocks of pasture will not be grazed by sheep at all times, 
However, all paddocks of pasture may be grazed at some time, so 
the skeleton model must be capable of describing responses to 
grazing. That res ponse is handled by a general treatment of the 
effect of herbage removal on pasture production and digestibility. 
The skeleton model should thus be able to handle grazing by sheep, 
or cattle, or an insect pest, or forage harvesting for hay or silage 
I 
with mechanical cutting. 
1 
Only if the purpose of a simulation exercise requires resolution 
at a level where differences in kind of herbage removal are signi-
ficant will more elaborate herbage removal factors be needed in 
the pasture model. In that case, the purpose of modelling is 
likely to be at a more spec ialised level than cur rently envi saged. 
9. 
2.3 Input and Output Linkages 
The actual programming of CANPAS proceeded on the basis 
that a limited amount of input data would be available from other 
parts of the system or could be reasonably furnished by the user. 
It also assumed that particular outputs would be required by other 
parts of the system. 
Input data.· The input data required by the pasture component 
are of four kinds: weather data, management data, soil data, and 
crop data. Weather data were limited to rainfall and temperature 
because they were generally and readily available. Evapotrans pi ra Lion 
can be estimated from temperature data alone by the Thornthwaite 
method. The weather variables are computed in the weather 
component, and the available version of the weather module used 
historical data selected by the day and year. The user must 
specify the year in which simulation begins and the number of 
days to be simulated. The weather component then makes available 
to CANPAS daily values of 
( ) °C· a mean air temperature, J 
(b) rainfall, mm; 
(c) potential evapotranspiration, mm; and 
(d) day of the year, 1 January = 1., 31 December = 365. 
Sirnulation begins on 1 June or day 152. 
Management information that passed from the management 
component to CANPAS is limited to 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
-1 -1 
harvest rate of green herbage, kg of DM ha day 
-1 -1 
harvest rate of dead herbage, kg of DM ha day and 
irrigation r.ate, mm day 
-1 
for each paddock separately specified. Harvesting can be by either 
grazing or cutting, and the rates depend on management rules or 
input data for the management section that locate grazing animals 
in a paddock or select cutting dates. In early versions, the 
management component produced only a periodic signal to· time 
irrigations, but in later versions both the timing and amount of 
ir rigation was controlled by the management sec tion. 
10. 
Soil and crop data needed as input were restricted to the following: 
(a) initial available soil water in the rooting zone, mm; 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
maximum available soil water in the rooting zone, mm; 
-1 
initial yields of green herbage, kg of DM ha 
-1 
initial yield of dead herbage, kg of DM ha ; and 
(e) initial digestibility of the green herbage, fraction of DM. 
A value of each is needed for every paddock of pasture to be simulated. 
The initial conditions were needed to initialise model variables 
selected as required output. Since a user may not have all the 
data needed in this category, defaults are suggested in Chapter 6. 
Output data. In determining the output of CANPAS, variables 
were selected that would summarise the condition of a paddock for 
the user and that would provide information needed by the management 
component to apply decision rules for irrigating or harvesting the 
paddock of pas ture. The following output variables were selected 
and can be provided from every paddock on a day- to-day basis: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
-1 
yield of green herbage, kg of DM ha 
-1 
yield of dead herbage, kg of DM ha 
-1 
yield of green herbage that grew today, kg of DM ha ; 
2 -2 
leaf area index, m m 
digestibility of green herbage, fraction of DM; 
(f) digestibility of total herbage, fraction of DM; and 
(g) available water in the rooting zone, mm. 
In this context, 'yield' refers to the above ground biomass in a 
particular category. In some contexts, 'yield' may.refer to 
'harvested yield' or what was removed from above the cutting 
or grazing height of the stubble. 
11. 
It was assumed that the sheep skeleton model would make 
predictions of animal production. The most recent growth 
of herbage was included as output from CANPAS since it is a 
useful measure of the highest quality fraction of the potent"ial diet thal 
will generally be selected by grazing sheep. Digestibility and 
yield variables will also be useful in the management and sheep 
components when intake and production are computed. Cutting 
management can be based on leaf area index or yield. Available 
soil water supply can be used in irrigation rules within the 
management component. 

CHAPTER 3 
DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Programming Procedure 
Computer simulation of continuously dynamic processes like 
crop production are ordinarily accomplished by advancing through 
simulated time with alternate computations of the size of the parts 
of the system and the rate of change in sizes. The rates of change 
apply to some finite time step and allow computation of new sizes 
(state of the system) at the end of the time step. New rates are 
computed on the basis of the new state (Wit, 1970). To simplify 
1 3. 
the coding needed to accomplish such an operation, CSMP73 (Fugazi,1974) 
was selected as the programming language. This is a special 
purpose language based on FORT.RAN IV which contains routines 
and library func tions to facili ta te continuous simulation. The reader 
familiar with FORTRAN IV can understand most of the CANPAS 
coding. The Appendix briefly describes the library functions of 
CSMP73 used in the model, but detailed study of CANPAS operation 
will require some knowledge of CSMP73 (hereafter called CSMP). 
Model development required the presence of at least simple 
representations of system components which interact with CANPAS in 
the computer program. At the same time, it was desirable to isolate 
the unique structure of CANPAS from the coding representing other 
model components. This was accomplished by placing CANPAS within 
a user defined MACRO. Giving the MACRO the name CANPAS, the 
first statement of the MACRO is: 
MACRO PG,PD,AW,L = CANPAS(AWI,PGI,PDI,AWM,IRS,RRG,RRD) [1] 
The variable names to the left of the equal sign are outputs; to the 
right of the equal sign wi thin parentheses are inputs. In the above 
case for CANPAS I and CANPAS II, the outputs are green 
herbage (PG), dead herbage (PO), available soil water (AW), 
14. 
and leaf area index (L). The inputs are specific for a particular 
paddock: initial available soil water (AWl), initial green herbage (PGl), 
initial dead herbage (POI), maximum available soil water (AWM), 
signal to irrigate (IRS), rate of removal of green herbage (RRG), 
alll rate of removal of dead herbage (RRO). Additional inputs that 
are global and not paddock specific are on the subsequent statement 
in CANPAS I: 
GLOBAL K, E, R, '1', D, PCF, PT01, PT02, WPF [ 2. ] 
All these variables are defined with the detailed description of CANPAS 
in Section 3.2 except for values coming from the weather component: 
potential evapotranspiration based on the Thornthwaite method (E), 
rainfall (R), temperature (T), and day of the year (0). 
Subsequent cards of the MACEO contain the structural statements 
of the CANPAS skeleton ITlOcleL 
Cd 1,1 reading ENOMAC. 
'j'he MA.C 1\0 is terminatE"'d by the 
Within the confines of <... Sl\1P tile pGdiLure skeleton model is 
caJkd by writing the following staten-lent: 
1'l;, PO, AW, L = CANPAS(AWJ, PGl, POI,AWM, IRS, IU~G, lUZO) [3] 
Every variable represents the sanle output or input as the variable 
narne in the same position of the original MACRO (eqn. 1). Variable 
narD,'S are not: changed whcn calling the MACRO only once, although 
they could be. However, the variables are now paddock specific. 
In terms of actual coupling of the rnodel into the overall system, 
u:)! 111:; iii; MAC EO option of cSMP may not be the mas t effie ient 
procedure, but in lTIodel develc;[J",cni, where only one call is needed 
to run the model, the MACRO is a highly efficient way to isolate the 
CANF'AS skeleton and still test. it within the context of a larger system 
represent.ation. 
15. 
The following description covers only the pastlJ-re skeleton 
models. In the listings of Chapter 7, these are the statements 
within the CANPAS MACRO~ Three CANPAS models of increasing 
cpmplexity and accuracy were dev~loped in this work. The 
structure and th~dretical basi.s of CANPAS I is described in detail. 
Descriptions of CANPAS II and CANPAS III assume the reader has 
studied the dis~ussion of CANPAS I, and only changes from 
CANPAS I are cover,ed for liiter versions. 
3.2 CANPAS I 
The model was organised as sets of state variables (parts of 
the system) and rate variables (processes of the system), following 
conventional practice (Fick, 1977; Holt et a!., 1975; Jones and 
Brockington, 1971; Smith alfd Williams, 1973). In the block diag ranI 
of the system (Figure 2.1), the state variables occur in boxes and 
the rate variables as solid connecting arrbws between the boxes. 
Digestibility variables shown in Figure 2.1 were deleted from the 
first two versions SO CANPAS I has four state variables. It has 
nine basic rate variables. Numerical integration was used to keep 
tr,ack of the size of the state variables over time. This required 
specification of an integration method and a time step size. 
done on the cards that read 
METHOD 
TIMER 
RECT 
DELT = 1 
where the method is rectangular integration and the time step 
DELT is 1 day. 
State Variables 
This is 
Herbage yield. The state variables for green or live herbage 
yield (PG) and dead herbage yield (PD) are computed using the CSMP 
func tion for integration: 
16. 
PG = lNTGRL(PGl, PGR-PDR-RRG) [ 4 ] 
and 
PD = lNTGRL(PDl, PDR-DDR-RRD) [5 ] 
where PGl and PDl are the respective initial yields of green and 
dead herbage,. PGR is the pasture growth rate,PDR is the pasture 
death rate, DDR is the disappearance rate of dead herbage, and 
RRG and RRD are the respective removal rates of green and dead 
herbage with removal by mechanical harvest or grazing. The units 
-1 -1 -1 
on yields are kg of DM ha ,and on rates, kg of DM ha day 
Leaf area index. The leaf area index (L) is computed as 
a function of the green pasture yield (PG) based on a relationship 
derived from Brougham (1956a): 
L = O. 0036':'PG if PG <. 500 [ 6] 
or L = 0.8385 + O. 001923':'PG if PG ~ 500 [ 7 ] 
Equations 6 and 7 assume that Brougham's (1956a) experiments 
-1 -1 
had stubbles of 380 kg ofDM ha so that 120 kg of DM ha of regrowth 
(giving PG = 500) had an L of l,. 8. Thg .relationship was coded CSMP as 
L = lNSW(PG- 500., O. 0036':'PG, 0.8385+0. 001 923':'PG) [8] 
2 . -2 
The units of L are m of leaf surface m of land surface. 
Available soil water. The supply of available water in the 
rooting zone (AW) was calculated by 
AW = lNTGRL(AWl, R+IR-EA-RDP) [9 ] 
where AWl is the initial AW, R is the rainfall rate, lR the irrigation 
rate, EA the actual evapotranspiration rate, and RDP is the runoff 
-1 
and deep percolation rate. All the rates are in units of mm day 
AW and AWl ar.e expressed in mm. Equation 9 is fairly standard 
for the soil water balance (Rickard and Fitzgerald, 1970). 
17. 
Pas ture Growth Rate 
Exponential growth coefficient. Based on growth curves of 
ryegrass dominant pastures reported by Brougham (1959) and by 
Alberda and Sibma (1968), it appears that growth rate is at first 
exponential and then becomes linear until an abrupt cessation of 
growth occurs at a ceiling yield. In some cases growth rates 
decline as the ceiling yield is approached. Brougham (1956b) 
described these patterns with a logistic equation, but a simple 
exponential equation can work as well: 
and 
Y __ Y , K':'t ','e 
o 
[lo] 
[ 11 ] 
where Y is the yield, Y is the initial yield, e is the base of the natural 
o 
logarithms, K is the exponential growth coefficient, t is the elapsed 
time of growth, and dY /dt is the growth rate. The growth rate 
equation of CANPAS I is analagous to equation 11, but discrete 
instead of continuous changes in time have been used and Y has been 
multiplied by factors that account for environmental and developmental 
effects on the growth rate. The result is a range of growth patterns 
in addition to the continuous exponential increase described by 
equation 11. 
To estimate the value of the exponential growth coefficient (K), 
mean growth rates for irrigated perennial ryegrass/white clover 
pastures at Winchmore were used (Rickard and Radcliffe, 1976). 
Growth rates were based on regrowth from 2. 5-cm stubbles measured 
at about 14-day intervals. Since Brougham (1956a) showed that it 
took about 3 weeks of regrowth from a 2. 5-cm stubble to reach maximal 
growth rates, the entire 14-da y Interval was as sumed to have exponential 
growth so that K could be found by solution of equation 10 for the highest 
observed growth rate. Only the value of Y was uncertain. Campbell(1969) 
o 
. repor ted minimum pas ture yields to range from 220 to 440 kg of DM ha -1 . 
Frengley (1972) estimated stubble yields to vary from 170 to 550 kg 
-1 
of DM ha ,depending on pasture density. An intermedi.ate value of 
380 for Y was selected and the resulting values for K was 0.075 kg 
o 
-1 ..:1 -1 -1 
kg day at a mean growth rate of 50 kg of DM ha day over 
a 14-day period. 
in the model data. 
The value of K was input to CANPAS as a constant 
Effect of temperature and daylength. The next step was to 
determine the effect of environmental factors on K. The data of 
Rickard and Radcliffe (1976) provided mean growth rates for 26 
fortnightly intervals of the year. The exponential growth coefficient 
for each interval was calculated as a fraction of K. The relative K 
values were then plotted as a function of the mean temperature for 
each interval (Figure 3.1). This showed a different effect of 
temperature with increasing and decreasing daylengths corresponding 
18. 
to different growth behaviours under reproductive (increasing daylengths) 
and vegetative (decreasing daylengths) phases of development. For 
further discussion, see Alberda and Sibma (1968) and Leafe !:..t al. (1974). 
The x, y-co-ordinates of the relationships shown in Figure 3.1 
w"re entered as data in FUNCTION's with the increasing daylength 
function named PTDI and the decreasing daylength function named 
PTD2. Then, depending on the mean air temperature and the day 
of the year (T and D supplied by the weather component), the effect 
of temperature and daylength (PTD) was calculated using a switching 
function (INSW) and a linear interpolation function (AFGEN): 
PTD = INSW(-PS, AFGEN(PTDl, T), AFGEN(PTD2, T)) [ 12] 
The output PTD is a dimensionless multiplier such that O. 0 ~ PTD< 1.0. 
The variable PS is a signal equal to 1.0 when daylengths are increasing, 
i. e. 172 < D < 356 for the southerYl hemisphere. Otherwise it has the 
value 0.0: 
PS = AND (D-l72., 356. -D) (13 ] 
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FIGURE 3.1 
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TEMPERATURE (oc) 
Relc;ttive effect of mean daily air temperature 
on the exponential growth coefficient (K) based 
on me;;u3urements at Winchmore (Rickard and 
Radcliffe, 1976) and in growth chambers 
(Mitchell, 1956). 
19. 
The temperature-growth rate relationship derived from 
the Winchmore data (Figure 3.1) covered a smaller temperature 
range than the historical temperature data supplied by the weather 
cqmponent. To aid extrapolation, measurements of the growth 
rc;tte of perennial ryegrass made in growth chambers over the higher 
temperature range (Mitchell, 1956) were added to the data set. 
20. 
Effect of soil water supply. Garwood and Williams (1968) 
measured the effect of soil water deficit on the production rate of 
ryegrass pastures. Assuming that 150 mm was the available 
water at field capacity, their relationship was expressed as ,a 
function of the ratio of available water to the maximum available 
water at field capacity (AW / A WM, see Figure 3.2). The func tion 
was then input to the model as a set of x, y- co-ordinates named" 
WPF and the effect of water stress on growth rate (WP) calculated 
by use of an AFGEN function: 
WP = AFGEN(WPF,AW/AWM) 
O~~~ ______ ~L-____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 
o 
FIGURE 3.2 
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 Awl AWM 
Relative effect of soil water supply (AW/AWM) 
on evapotranspiration (WT) and on pas ture 
production (WP) as assumed in CANPAS I and II 
(solid lines) and CANPAS III (dashed lines). 
[ 14] 
.21. 
Effect of pasture yield. Modification of equation 11 for 
computation of pasture growth rates also involved seleCtion of the 
appropriate pasture yield to substitute for Y in the equation. At 
fairly low yields, the yield of green pas ture (PG) was used. So 
that material removed by harvesting did not contribute to growth 
on the day it was removed, PG was reduced by RRG':'DELT where 
RRG is the removal rate of green herbage. Multiplication by DELT 
converts the rate into the yield of harvested green material. 
According to the assumptions, the growth rate of the pasture 
eventually becomes linear as PG increases. At that time some value 
other than PG is needed in the growth rate equation. Brougham (l956a) 
showed that growth rates increases until the critical leaf area index 
is reached. The pasture yield at the critical leaf area index (PGL) 
is the highest yield figure allowed in the CANPAS growth rate equation. 
According to Brougham (1956a) it can be estimated by 
PGL = 520.':'LC-436. [15 ] 
where LC is the cr itical leaf area index. 
The cr itical leaf area index of white clover / perennial ryegras s 
pastures (25:75 composition) was estimated to be 5 at its maximum in 
early summer with minimal early winter levels half that high 
(Brougham, 1957; 1958). Assuming that daily LC follows a cosine 
curve with a maximum 10 days before the first day of the year, 
LC = 3.75 + 1. 25':'COS( (Dtl O. )':'6.28/365. ) 
where D is the day of the year, 3.75 and 1.25 are the mean and 
ampli tude of LC and 6.28/365 is the angular change in radians 
per day. 
Examination of yield data from Winchmore (D. S. Rickard, 
pers. comm.) indicated that pasture growth rates reached a maximum 
before critical leaf area indices were attained. The produc tion 
potential of the soils involved was hypothesized to be the cause. 
Garwood and Williams (1968) and Ritchie (1974) estimated that soil 
water supply starts to influence crop growth rates when about one third 
22. 
of the available water at field capacity retnains in the root zone of 
highly productive agricultural soils. Rickard (1973) presented 
data indicating that water stress started in the Winchtnore soils 
when about 30 tntn of available water retnained in the root zone. 
On the assutnptions that (a) soil production potential is proportional 
to its water holding capacity below sotne tninitnutn, and (b) 30 tntn of 
1.-:ailable water represents one third of the water holding capacity 
for the poores t soil with tnaxitnutn produc tion potential, the soil 
production factor (SPF) was calculated as 
SPF = AMINI (1., AWM/90, ) 
Equation 15 was then tnodified to account for the soil produc tion 
factor: 
PGM = 520. ':'LC:"SPF -436. 
where PGM is the yield giving tnaxitnutn growth rates. In soils 
[ 1 7 ] 
[18 ] 
with SPF (I. O,it follows that PGM < PGL and tnaxitnutn growth rates 
will be reached before the critical leaf area index is reached. This 
behaviour has not been adequately verified in the field, but if it occurs 
it is presutnably due to environtnental factors lirniting the atnount and 
functional rate of growing tissue. 
The pos sible growth rate of pas ture (PGP) can now be es titnated 
by cotnbining appropriate factors according to the pattern of equation 11: 
[19 ] 
Ceiling yield. The actual growth rate of the pasture (PGR) 
was given one further litnitation. It cannot cause the yield of pasture 
to exceed the ceiling yield. Broughatn (l956b, 1959) estitnated the 
-1 
ceiling yield of N. Z. pas ture to range frotn 9050 kg of DM ha on 
-1 
6 Decetnber (day 340) to 1280 kg of DM ha on 18 August (day 230). 
That function (Figure 3.3) was natned PCF and the ceiling yield of 
pasture (PGC) cotnputed via an AFGEN: 
PGC = AFGEN(PCF, D) [20 ] 
23. 
where D is the day of the year. The yield of pasture is green plus 
dead herbage (PG + PD) and the ceiling yield (PGC) is compared to 
that sum to establish when yield exceeds the ceiling. The actual 
growth rate is then established as the smaller of ei ther the pos sible growth 
rate or the difference between ceiling and actual yield: 
PGR = AMINI (PGP, AMAXI (0., PGC- (PG+PD))) 
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white clover pastures in New Zealand as 
assumed in the CANPAS models. 
[21] 
24. 
Pasture Death and Decay 
In the model, death of pasture transfers herbage from the 
live or green category (PG) to the dead category (PD). The rate 
of death (PDR) is treated as having two cause s, death from shading 
and death from water stress. 
Shading factor. Death due to shading (DDL) is computed by 
DDL = AMAXl (PG-PGC,DSF) [22] 
where PG-PGC is the amount green pasture exceeds the ceiling 
yield and DSF is the variable for death rate from shading. Based 
on Hunt (1970) DSF was estimated as a function of the ratio of green 
pasture yield to pasture yield at critical leaf area index (PG/PGL). 
For simplicity, three conditions were defined: 
DSF = O. if PG/PGL <. 1. 
DSF = (PG/PGL)':'4. -4. if l.~ PG/PGL ~ 3. 
and DSF = 8. if PG/PGL > 3. 
This is coded in CSMP as 
DSF = LIMIT (0., 8., (PG/PGL)':'4. -4. ) 
-1 -1 
Recall that these rates are in kg of DM ha day 
Water stres s fac tor. The method of Keulen (1975) was 
used to describe death due to water stress (DDW): 
where DWS is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal indicating the absence or presence 
of lethal water s tres s. Keulen (1975) assumed DWS exceeded zero 
only when all the available water (AW) had been used. However, 
CANPAS evapotranspiration approaches zero as AW approaches zero, 
so the condition of no available water is not ordinar ily realised. 
Therefore, a threshold of the signal was set at the time evapotranspiration 
25. 
rates are limited to one tenth of their maximum by soil water supply. 
By conversion of Garwood and Williams (1968) function, evapotrans-
piration declined linearly when AW s..... AWM':'O. 33, so 
DWS ::: 0., if AW-AWM':'O. 33':'0.1 ) O. 
and 
DWS::: 1., ifoAW-AWM':'O. 33':'0.1 ~ O. 
Using the CSMP function NOT, this becomes 
DWS::: NOT (AW-AWM':'O. 033) 
[2 C ] 
[2<;] 
[ 3 C ] 
Death rate. Since pasture death rate (PDR) cannot be less 
than zero, 
PDR ::: AMAXl (0., DDL, DDW) [31 ] 
Loss of dead material. Losses of dead material from the 
system, generally called decay, can be due to either microbial 
decompos ition or leaching of soluble subs tances from dead herbage. 
To describe these processes, the general model of Hunt (1977) was 
used. His system requires two state variables for dead material, 
slowly and readily decomposable. For pasture herbage his data 
indicate that about 60 per cent of the herbage as it dies is readily 
decomposable. Since his two level model is not consistent with 
CANPAS, we chose to treat all dead material as readily decomposable 
with an added factor to slow the rate and partially correct for the 
existence of a more stable category. 
Decay. According to Hunt (1977) the fraction of the labile 
portion that decays daily (FDE) depends on the water supply (WD) and 
the mean air temperature (T): 
The water supply factor (WD) depends on the water content of the dead 
herbage and is calculated as a multiplier between 0.0 and 1. O. 
26. 
It was assumed that WD would be near unity following rainfall (R) 
or irrigation (IR). Otherwise, it would be related to the available 
water fraction in the soil (AW / AWM) via the variable AWD: 
AWD = O. if AW/AWM < 0.8 
A WD = 5. ':' AW / A WM - 4. if O. 8 ~ A W / A WM ~ I . 0 
orA WD = 1. if A W / A WM ~ 1 • 0 
In CSMP, 
AWD = LIMIT (0., 1., 5.':'AW/AWM - 4.) 
Finally, the water supply effect on decay (WD) is 
WD = AMAXI (AWD, (IR+R)/(IR+R+O. 01)) 
[ 33] 
[ 34] 
I 35] 
[ 36] 
[37] 
The numerator includes the addend 0.01 to prevent division by zero 
when there is neither rain nor irrigation. 
Leaching. Hunt1s (1977) model also computes the fraction 
of the labile material that is lost daily by leaching (FLE): 
FLE = AMINI (0.5, 0.05 ':' R)':'(O. 3+0. 0167':'T) 
where Rand T are the daily rainfall and mean temperature figures, 
res pe c ti ve I y • 
Disappearance rate. 
of dead herbage (DDR) is 
In CANPAS I, the disappearance rate 
DDR = PD':'AMAXI (FDE, FLE)':'O. 5 
This treatment differs from Hunt1s (1977) in two significant ways. 
First, there is only one state variable for dead material (PD). 
Second, to compensate for the overestimation of DDR so produced, 
the rate is reduced by half (the 0.5 factor of equation 39) and the 
component fractional rates (FDE and FLE) are no t handled as being 
additive. This undoubtedly produces errors, but it was used only as 
a first approximation in testing CANPAS 1. 
27. 
Soil Water Loss and Gain 
The characteristics of the Lismore soils on which validation 
experiments were run were reported by Rickard (1973). The 
irrigated soils had 56.0 mm of available water at field capacity; 
the non- irrigated, 48.2 mm. Both soils were as sumed to have a 
rooting depth of 30 mm. Rainfall (R) and potential evapotranspiration(E) 
were input from the weather component. Irrigation (IR) was signalled 
by the management compone:nt, and an irrigation application was 
1.2 times the maximum available water supply (AWM): 
IR = IRS ,;, AWM ':' 1.2 [40] 
where IRS is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal for irrigation. All rates are in 
-1 
mm day • 
The actual amount of evapotranspiration (EA) was computed 
using the equation of Ritchie (1974): 
EA = AMINI (E,E':'(-0.21+0. 7':<AMAXl(0. 3,SQRT(L))),E':'WT) [41] 
where E is the potential evapotranspiration, L is the leaf area index, 
and WT is the effect of soil water supply on evapotranspiration. 
The Thornthwaite method of calculating E was used in the weather 
component. Rickard (1973) reported reasonable results with that 
method. Garwood and Williams (1968) and Ritchie (1974) estimated 
that evapotranspiration is directly proportional to soil water supply 
after two-thirds of the available water at field capacity has been used 
(Figure 3.2). Three situations apply: 
WT = 1. if AW/AWM > 0.33 
or WT = AW /(AWM':'O. 33) if O. 0 ~ AW / AWM <£ 0.33 
or WT = O. if A W / A WM < O. 0 
where A W / AWM is the fraction of the available water remaining in 
the root zone. Thus, 
WT = LIMIT (0., 1., AW/(AWM':'0.33)) 
28. 
Finally, the rate of runoff and deep percolation (RDP ) is set 
to remove water in excess of field capacity within one day. This 
assumes a free-draining soil typical of those at Winchmore: 
RDP = AMAXI (0., AW/DELTtRtIR-EA-AWM/DELT) [46 ] 
where AW is available water, R is rainfall rate, IR is irrigation 
rate, EA is actual evapotranspiration rate, and AWM is the maximum 
available water, or available water at field capacity. Again, the 
quantities of water (AW and AWM) are divided by DELT for conversion 
to rates in this rate equation. 
Harvesting 
The rate of harvest, either mechanically or by grazing, is 
not a part of the pasture component but will be generated by the 
management and animal components of the completed sys tern and input 
to the pasture component. However, validation of the pasture compon-
ent required harvesting rates. Validation data from Winchmore 
(D. S. Rickard and F. D. Fitzgerald, pers. comm.) carne from grazed 
pastures with yields measured by cutting caged plots to a 2. 5-cm 
stubble (Radcliffe, 1974a). To represent this treatment the rate of 
harvesting green herbage (RRG) was calculated as 
RRG = CUT':'AMAXI (0., PG-PGS)/DELT [47] 
where CUT is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal for cutting and PGS is the amount 
of stubble remaining after a cut. Divis ion by DELT, the time- step 
size, converts yields to rates. Based on our previous estimate of a 
2. 5-cm stubble (see discussion of eqn. 11), PGS was treated as a 
constant: 
CONST PGS = 380. [48] 
Thus, if grazing or drought reduces PG to less than PGS, attempting 
to cut will yield no harvested material. The CUT signal was generally 
input as a FUNCTION called CUTF where the x-<lariable represented 
2. 9. 
the day of the year, so 
CUT = AFGEN(CUTF, D) [49] 
Dead as well as live herbage can be removed in a harvest. 
To calculate how much dead material was removed (RRD) the fraction 
of dead material that remained in the stubble (FDS) was estimated so 
that 
RRD = CUT':'PD':'(l. -FDS)/DELT 
where CUT and DELT are used as in equation 47. The value of 
FDS depends on the total yield of pasture (PG+PD) such that 
FDS = 1. if PG+PD < 400. 
FDS = 2..6-0. 004':'(PG+PD) if 400. ~ PG+PD ~ 600 
or FDS = 0.2. if PG+PD > 600. 
Again, this was coded as a limit function: 
FDS = LIMIT(O.2., 1.0, 2..6-0.004':'(PG+PD)) 
3.3 CANPAS II 
[50] 
[51 ] 
[ 52. ] 
[53 ] 
[54] 
The objective of formulating CANPAS I was to test the pasture 
production theory of the model before formulating a forage digestibility 
sUb-component for use with the total farm model. The test of 
CANPAS I (see Chapter 4) revealed that it was only valid when mean 
weather data was input. With historical weather input, its yield 
estimates were generally too inaccurate for satisfactory use in 
demonstrating management principles. It appeared that the deficiency 
lay in the fact that the basic temperature/daylength functions (PTD1 and 
PTD2.) of CANPAS I were developed from the mean weather pattern of 
the Winchmore Station. The CANPAS II model was formulated to 
attempt to correct the problem. 
3 O. 
CANPAS II differs from CANPAS I by having separate 
temperature and dayleng th func tions whic h influence the pos sible 
growth rate of the pasture. Instead of using data from just the 
Winchmore Station, as in CANPAS I, relationships were selected 
from studies of seasonal distribution of production of perennial ryegrass 
dominant pastures from across New Zealand (Radcliffe, 1974a). The 
temperature effect (Figure 3.4) was derived from experiments at 
Cromwell and Poolburn (Radcliffe and Cos sens, 1974), Darga ville 
(Baars, 1976a), Mona Bus0and Winton (Radcliffe, 1974b), Winchmore 
(Rickard and Radcliffe, 1976), and from growth chamber trials 
(Mitchell, 1956). The mean monthly growth rate was calculated, 
divided by the highest mean monthly rate for the experiment and plotted 
as a function of the mean monthly temperature (Figure 3.4) . 
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Relative effect of mean air temperature on pasture 
growth rate as assumed in CANPAS II (solid lines) 
and modified in CANPAS III (dashed line). See text 
for the explanation of func tion deriva tion. 
31. 
The daylength effect (Figure 3.5) was derived from experiments 
at Dargaville (Baars, 1976a), Hamilton (Baars, 1976b), Marton 
(Radcliffe, 1976), Winchmore (Rickard and Radcliffe, 1976), and 
Mona Bush and Winton (Radcliffe, 1974b). The daylength for any day 
of the year was calculated using the lati tude of the site and the declination 
of the sun for the day, accord ing to the method of McKinion et al. (1975). 
The growth rate for each measurement period was then divided by the 
highest growth rate for the trial and plotted as a func tion of the mean 
daylength of the measurement period (Figure 3.5) • 
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32. 
The maximum value at any temperature or daylength was 
assumed to represent the effect of the factor on pasture growth rate. 
Lower observations could result from growth limitations caused by some 
other factor such as water stress. The functional response was 
then the line connecting the upper points (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). 
Apparent outlying points were ignored. For this approach to give 
valid approximations, the maximum growth rates must be reasonably 
high or responses at the environmental extremes will be inflated. 
Therefore the trials used to derive the functions were selected on 
-1 1 
the basis that the maximum growth rate exceeds 45 kg of DM ha day 
In the model, these functions are multipliers. of the growth 
coeffic ient K. Since K is an exponential coefficient (see eqn. 10) 
the ratio of growth rates does not show the relative effect on K. 
To calculate the relative effect of K, an exponential growth coefficient 
was found for each inflection point in the plotted functions (Figures 3.4 
and 3.5), and the relative effect taken as the ratio of this value to 
0.075, the value of K determined for CANPAS 1. The relationship 
between relative rates of growth and relative effect of K is curvilinear, 
with a 0.45 growth ratio transforming to a 0.58 K ratio. 
0.0 and 1.0 values transform exactly. 
Of course, 
To incorporate these functions into the model, the equation 
for the combined effect of temperature and daylength, PTD, (eqn. 12.) 
was deleted, along with the data for the functions PDTI and PTD2. 
The possible growth rate estimate (eqn. 19) also had PTD deleted. 
The minimum of the new temperature and daylength effects replaced 
PTD in equation 19 giving 
PGP = K':'AMINl (ETG, EDG)':'WP:'AMINI (PG- RRG':'DELT, PGM) [55 ] 
where ETG is the effect of temperature on the growth coefficient and 
EDG is the effect of daylength on the growth coefficient. Taking the 
minimum of the two as the multiplier implies that they operate as 
physiological limiting factors. The two factors were found by 
interpolation within x, y-co-ordinates input as FUNCTIONS: 
ETG = AFGEN(TF, D) 
and 
EDG = AFGEN(DF, D) 
33. 
[56] 
where TF and DF are the respective names of the temperature and 
daylength functions and D is the day of the year. As a means of 
simplifying the model, the daylengths of the functional relationship 
(Figure 3.5) were converted to days of the year for Winchmore. 
There were no other changes in converting CANPAS I to 
CANPAS II. 
3.4 CANPAS III 
Validation tests of CANPAS II (see Chapter 4) showed that 
the major deficiency of CANPAS I had been overcome by adding new 
temperature and daylength functions. The primary objective of 
CANPAS III was to add a digestibility sub-component to the model. 
In addition, some fine tuning was introduced by making several changes 
including new water stress functions, addition of a factor to account 
for injury to the pasture caused by drought, and altered death and 
decay factor s. 
Digestibility 
Rationale. . Most of the existing forage quality models are 
either ver y complex, as in the case of the model of Rice lial. (1974) 
which has 340 age das ses for diges tibility es timation, or very simple, 
as in the case of the model of Edelsten and Newton (1975) or 
Wright ~t al. (1976) where digestibility is a function of the day of the 
year and is found in a table. The more complex models defeat the 
goal of reasonable simplicity, but the simple types lack versatility 
required for handling both dryland and irrigated situations with a variety 
of use patterns. Therefore, the digestibility sub-component of 
CANPAS III has an intermediate level of complexity. 
To achieve the versatility of handling both close and lax use 
patterns, the live herbage (PG) was divided into two categories, new 
growth (NEWGR) and old growth (OLDGR). The NEWGR represents 
34. 
the live herbage produced since the start of the current regrowth period. 
The OLDGR represents the residual live material that was produced 
before the start of the present regrowth period. The digestibility of 
the green herbage (DG) is thus the weighted average of these two classes. 
The digestibility of the total herbage (DTH) also takes into consideration 
the dead material (PD). 
Digestibility of dead material (DD) is treated as a constant, 
but digestibility of new growth (DNEW) and of old growth (DOLD) are 
variables. Digestibility of live material declines with the passage of 
time (Smetham, 1973), and CANPAS III simulates this by making daily 
decline in digestibility units a function of the day of the year. In the 
model new growth starts its decline from the maximum digestibility 
and old growth follows a parallel decline starting from the weighted 
average of all its component digestibilities. 
of decline (Blaser, et al., 1973). 
Use accelerates the rate 
Input Data. Digestibility values are expressed as a fraction 
of dry matter. The maximum (DMX) and minimum (DMN) digestibility 
of live material were derived from Jagusch (1973) for New Zealand 
pasture, assuming 18.4 megajoules of gross energy in dry matter 
and digestibility 1.39 times higher than metabolizable energy. 
This gave a DMX of 0.9; DMN of 0.65. Digestibility of dead matter 
(DD) ranges from 0.15 to 0.56 (Clarke, 1977). A constant 0.45 
was used in the model. Dead matter should be of minor importance 
in most pastures except for autumn saved pastures or drought killed 
feed where the 0.45 figure should be fairly close. The maximum 
decline in digestibility (DR) due to selective removal by grazing was 
set at 0" 12 after Blaser ~ al. (1973). The daily decline in digest-
ibility units as a function of the day of the year (Figure 3.6) was based 
primarily on Hutton (1962). His data were used to estimate the 
acceleration in the rate of decline relative to the second week in November. 
35. 
Based on an absolute rate of decline for that period of 0.001 units 
of fractional digestibility per day (B.E. Clothier, pers. comm.), 
the relative rates were converted to an absolute scale with a 
maximum of 0.0081 from 7 January to 18 February. The winter 
decline was given a very low value of 0.0001 (M. L. Smetham, pers. 
comm.), for the period of 30 May to 28 August. All data were 
input as constants except for the daily decline in digestibility (DGF) 
which was input as a FUNCTION and called using the linear inter-
polation AFGEN. 
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Coding. Basic to module operation was identification 
of times when regrowth was initiated. This signalled resetting the 
digestibility of new growth and recomputation of the amount and 
.. digestibility of old growth. Regrowth could be initiated by warm 
weather in spring, end of a drought, end of a grazing period, or a cut. 
In all these cases the yield of live herbage today (PG) would be greater 
than the yield yesterday (PGY), and the yield yesterday would be less 
than or equal to the yield of the day before (PGYY). The time 
sequence of yields was maintained using a DELAY function: 
PGY = DELAY (1, 1., PG) 
PGYY = DELAY (1, 1., PGY) 
[58 ] 
[59 ] 
The signal to reset the digestibility factors because a new 
period of regrowth has commenced (RED) can be generated easily 
using FOR TRAN logic. This was direc tly inserted into the CSMP 
code using PROCED and END PRO labels to identify the segment. 
The information in the PROCED statement identifies output and input: 
PROCED RED = PROI (PG, PGY, PGYY) 
RED = O. 
IF (PG. GT. PGY. AND. PGY. LE. PGYY) RED = 1. 
END PRO 
Thus, RED is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal. 
[60 ] 
[61 ] 
[62 ] 
[63 ] 
Since new growth (NEWGR) and old growth (OLDGR) must 
add up to total live herbage (PG), NEWGR can be found by difference: 
NEWGR = PG- OLDGR 
The OLDGR declines through time because of death losses (DL). 
It may also be grazed in a subsequent grazing cycle, in which case 
it is assumed that NEWGR is used first so OLDGR will come to equal 
PG. Thus, by keeping track of the amount of old growth at the star t 
of any growth cycle (OLD), OLDGR can be computed by subtracting DL 
from OLD, with limits of 0.0 and PG: 
OLDGR = AMAXI (0., AMINI (OLD-DL, PG- RED':'NGY)) [65] 
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The term RED':'NGY is subtracted from PG to classify properly 
NEWGR as such on the day a new growth cycle begins (when RED = 1. 
instead of O. ). The net new growth yesterday (NGY) is what gives 
the increased PG today and what signals a new cycle. It is computed by 
NGY = DELAY(l, 1., PGR-RRG) 
where PGR is the pasture growth rate and RRG is the removal rate 
of live herbage. 
[66] 
The amount of material that has died since the star t of this 
regrowth period (DL) is the sum of the daily death rates (PDR) over 
the interval. By subtracting this sum from itself every time there is 
a reset signal, it returns to zero for the new interval. Using the 
INTGRL function for this computation required a correction for current 
PDR on the day of the reset: 
DL = INTGRL(O., PDR-RED':'(DL+PDR)) 
The amount of old material at the start of a regrowth cycle (OLD) 
is the OLDGR plus the NEWGR, or simply PG. This value can be 
retained for periods between reset signals using the zero-order hold 
or ZHOLD function. Because DL (eqn. 66) is computed as an integral, 
it is delayed one day in updating. Thus, OLD must also be delayed 
one day in updating, and this is accomplished by using the RED signal 
yesterday (REY) as the signal for calculating a new value for OLD: 
REY = DELAY(l, 1., RED) 
OLD = ZHOLD(REY, AMAXI (0., PG)) 
[ 68] 
[ 69] 
Taking the maximum of PG and zero guards against negative values 
for OLD. 
Digestibility of new growth (DNEW) decreases at a daily rate 
(DDEC) from some initial digestibility (DNI), which must be input. 
The DNEW is reset to the maximum digestibility (DMX) every time 
there is a reset signal, which always includes the first day of simulation. 
Therefore, the value of DNI almost immediately is applied to the old 
growth, which is initiatized at the same value. Resetting to DMX 
is achieved by adding DMX and DDEC (today's decrease) and 
subtracting DNEW every time RED equals 1. O. To prevent a decline 
in DNEW when there is no new growth present, DDEC is multiplied 
by the term, 1. -NNG where NNG signals absence of NEWGR. 
Combining, 
38. 
DNEW = INTGRL(DNI, RED':'(DMX-DNEW+DDEC)-DDEC:'(l. -NNG)) [70 ] 
where 
NNG = NOT(NEWGR) 
Digestibility of old growth (DOLD) parallels the decline (DDEC) 
of new growth, but it must be restricted so as not to fall below the 
minimum digestibility (DMN). When a reset signal occurs it goes to 
[71 ] 
the digestibility of the total live herbage (DG), and unlike DNEW resetting, 
a correction is not made for the current daily decline (DDEC). The 
result is 
DOLD = INTGRL(DNI, RED':'(DG-DOLD)-AMINI(DDEC, DOLD-DMN)) [72] 
The daily decline in digestibility is basically the rate from 
the input function (DGF) which varies according to the day of the year (D). 
In addition, digestibility cannot fall below its minimum (DMN) so 
DNEW-DMN is the maximum possible decline. Finally, if grazing 
is occurring, selective use will accelerate the decline up to the maximum 
of 0.12 units (DR). The actual decline is made proportional to the 
amount of use, provided it exceeds the growth rate. This proportionality 
term is 
AMAXI (0., RRG-PGR)/ AMAXI (1., PG/DELT+PGR). 
Division by DELT gives all factors the appropriate units. One in the 
denominator prevents division by zero. The total equation for DDEC 
is 
DDEC = AMINl(DNEW-DMN, AFGEN(DGF, D)+AMAXl ••. 
(0., RRG-PGR)':'DR/AMAXI (1., PG/DELT+PGR)) [ 73] 
39. 
The digestibility of the live herbage (DG) is the weighted 
average of the new and old categories 0 In the case that the yields 
of NEWGR and OLDGR have gone to zero, the output is restricted 
to a minimum of DMN. A term is added to the denominator to avoid 
divis ion by zero: 
DG = AMAXI (DMN, (NEWGR':'DNEW+OLDGR':'DOLD) .•• 
/ AMAX1 (1., NEWGR+OLDGR)) [74 ] 
The digestibility of the total herbage (DTH) is the weighted 
average including dead material: 
DTH = (NEWGR':'DNEW+OLDGR':'DOLD+PD':'DD)/(PG+PD) [75 ] 
Since grazing animals are selective, they will probably use 
the current new growth (TNG) first. It represents the very high 
digestibility component of their diet,and its amount is equal to yesterday's 
pasture growth rate, PGR: 
TNG = DELAY(l, 1., PGR) [76 ] 
The digestibility of the live herbage (DG) and the total herbage (DTH) and the 
yield of total new growth (TNG) are output from CANPAS III for use in the 
sheep module. These are in addition to yield values of live and dead 
material output in all version of CANPAS. Digestibility of dead material 
is not output because CANPAS III treats it as a constant. 
Water Relations 
Increase available soil water. An apparent defic ienc y of 
CANPAS I and II was an early drop in production at the onset of a 
drought. This indicated that the water supply/production (WP) and 
wa ter supply /e vapotranspiration (WT) functions adapted from Garwood 
and Williams (1968) may not apply to some soils in New Zealand. 
Alternatives were derived from the report of Rickard and Fitzgerald (1970). 
According to this report, the Lismore soil must be treated as having 
12.7 mm of water more than the available water value if the Thornthwaite 
method of estimating evapotranspiration is to work. 
40. 
This could mean that the Thornthwaite method overestimated water 
use or that the available water based on laboratory measur~s is less 
than the water available to the forage stand by about 13 mm. Thus, the 
first change was to increase the water supply in the test soils (input data) 
to correspond more closely to what was apparently available to the crop. 
The water supply/transpiration relation (WT) remained essentially 
identical to the Garwood and Williams (1968) formulation, but at this stage 
the coding was slightly modified to simplify some related computations. 
In CANPAS I, the water supply/transpiration equation (eqn. 45) was 
modified from Garwood and Williams (1968) so that output and water 
supply go to zero simultaneously (Figure 3.2). In wri ting the equations 
for death due to water stress (eqns. 28, 29 and 30), a multiplier was 
added to account for the fact that the model did not give negative soil 
water supplies. In CANPAS III equation 45 was replaced to incorporate 
directly the original Garwood and Williams function allowing negative 
soil water supplies: 
WT = LIMIT(O., 1., 0.1 +2.72 7':'AW / AWM) 
In this new formulation, 96.3 per cent of the available water is in the 
positive range. Therefore, 12 mm of the additional water should be 
added to the available water figures, giving 60 mm in the non-irrigated 
soils and 68 mm in the irrigated soils. Equation 77 also allows 
replacement of equation 30, for days with lethal water stress, with 
the simpler statement: 
DWS = NOT(AW) [78] 
Death occurs when available water supply is negative, bringing CANPAS III 
into exact correspondence to the theory of Keulen (1975) that was applied 
in modified form in CANPAS I and II. 
Alter effect on production. The effect of water supply on 
production (WP) (eqn. 14) was completely changed in CANPAS III by 
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deleting the Garwood and Williams (1968) relationship .. According to 
Rickard (1973), production is correlated with the water supply in the 
top one third of the profile in the low water supplying soils at Winchmore. 
Growth rate must start to decline when the water in the upper profile is 
used, or, according to Rickard (1973), when about 30 mm of water remains. 
With the added 12 mm of water for CANPAS III, the figure for the onset 
of stress increases to 38 mm, on the assumption that one third of the 
addition occurs in the upper profile. In soils of greater water holding 
capacity, the threshold is assumed to be one third of the available 
water supply (Ritchie, 1974). No data were found to indicate when 
production went to zero because of water stress, so it was assumed to 
occur at zero water supply (Figure 3.2). Three conditions then apply 
for the effect of water supply on production (WP): 
WP = O. if AW is < O. 
WP = AW/AMAXl(38., AWM>:'0.33) if 
O. < AW/AMAXl(38., AWM>:'0.33) < 1. 
orWP=1. if AW/AMAXl(38., AWM>:'0.33) > 1. 
Coded as a LIMIT statement, 
WP = LIMIT(O., 1., AW / AMAXI (38., AWM>:'O. 33)) 
[79 ] 
[80 ] 
[81 ] 
[82 ] 
Alter soil production fac tor. The soil production fac tor 
(SPF, eqn. 17) was computed on the basis of production declining from 
30 mm of available water. With a new estimate of 38 mm, a new SPF 
equation was called for: 
SPF = AMINI (1., AWM/l15.) 
The only change in this equation is the increase from 90 to 115 in the 
denominator, corresponding to roughly three times the water supply 
when stress begins. 
42. 
Drought Injury 
The first two models showed rapid recovery as soon as soil 
water was available following a drought. Garwood (1969) found that 
dry summer conditions delayed tillering of perennial ryegrass. On 
the assumption that the delayed recovery is caused by heating of the 
stubble associated with reduced evapotranspiration, a drought injury 
factor (DIF) was added as a multiplier in the equation for possible 
growth rate (PGP, eqn. 55): 
PGP = K':'AMIN1 (ETG, EDG)':'WP':'AMIN1 ••• 
(PG- RRG" DELT, PGM)':'DIF [84] 
The drought injury factor varies between 0.25 and 1. O. It 
is given the same value as the evapotranspiration factor (WT) while 
WT is declining, but not allowed to drop below 0.25. When WT 
increases because of increased water supply, DIF increases from 
yesterday's value of DIF in increments of 0.025 per day. Yesterday's 
drought injury factor (DIFY) is retained using a DELAY function: 
DIFY=DELAY(I, 1., DIF) [85] 
Because DELAY functions give 0.0 output at the start of simulations 
in CSMP, an ini tial drought injury factor (DIFI) equal to 1.0 at time 
,zero was also computed: 
DIFI = NOT(TIME) 
Using these terms, the drought injury factor is computed by 
DIF = AMINI (WT, AMAXI (0.25, DIFY+O.025, DIFI)) 
No quantitative data on the extent of drought injury to ryegrass 
in the field or on the subsequent rate of recovery could be found. The 
model of Wright..ru: al. (1976) includes a similar factor and allows 30 days 
for recovery. The recovery rate of 0.025 per day also gives 30 days 
for recovery of the factor from its minimum of 0.25 to the maximum 
of 1. O. Since drought can direc tly kill the crop through DWS (eqn. 78) 
causing death due to water stress (eqn. 27), DIF represents the injury 
to surviving plants. 
43. 
Death and Decay 
Shading factor. With the addition of the digestibility sub-
component, the amount of dead material (PD) became much more 
important to model performance because of its influence on the digest-
i bili ty of the to tal he r bage. Review of the coding of CANPAS I and II 
uncovered an error in equation 2.6 in which death rate due to shading 
(DSF) is calculated. Rates were an order of magnitude lower than 
intended (Hunt, 1970). The corrected equation incorporated into 
CANPAS III is 
DSF = LIMIT(O., 80., (PG/PGL)':'40. -40. ) [ 88] 
Rerunning CANPAS I and II validations (with eqn. 88 replacing eqn. 2. 6) 
showed the change influenced only over-winter yield and then by less 
than 5 per cent. The effect of the error on overall model performance 
in earlier validation trials was thus insignificant, but longer growth 
intervals would have given model dead matter yields that were too low. 
Maturity factor. The addition of the digestibility section aLso 
gave a means of readily indexing maturity. Low digestibility of the 
new growth (DNEW) indicates very mature herbage. Death due to 
maturity was ignored in the early models, thus restricting their valid 
application to managements where the pas ture doe s not approach maturi ty. 
Because it is desirable to be able to include paddocks saved for hay, 
the death due to maturity (DMY) factor was added to CANPAS III. 
Two conditions apply: 
DMY = O. if DMN-DNEW < O. [89] 
and 
DMY = O. 05':'AMAXl (0., PG- 500) if DMN-DNEW > o. [90] 
Recall that DMN is the minimum digestibility of live herbage. Thus, 
DMY does not begin until minimum digestibility is reached, a sign of 
maturity. The death rate is then 5 per cent of the live yield (PG) in 
-1 -1 
exces s of 500 kg of DM ha The 500 kg of DM ha repre sents a· 
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minimum living stubble and was taken from the range of values reported 
by Tainton (1974). The two above conditions were coded in one CSMP 
statement as 
DMY = INSW(DMN-DNEW, 0., O. 05':'AMAXl (0., PG-500))' [91 ] 
Pasture death rate (PDR) was altered to include DMY. In 
addition, the study of Tainton (1974) indicated that some death may be 
-1 -1 
occurring all the time so a 1.0 kg of DM ha . day death rate was _ 
added as long as PG exceeded zero. The resulting statement is 
PDR = AMAXl (DDL,DDW,DMY,AMINl (1., PG)) [92 ] 
Decomposable frac tion. As explained in the discussion of 
equation 39, the rate of disappearance of dead material is probably over-
estimated in CANPAS I and II. The factor of 0.5 in equation 39 only 
partially corrects for the error. To improve the situation, a variable 
for the decomposable fraction (DEF) replaced the 0.5 factor of equation 
39, giving 
[93 ] 
Hunt (1977) reported that the rapidly decomposable fraction for pas ture 
herbage has a peak value of about 60 per cent. A second slowly 
decomposable fraction makes up the remainder. Tainton (1974) 
showed that the dead material in pas tures like those being modelled 
-1 
seldom fell below 300 kg of DM ha ,so DEF was limited to values 
between 0.0 and 0.6 with the threshold at 300 kg of DM in dead material 
-1 (PD) ha • The coded statement is 
DEF = LIMIT (0., 0.6, 1. -300. jPD) [94 ] 
Other Changes 
Further generalisations about the deficienc ies of CANPAS I 
and II are that they underestimated spring production and overestimated 
winter production. One possible cause is an incorrect temperature 
func tion. In formulating this func tion (TF, eqn. 56), some outlying 
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points at the lower temperatures were ignored. For CANPAS III, 
TF was altered to include these points (dashed line, Figure 3.4). 
The change in TF would tend to increase growth rates at all temperatures 
o between 3.5 and 9 C. 
altered. 
Estimate's of the stubble remaining after a harvest were also 
-1 
In the previous models, a constant 380 kg of DM ha was 
used for green pasture left as stubble (PGS), and a variable fraction 
(FDS) was used for the dead pasture left as stubble (eqn. 54). Tainton 
(1974) showed that live stubble in N. Z. pastures varies from 300 to 
-1 500 kg of DM ha in managements similar to those being simulated. 
In addition, the high values occur in the spring. Jewiss (1972) reviewed 
tillering in cool season grasses and found a similar peak in spring. 
On that basis PGS was made a variable with a peak of 500 kg of DM ha 
-1 
from 28 August to 12 October. From 1 November to the following 19 July, 
-1 
the green stubble was given a value of 300 kg of DM ha For other 
days of the year linear interpolation between the given values was used 
to find PGS. The data was input as a FUNCTION named PGSF so that 
PGS = AFGEN(PGSF, D) [95 ] 
The dead stubble (PDS) was also altered. Tainton (1974) 
-1 
found dead stubble to generally vary between 300 and 500 kg of DM ha 
-1 
with an extreme low of 250 kg of DM ha • Limiting PDS from 250 Lo 
-1 
500 kg of DM ha and allowing 10 per cent of intermedia te levels to 
be harvested seemed like a reasonable approximation. In addition, 
the amount of stubble harvested was restricted to the pasture growth 
in the interval since the last cut (GTI) if GTI was less than 10 per cent of 
the dead pasture (PD). Such a situation occurs in a severe drought. Thus, 
PDS = LIMIT(250., 500., AMAXI (PD-GTI, O. 9':'PD)) [06 ] 
The growth in this cutting interval (GTI) is found by integration of the 
growth rate (TNG, eqn. 76) with a reset to 0.0 on the signal to cut (eqn. 50): 
GTI = INTGRL(O., TNG-CUT':'GTI) 
46. 
The changes in the temperature func tion and stubble levels 
affect input to CANPAS and not the model itself. Because of the 
added digestibility sub-component, there are additional outputs and 
inputs for CANPAS III, so the MACRO (eqn. 1) and GLOBAL (eqn. 2) 
statements of the model are altered to read as follows: 
MACRO PG, PD, AW, L,DG,DTH, TNG := CANPAS (AWl, PGI, ••. 
PDI, DNI, AWM, IR, •.• 
RRG,RRD) [98] 
GLOBAL K,E, R, T,D, PCF', TF,DF,DGF,DMX,DMN,DD,DR [99] 
One further change was made to increase the versatility 
of CANPAS III. In the first two models the signal to irrigate was 
computed in the management component but the amount of irrigation 
in the pasture component (eqn. 40). In CANPAS III equation 40 was 
transferred to the management component so both timing and amount 
of irrigation is computed there. The irrigation rate (IR) is input to 
the MACRO instead of the signal (IRS). Compare equations 1 and 98. 
47. 
CHAPTER 4 
MODEL PERFORMANCE AND VALIDATION 
4.1 Methods 
The purpose of simulation model validation is to determine whether or 
not the model can be validly used for specific purposes. Validation 
generally involves a comparison of model performance with historical 
patterns of real system behaviour. A general discussion of the 
validation of simulation models can be found in the textbook by 
Shannon (1975). Though most sources s tres s the quanti tati ve aspects 
of model validation, Anderson (1972) states that validation is an 
essentially subjective procedure and should be recognised as such. 
The subjective element is evident in that there are no established 
guidelines for quantitatively demonstrating the validity of a simulation 
model. 
The CANPAS models are intended to be used for teaching and 
extension. Satisfactory validity for those uses is achieved when a 
model predicts pasture growth and yield responses to irrigation and 
harvest management that are typical of the real system. As a 
component of the irrigated-farm model, it was important that CANPAS 
remain as simple as possible, and that goal probably reduces the 
quantitative accuracy that can be achieved with the model. At the 
outset it was believed that a satisfactory model should have a coefficient 
of determination (R2) somewhat higher than other parts of the system, 
provided other criteria of validity were also satisfied (see below). 
That was because coupling of pasture and animal components is 
anticipated to reduce the overall R2. An R2 of about 0.8 for model 
predictions against field observation of pasture production is somewhat 
better than corresponding figures for other parts of the system 
(Ritchie, 1976) and was selec ted as the original goal. 
The CANPAS models predict soil water status,' live and 
dead herbage in the pasture, and the digestibility of the herbage 
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(CANPAS III only), all as a function of time. The appropriate model 
configuration also gives predictions of daily rates of growth, 'death, 
decay, and evapotranspiration. In principle all these factors could 
be used for validation, but only historical data for pasture yields were 
available from the field. Thus the quantitative statistical aspects 
of model validation could be applied onl y to yield predictions. Other 
aspects of model performance were only qualitatively evaluated in 
that model behaviour was or was not reasonable. A complication of 
model validation is that the response of the system to many combinations 
of management and weather patterns is unknown. A hopeful extens ion 
of model use would be to investigate these unknown situations by 
simulation. However, it would be desirable to evaluate quantitatively 
more of the model output before relying on its accuracy in extrapolation. 
As a tool to demonstrate known management principles for teaching and 
extension, the above plan of validation was believed to be sufficient. 
The first step in evaluating model performance was to 
examine graphical presentations of CANPAS predictions as a function 
of time. Where validation data were available, these were plotted on 
the same axes. Further statistical tests served mainly as repeatable 
, 
and quantitative measures of what was subjectively obvious in the 
graphs. 
The model and real system data sets were treated as samples 
from infinite popUlations. The statis tical validation tests then 
compared model and field samples for variance, mean, frequency 
distribution, and autocorrelation. The model was programmed to 
give observations paired with the field data, and it was assumed that 
a valid model would have parameters statistically indistinguishable 
from those of the real system. Similarity of variances was tested 
by the F statistic (Shannon, 1975); means by the paired two- sided 
t- tes t (Shannon, 1975); and the frequenc y distribution of observations 
II 
by the two- sided Kolmogorov- Smirnov test (Conover, 1971) when 
2 
there were less than 100 data pairs and by the X test when there 
were more than 100 pairs (Shannon, 1975). Ten classes were 
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2 
used in the X test. Since autocorrelation is expected in time-series 
data the level of autocorrelation was also compared in the two data 
sets. On the assumption that the time sequences of data represented 
stationary series, the first order autocorrelation was computed of 
each (r for Yt = f(Yt_l) ). One observation was lost from each data 
set because the first element did not have a predecessor. The auto-
correlation coefficients were compared by means of a two- sided Z test 
using Fisher's Z transformation (Steel and Torrie, 1960). 
The significance level of routine hypothesis testing in statistics 
is ordinarily set to reduce the probability of a Type I error (Steel and 
Torrie, 1960). That is, care is taken to minimise the probability 
of rejec ting a true null hypothesis that there is no difference between 
two statistics. In the case of simulation model testing, however, 
there should be more concern about reducing the probability of Type II 
error, or of coming to the conclusion that two statistics are the same 
when in fact the yare different. The probability of Type II error can 
be determined only when the appropriate population parameters are 
known. In practice the only way to minimise Type II error is to 
decrease the significance level of the test or to increase the probability 
of Type I error. For this reason, the probability that the model and 
the field data represent the same population is reported whenever that 
probability is les s than 20 per cent. In other words, the 20 per cent 
significance level is taken as appropriate in the above tests when they 
are applied to simulation model validation. When the probabili ty of 
model and field similarity is 20 per cent or less, the model should be 
considered to represent a different situation in most cases. 
Simple linear regression analysis was used as the final 
statistical test of model validity. The perfect model, y "" a + b x, 
2 
would have an R = 1, a = 0 and b = 1 where y stands for actual 
observations and x for model predictions. Using that format, 
2 R and a and b, with standard errors, were computed for each 
model, and then an F value was determined for the simultaneous 
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tests of a = 0 and b = 1 (Mood and Graybill, 1963). This particular 
test is ver y conservative in that F is strongly dependent on the 
standard errors of a and b. As the model improves, these standard 
errors decrease and F tends to increase. Consequently, a 5 per cent 
Significance level for this test is quite rigorous and was chosen as 
the critical level for model validation as opposed to the 20 per cent 
level selec ted for the previous te s ts. 
4.2 Validation Data 
Rickard provided unpublished yield data from four manage-
ments of experiments in progress at the Winchmore Irrigation 
Research Station, along with harvest and irrigation dates. They 
covered three growing seasons starting in June 1971 and ending in 
June 1974. The managements involved irrigated and non-irrigated 
treatments with short (about 14-day) and long (about 30-day) cutting 
intervals: 
Management A: ir rigated, long interval, 26 observations; 
Management B: irrigated, short interval, 62 observations; 
Management C: non- irrigated, long interval, 26 observations; 
Management D: non- irrigated, short interval, 62 observations. 
The irrigated treatments received ten irrigations in the 
1971 /72 season, nine in the 1972/73 season, and six in the 1973/74 
season. The plots were harvested as described by Radcliffe (1974a). 
Management B is a continuation of the trial (Rickard and Radcliffe, 
1976) on which the temperature/daylength function of CANPAS I was 
based. 
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4.3 Validation of Harvested Yield 
To validate each model, yields were predicted for the four 
managements. Historical weather d~ta for the trial period and 
actual harvest and irrigation dates were input to the simulators. 
-1 
CANPAS I and II were initialised with 380 kg of DM ha of live 
-1 
material (PGI) and 10 kg of DM ha of dead mater ial (PDI) on the 
date the field trials were ini tially trimmed. The initial and maximum 
soil water supplies (AWl and AWM) were 48.2 mm for non- irrigated 
soils and 56.0 mm for irrigated soils. In CANPAS III, PGI was 
-1 . 
dropped to 300 kg of DM ha while PDI was increased to 250 kg of 
-1 
DM ha , as explained in the desc ription of the model. The soil 
water factors were increased to 60.0 and 68.0 mm for non- irrigated 
and irrigated soils, respectively, in CANPAS III. 
Mean Rate Model 
The mean growth patterns for irrigated and non-irrigated 
conditions, as summarised by Rickard and Radcliffe (1976), in 
themselves constitute a very simple model of pasture production. 
Their data give a growth rate for every day of the year in the Winchmore 
environment on soils like those under consideration. As a basis for 
compa·rison, yields in the validation experiments were first estimated 
with the simple "Mean Rate Model" of Rickard and Radcliffe (1976) 
by summing those daily growth rates. Irrigated or non-irrigated 
conditions were u'sed, as appropriate, and the daily growth rate selected 
according to the day of the year. In this model only cutting dates and 
the presence or absence of irrigation influenced results. Actual 
weather, or dates of irrigation, or residual effects of previous manage-
ments, had no influence, as yield estimates were simply the sum of 
published mean growth rates. Model predictions were then statistically 
compared to field observations (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 
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TABLE 4.1 
Probabili ty that Model and Field Data 
Represent the Same Population a 
TEST 
Autocorrelation Smirnov 
.2 
Model Variance Mean X 
Management A 
Mean Rate .063 <.001 >.2 <.001 
CANPAS I .023 .125 ).2 .200 
CANPAS II > .2 ).2 ).2 ).2 
CANPAS III >.2 ).2 ).2 ).2 
Management B 
Mean Rate ).2 >.2 .047 .195 
CANPAS I .130 .050 ).2 .038 
CANPAS II ).2 ).2 ).2 .038 
CANPAS III ).2 >.2 ).2 .192 
Management C 
Mean Rate < . 001 ).2 >.2 .025 
CANPAS I .061 .171 ).2 >.2 
CANPAS II .127 >.2 ).2 ).2 
CANPAS III > .2 ).2 ).2 >.2 
Management D 
Mean Rate <.001 ).2 ).2 .005 
CANPAS I .008 .018 >.2 >.2 
CANPAS II .042 .074 ).2 ).2 
CANPAS III .080 ).2 .115 ).2 
All Managements Combined 
Mean Rate <.001 ).2 >.2 .025 <.001 
CANPAS I .024 <.001 ).2 ).2 .070 
CANPAS II ).2 .087 >.2 ).2 ).2 
CANPAS III ).2 ).2 ).2 >.2 ).2 
a Probabilities >.2 are considered to represent satisfactory model performance. 
Number of observation pairs: Managements A and C = 26; Band D = 62; 
all combined = 176. 
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TABLE 4.2 
Regression Analysis of Various 
. a Pasture ProductlOn Models 
Probabili ty of 
R2 
greater F given 
Model A SEA B SE B · 
A = 0 and B = 1 
Management A 
Mean Rate 132. 199. 1.13 0.17 .66 <. 001 
CANPASI -114. 256. 1.17 0.19 .61 .240 
CANPAS II 47. 192. 0.97 0.13 • 70 .971 
CANPAS III 129. 164. 0.91 0.11 .74 .722 
Management B 
Mean Rate 126. 51. 0.77 0.10 .52 .053 
CANPAS I 163. 57. 0.75 0.12 .41 .01 7 
CANPAS II 165. 52. 0.69 0.10 .46 .008 
CANPAS III 1 75. 55. 0.67 0.10 .42 .008 
Management C 
Mean Rate - 320. 221. 1. 33 0.30 .44 .308 
CANPAS I 93. 120. 1. 01 0.20 • 52 .426 
CANPAS II 92. 114. 0.96 0.18 .55 .605 
CANPAS III 51. 86. 0.93 0.12 .72 .824 
Management D 
Mean Rate - 63. 64. 1.14 0.20 .35 .567 
CANPAS I 76. 37. 0.93 0.13 .45 .057 
CANPAS II 81. 37. 0.84 0.12 .45 .096 
CANPAS III 36. 34. 0.92 0.10 
· 58 .575 
All Managements Combined 
Mean Rate - 89. 36. 1. 21 0.06 .74 <.001 
CANPAS I 56. 28. 1. 02 0.04 .77 .001 
CANPAS II 66. 26. 0.93 0.04 .79 .049 
CANPAS III 46. 24. 0.94 0.03 • 83 .125 
a Abbreviations: A = intercept and B =2 slope of linear equation; SEA = standard error 
of A, SE B = standard error of B; R = coefficient of determination; F = variance 
ratio with conventional F distribution. Number of observation pairs: 
Managements A and C = 26; Band D = 62; all combined = 176. 
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As expected for such a siIT1ple IT1odel, statistical analysis 
revealed IT1any deficiencies. The Mean Rate Model of Rickard and 
Radcliffe (1976) did not consistently pass any of the siIT1ple tests 
(Table 4.1 ). It was IT10st accurate for ManageIT1ent B (irrigated, 
short interval) where weather and IT1anageIT1ent had the least effect 
on the s ys teIT1. Regre ssion analysis (Table 4.2) s uIT1IT1arised the 
perforIT1ance of the Mean Rate Model nicely. Non- ir rigated treat-
2 
IT1ents gave poorest results (R = 0.44 and 0.35), probably because 
of the overriding effect of real weather in such circuIT1stances. 
2 
Short harvest intervals with irrigation had a lower R (0.52) than 
( 2) . 2 long intervals with irrigation R = 0.66 , but the lower R was IT10re 
satisfactory in that standard errors were sIT1aller and the IT10del nearer 
2 
the ideal of 0.0 intercept 1.0 slope. The higher R with irrigation 
and long cutting intervals was achieved while underestiIT1ating yields. 
The superiority of the Mean Ra te Model for ManageIT1ent B can also 
be related to the fact that ManageIT1ent B is IT10st like the IT1anagernent on which 
the IT10del is based. Testing the IT10del by cOIT1bining all the data gave 
2 
a surprisingly high R (0.74), but it was achieved by cancelling errors. 
Only in ManageIT1ent B did IT10del and field frequency distribution of 
. 2 
observations even start to approach one another (SIT1unov and X test 
of Table 4.1). 
CANPAS I 
With such poor perforIT1ance froIT1 the Mean Rate Model, which 
represents the starting point for iIT1proveIT1ent, IT10del sophistication 
IT1ight be expected to bring rapid progress toward IT10re accurate pre-
dictions. However, CANPAS I was disappointing (Figure 4.1). Although 
it considerably iIT1proved the frequency distribution of IT10del observations, 
the IT1ean yield prediction was not satisfactory for a single IT1anageIT1ent 
(Table 4.1). 
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FIGURE 4.1 
The CANPAS I predictions and field observations of harvested dry matter 
yield at Winchmore with long cutting intervals and irrigation(Management A), 
short cutting intervals and irrigation(Management B), long cutting intervals 
and no irrigation(Management C), and short cutting intervals and no 
irrigation (Management D). 
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It tended to underestimate growing season yields and overestimate 
winter production. Considering all managements combined, it 
-1 
overestimated yield by about 60 kg of DM ha in every harvest. 
2 It improved R values for non-irrigated treatments (Managements C 
and D, Table 4.2), but irrigated treatments showed poorer perform-
2 
ance for CANPAS I than for the Mean Rate Model. Overall, the R 
increased from 0.74 to 0.77, but CANPAS I must be considered an 
inadequate model for general purposes. 
There was one exception to the generally poor performance 
of CANPAS I that also offers a clue to the source of its deficiency. 
When the .model was set up to run with mean weather as input, it 
was accurate in predic ting mean yields in irrigated managements 
with fortnightly cutting intervals (Figure 4.2). The fit to the mean 
2 growth rates of Rickard and Radcliffe (1976) had an R of 0.99. 
Since the temperature / daylength function of CANPAS I was based 
on Rickard and Radcliffe (1976), the accurate fit only verifies the 
coding of the model. However, it also indicates that CANPAS I 
works well as long as input weather data follow mean patterns for the 
year. The er ror of CANPAS I was in basing the key growth functions 
on mean weather patterns when responsiveness to real weather was 
critical to model performance. 
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57. 
FIGURE 4.2 The CANPAS I predictions and field measurements 
of mean fortnightly growth rates of irrigated 
pastures at Winchmore. 
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CANPAS II 
This model was made dependent on temperature without 
regard to the mean weather pattern. Its overall performance was 
considerably better than CANPAS I, but it still failed the test. 
comparing means. for Management D and for all the managements 
combined (Table 4. l). The basic problem was still a 
tendenc y to underes timate yields. Consider ing regression analysis 
(Table 4.2), CANPAS II was as good as or better than CANPAS I . 
in every case. 
Management B. 
It was still inferior to the Mean Rate Model in 
2 
The overall R increased to O. 79. 
The plotted data (Figure 4.3) showed specific problems. 
As in CANPAS I, Management B gave yield predictions generally 
too low in the spring and too high in autumn and winter. Model output 
was generally less variable from cut to cut than the real data, and 
probably only one point in the model data set for the first harvest 
in 1974 prevented significant differences in variance and auto-
correlation from occurring in Management B. 
In the non-irrigated managements, there was a tendency to 
predict the onset of drought earlier than it actually occurred and to 
overestimate the amount of recovery when rain finally fell. Cor rection 
of the post-drought recovery pattern by itself would worsen the problem 
of overall yield estimation by further reducing annual production. 
Thus, development of CANPAS III called for not only addition of a 
digestibility sub-component, but further refinements of the model in 
terms of drought injury, water relations, and factors controlling the 
seasonality of growth. 
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The CANPAS II predictions and field observations of harvested dry matter 
yield at Winchmore with long cutting intervals and irrigation(Management A), 
short cutting intervals and irrigation(Management B), long cutting intervals 
and no irrigation(Management C), and short cutting intervals and 
no irrigation (Management D). 
CANPAS III 
the set.. 
Statistically, CANPAS III is by far the superior model of 
2 The overall R increased to 0.83 (Table 4.2). Using the 
5 per cent level as satisfactory for the simultaneous F-test of the 
regression equation, it also passed that test in all but Management B. 
It failed to pass only three of the simple statistical tests (Table 4.1). 
With Management B, it just failed the Smirnov test for frequency 
distribution (P = 0.19). None of the models passed that test at 
P = 0.20 for Management B. In Management D it failed to pas s the 
60. 
variance test but still was by far the best model tested in that situation. 
CANPAS III also failed the autocorrelation test in Management D. 
The reason for this is that removal of the post-drought surges of growth 
smoothed the model growth pattern to give more autocorrelation (more 
"smoothness") than for the real data set (r = 0.67 vs 0.48). 
The only real problems with CANPAS III show up in the 
short cutting intervals (Figure 4.4). The ir riga ted treatment 
(Management B) concentrates too many observations near the mean 
2 
and hence fails the Smirnov tes t. It also give s a lower R than CANPAS II 
in that treatment (Table 4.2). The CANPAS III model is still a poorer 
model than the Mean Rate Model in predicting irrigated production with 
fortnightly harvests. It does, however, pass the autocorrelation test 
in Management B (Table 4.1) where the Mean Rate Model failed. The 
Mean Rate Model gives a very regular pattern of production following 
fairly closely the curve of Rickard and Radcliffe (1976) in every year 
(Figure 4.2) and hence shows much more autocorrelation than the real 
data (r = 0.69 vs 0.44). As explained above, Management D (Figure 4.4) 
also had too much autocorrelation in CANPAS III; in this case, the 
effect also showed up in the variance test. 
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The difficulty in predicting yields with short harvest intervals, 
particularly with irrigation (Management B), may not be. overcome with 
attempts to further refine the model. A key factor in model predic tion 
is the yield of the live stubble (PGS) at the start of a growth interval, 
and accurate estimates of this value may be needed before much better 
performance can be expected. (At present such data is not available 
from the field, and it would be very difficult to obtain.) In 14 days an 
-1 
extra 200 kg of DM ha 
-1 
on the ini tial stubble of 300 kg of DM ha would 
-1 
give 350 kg of DM ha more .growth. Such variation would account for 
most of the discrepancy between model and field yields seen in Management B. 
4.4 Other Model Characteristics 
The validation data set included only yield data and thus only 
yield predictions were subjected to rigorous statistical appraisal. Other 
characteristics of model performance were examined and accepted as valid 
if they were consistent with known general patterns of behaviour for the 
property in question. 
The soil water and evapotranspiration elements of a model 
designed to study irrigation management are of course critical. Ritchie (1976) 
validated essentially the same model of the soil water budget as used here, 
but for other crop enterprises of the total system. Lacking water supply 
data for the entire rooting zone of pasture, a formal validation of the water 
budget of CANPAS was not attempted. The generally close agreement 
between the time of drought in the field and model predictions of those 
droughts, especially with CANPAS III (Figure 4.4), is strong evidence that 
the soil water SUb-component of the model cannot be too much in error. 
Even in CANPAS I available soil water with irrigated and non-irrigated 
managements (Figure 4.5) showed use patterns with properly timed 
droughts and appropriate responses to rain and irrigation. Most of the 
difficulty in this sub-component was with relating the soil water supply 
to crop growth and evapotranspiration. The Thornthwaite method 
of estimating evapotranspiration is known to be an inferior method for 
/ 
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most of New Zealand (Coulter, 1973), but as Rickard and Fitzgerald (1970) 
demonstrate, it can be made to work for the Winchmore area. It has the 
particular advantage for a simple model in that it requires only daily 
mean temperatures. Supposedly better methods also require estimates 
of radiation or cloudiness, and it is not clear that estim§l.tes of water 
use could be improved in the CANP AS models. 
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Herbage death and decay rates are computed in all the 
CANPAS models and are of particular importance in CANPAS III 
because of the influence of the amount of dead material on total 
herbage digestibility. The first two CANPAS models will under-
estimate amounts of dead material present in longer C'l1tting intervals 
(greater than 30 days), but they are similar to CANP .AS III at the 
shorter harvest intervals. The CANPAS III model incorpora.t:es 
death due to maturity and a decomposition factor to give better 
estimates of the amount of dead material when the stand is unused 
for long periods. In CANPAS III, dead matter accumulates as the 
pasture matures in December (Figure 4.6). 1£ undis turbed, the 
relatively dry conditions of late summer allow only slow decomposition 
so that about 75 per cent of the herbage present is dead material. 
In the same simulation with no herbage use (Figure 4.6), the pattern 
of live material also seems realistic with an autumn as well as a 
spring flush of growth. Other estimates of dead material patterns made III 
conjunction with testing the digestibility sub-component were also realistic. 
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Digestibility and total dry matter yield are known to follow 
a general time course such that their product, the yield of digestible 
dry matter, reaches a peak before total dry matter peaks or 
digestibility reaches its lower limit. The CANPAS III model gave 
predictions consistent with the theory (Figure 4. 7). In addition, 
digestibility and yield patterns under various kinds of use appeared 
to be reasonably accurate. 
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I 
I 
With rotational grazing or sequential cutting systems in 
which the available pasture is relTIoved in one or two days, a 
"saw-toothed" curve of yield is associated with a silTIilar pattern of 
digestibility change (Blaser et al., 1973). The lTIodel predic ts the 
correct pattern, with digestibility dropping when the yield drops 
because of use (Figure 4.8). Although the yield of dead lTIaterial is 
fairly low in such a systelTI, it is concentrated in the stubble so that 
the digestibility of the total stubble is low. F rOlTI Augus t through to 
NovelTIber, the digestibility of the total herbage increases throughout 
the regrowth interval (Figure 4.8), reaching levels of 74 to 80 per 
cent at the next cut. This is due to the high quality of the new growth 
and the dilution of the effect of dead lTIaterial. FrolTI DecelTIber 
through to lTIid-March, digestibility first increases but then declines 
because of the rapid decrease in digestibility of new growth in warlTI 
weather. Over that interval, digestibility ranges frolTI 65 to 67 per cent 
at harvest. In the autulTIn, the spring pattern reappears (Figure 4.8). 
This lTIatches nicely the data of Hutton (1962). 
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The CANPAS III predictions of digestibility, yield of 
total herbage, and yield of dead herbage in the 1971/72 
growing season at WinchlTIore with irrigation and long 
cutting intervals (ManagelTIent A). 
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In simulating set stocking of an irrigated pasture with 
-1 . 
15 ewes ha ,the pasture starts to outproduce the sheep in Oc tober 
so that it matures in December with an associated decline in digest-
ibility (Figure 4.9). The demand for pasture per ewe was based 
on Jagusch (1973) and a 1971 weather pattern was used in this 
simulation. The increase in dead matter in Decembe r along wi th 
the relatively high yield of total herbage shows that the pasture is 
maturing. The digestibility of the live herbage remained above 
70 per cent until 15 December. The total herbage crossed the 70 per 
cent digestibility line on 10 December (Figure 4.9). The live herbage 
digestibility stayed above 80 per cent until mid-November. According 
to Jagusch (1973), until mid-November the pasture was a short to 
mid-length leafy pasture. 
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The CANPAS III predictions of the digestibility of live 
and total herbage and of the yield of dead and total 
herbage for irrigated pasture at Winchmore with set 
stocking of 15 ewe equivalents per hectare. 
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Simulation of autumn saved pasture (Figure 4.10) compared 
1 March, 1 April and 1 May closing dates. The early closing 
resulted in good autumn growth,but associated declines in digestibility 
and mid-winter dead matter levels of 40 per cent also occurred. ·The late closing 
made slow growth all winter long so that it had the lowest dead matter 
fraction and highest digestibility (70 to 78 per cent) from mid-June 
through September. Closing on 1 April gave the highest digestibilities 
in Ma y, but by mid - June it had yield and dead material like the 
1 March cloSing. Since it had avoided some digestibility decline in 
warmer early-autumn weather, it was still higher in digestibility . 
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dates in 1972 at Winchmore. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
Qualitative evaluation of model sub-components, especially 
soil water, evapotranspiration, death, decay and digestibility elements, 
revealed no major deviations from expected patterns. More' formal 
validation of yield predictions indicated strengths and weaknesses of 
the models. CANPAS I was reasonably accurate only when mean 
temperatures for the day of the year were input. For use s requiring 
actual daily weather data, it did not perform satisfactorily. CANPAS II 
was an improvement on CANPAS I, but it should be regarded as basically 
a transitional model to CANPAS III used to confirm the details of the 
primary fault of CANPAS 1. CANPAS III appears to have considerable 
versatility in predicting yield and digestibility under a variety of 
managements. Unfortunately, its greatest deficiency occurs with the rather 
common management of frequent use under irrigation. In that case, 
seasonal distribution of yield may be considerably in er ror, but annual 
yield remains reasonably accurate. The problem appears to lie not 
so much in the model as in uncertainty of stubble yields at the start 
of a regrowth period. Those stubble yields are computed in the 
management component and can be easily changed when better field 
data is available. Unfortunately, such data will be difficult to obtain. 
In other manageITlents, stubble yields are Ie s s iITlportant because 
adverse weather, or the passage of tiITle, daITlpen the effects of initial 
cond i tions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
LIMITATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Application of a model is restricted by at least four factors. 
These are limitations imposed by (a) design to meet the original 
objective or intended use of the model, (b) generality or robustness 
of the theoretical base of the model, (c) availability of information 
needed as input, and (d) cost of use. 
5.1 Design 
As indicated in the introduction, CANPAS was developed 
primarily for teaching and extension application with predictive rather 
than explanatory objectives. It was designed as a component of a larger 
system so relative simplicity was sought. Whenever there was a clear 
choice between simplification or elaboration and the gain in predictive 
accurac y by elaboration was marginal, the simple route was taken. 
The history of model development was to move from the too simple 
(CANPAS I) to the more complex (CANPAS III). Model elaboration 
was generally based on established theoretical or empirical relationships 
that should allow CANPAS to be used for research and extrapolation to 
novel managements. However, CANPAS has not yet undergone validation 
and complete sensi ti vity analysis to confirm the explanatory accurac y 
of the model. Such testing is planned, but for the time being applications 
for extrapolation should be done with caution. 
The validation that has been done was aimed at demonstrating 
the accuracy of the model in predicting pasture yield and digestibility 
under conventional managements. The total farm system model is 
designed primarily to study irrigation management of multiple enter-
prise systems, and the pasture component will be of considerable use 
even if conventional ir riga ted and non- ir rigated managements are the 
only pasture managements considered. Such use appears to be valid, 
and wider applications may also be useful if treated with appropriate 
caution. 
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• The model was designed to apply specifically to perennial 
ryegrass/white clover pastures grown under dryland or irrigated 
conditions on the Canterbury Plains. Some of the growth functions 
are based on the day of the year and would generate inaccurate results 
if the model was applied to other regions without appropriate 
elaboration. Since the author plans to test the model in an American 
system, required changes will be made and more complete validation 
at that time will indicate something of the generality of CANPAS. 
Any application to a new environment should involve addi tional valid-
ation and will probably require some "local" modifications to achieve 
satisfactory model performance. 
In the context of Simplicity and restricted application, several 
factors have not been included in the model. No designation is made 
for the kind of irrigation. Hopefully, that will have no influence, but 
the validation data covers only the border-dyke method. Under 
dryland conditions, subterranean clover replaces white clover as the 
dominant legume of the Canterbury pasture ecosystem. It exhibits 
growth patterns different than white clover (Calder, 1951); but, as 
it was not clear that such model elaboration would improve model 
performance, subterranean clover was ignored. It is assumed that 
the stand is well established and that insect pests are controlled. No 
factors are included to allow for variability in soil fertility, save the 
soil production factor (SPF),and it is determined by water holding 
properties and not nutrient status. The model thus assumes the 
fertilisation and nitrogen fixation regimes of recommended management 
as applied in the validation trials at Winchmore. Furthermore, 
CANPAS assumes that the method of defoliation is insignificant and 
that defoliation effects can be adequately predicted from the amount 
of defoliation. 
Related to model design, but touching theoretical and input 
limitations as well, is the problem of remaining stubble, or initial 
yield, after a period of use.· This factor could account for much of 
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the inaccuracy in the seasonality of production with fortnightly harvests 
and irrigation, as found in the validation trials. To the extent that 
the problem is due to incorrect estimates of remaining stubble after 
every harvest the limitation has not been designed into the model. 
Stubble information is either input or calculated in the management 
component. In testing CANPAS III, only one stubble pattern was 
used for all treatments. It is possible to improve the statistical 
characteristics of the model by giving the irrigated, short interval 
treatment (Management B of Chapter 4) a unique stubble pattern. 
In terms of model design, the programmer who develops the utilisation 
rules which determine the residual stubble will in fact control that 
critical factor and can adjust model behaviour in particular manage-
ments without having to restructure CANPAS III. 
5.2 Theory 
The CANPAS model should be very robust for New Zealand 
conditions because it was based almost entirely upon published 
relationships derived from the study of perennial ryegrass/white clover 
pastures in New Zealand. That may also inhibit extension beyond the 
New Zealand environment. That proposition has not been tested, 
but in one case a function describing the effect of soil water supply 
on growth required a soil- specific relationship for Winchmore 
(as in CANPAS III) and gave less accurate results with a general 
relationship from the United Kingdom (as in CANPAS II). 
Even though the model of water relations works reasonably 
well, it has a weak theoretical base. The effect of soil 
water supply on growth, as used in CANPAS III, is based on 
only one observed point in what is mos t likely a curvilinear 
relationship that varies from soil to soil. The Thornthwaite 
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evapotranspiration method is known to overestimate water use and 
have low correlation with pan evaporation over most of New Zealand 
(Coulter, 1973), To give satisfactory results for pastures at 
Winchmore, Rickard and Fitzgerald (1970) had to increase available 
soil water at Held cap3.city by 13 mm when using the Thornthwaite 
method. Model validation indicates that this is a satisfactory 
correction, but it has been untested on other soils. The primary 
advantage of the Thornthwaite method is the small amount of weather 
data required for the calculations. The ~eather component of the 
system would have to be altered for other methods of estimating 
evapotranspiration, and the required weather parameters would 
not generally be available. 
The effect of drought stress on regrowth potential of 
perennial ryegrass needs more stUdy. The conditions under which 
drought injury is initiated, the extent of damage, and the time for 
recovery are apparently unknown for field conditions. The greenhouse 
study by Corleto and Laude (1974) involved only minor stress (no death 
of tissue) and showed patterns strikingly different from those that 
must occur in the field to produce observed yield patterns. Growth 
responses to extremes of temperature are also based on very limited 
amounts of data. In those cases, lack of data weakens the theoretical 
base of CANPAS. 
In two instances the model was simplified to exclude factors 
related to the dead material fraction of a pasture. Firstly, the 
digestibility of dead material was treated as a constant, though it is 
known to var y over a fairly wide range. For some purposes this 
could limit application of the model, but the simplification was made 
because digestibility of dead matter is always relatively low. For 
that reason, most pasture management systems keep yield of dead 
matter low, and the digestibility of dead material is of minor importance. 
Even with the simplification, CANPAS can identify managements that 
are undesirable because they allow dead herbage to accumulate. 
Secondly, CANPAS has only one state variable for dead 
material even though a proven model of decomposition required 
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two (Hunt, 1977). Again, simplification is justified on the grounds 
that the amount of dead material in the pasture is estimated with 
sufficient accuracy by the less complex model. However, some 
related aspects of model operation need further analysis. The 
mechanism of herbage death by shading, drought, and maturity 
needs to be better understood, as death of herbage is quite significant 
in both the field and model system in terms of harvestable production. 
Careful sensitivity analysis of those sections of the model is planned 
as a first step to better understanding and modelling of the herbage 
death mechanisms. 
Tied in with the problem of inaccurate prediction of seasonal 
production in some managements is the absence of a strong theoretical 
basis for calculating seasonal regrowth potential within the model. 
Fick (1977) showed that this factor was of major importance in 
predicting the yield of herbaceous perennials as in the r yegrass 
dominant pasture. It is related to tillering and reserve supplies 
for regrowth, but too little is known to simply formulate an integrated 
theory relating stubble yield, reserves, tillering, and regrowth 
potential across the weather and management regimes in question. 
This is an area needing more field research. As explained above, 
the stubble yield following use was handled as an input function. 
It would be better to incorporate the factors controlling regrowth 
potential into the model, but,· lacking the basic data, the factor was 
treated as input allowing a user to calibrate responses to some extent. 
5.3 Input and Costs 
Acquisition of input data is not anticipated to be a problem 
in us ing the model. Input data for CANPAS was deliberately selec ted 
to be easily obtainable or reasonably approximated under standard 
starting conditions. Default options for initial conditions of pasture 
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and soil state variables are suggested in the next chapter. Weather 
data was re s tr ic ted to daily rainfall and mean temperature s. 
Although few farms may record such information, it is possible 
to collect those weather data on a farm basis as the total far:J;TI 
model is refined to func tion as a management information service 
for individual farmers. Available soil water at field capacity is 
also available in published form for most New Zealand soils 
(Gradwell, 1974, 1976). 
Costs in terms of computer time were measured for the 
CANPAS component alone, not for the total farm model. A single 
run (1 management, 1 year) of the CSMP version of CANPAS III 
took 15 to 25 seconds of CPU time, 60 to 70 seconds of I/O processor 
time, and 400 to 900 kiloword- seconds of memory integral, depending 
mainly on the amount of printed output requested, when run on the 
B6700 computer at the University of Canterbury. Larger jobs 
involving 80 simulated years with CANPAS III in CSMP took about 
300 seconds of CPU, 35 seconds of I/O, and 1400 kiloword-seconds 
of memory integral. The low figure for I/O time was due to use 
of mean weather data instead of files of historical weather data. 
Amount of tape reading and output have a large influence on actual 
computing time. The FORTRAN IV version of CANPAS III took 10 to 
15 seconds of CPU time, 45 to 50 seconds of I/O processor time, 
and 450 to 700 kiloword - seconds of memory integral to simulate one 
management for one year. 
Development costs include about 10 months of scientist time 
and $600 (N .Z. ) of computing. These costs of course do not influence 
the cost of future use beyond the fact that more developmental work 
might increase program efficiency and decrease cost of a single run. 
Further development to set up CANPAS III as a subroutine in rr!achine 
language and on tape should be well worth the effort in that regar.d. 
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CHAPTER 6 
APPLICATION 
Proper use of CANPAS involves the selection of appropriate 
input, interpretation of the output, and organisation of the program so 
that it can be cor rec tly coupled or linked wi th other elements needed 
to solve a particular problem. Following a discussion on input and 
output this chapter proceeds to examine three 
approaches suitable for (a) use as a skeleton model for whole farm 
simulation, (b) further validation and calibration of the CANPAS model, 
and (c) optimisation of pasture management variables. 
6.1 Input, Output, and Defaults 
Initial conditions. Depending on the program language, data 
may be input as FORTRAN DATA statements or as CSMP data 
labelled as CONST, INCON, PARAM, or FUNCTION. A partial 
list of input for CANPAS III in CSMP is 
INCON AWl = 60. 
INCON PGI = 300. 
INCON PDI = 250. 
INCON DNI = .8 
CONST AWM= 60. 
where CONST denotes a constant and INCON an initial condition. 
If the simulation starts on 1 June, as in Ritchie's (1976) model 
for other parts of the system, initial yields of live (PGl) and dead 
-1 (PDI) herbage could generally be set at 300 and 250 kg of DM ha , 
assuming simulation starts with a short stubble (about 2.5 cm). 
If that assumption does not apply, some field measurement of 
yields may be required. If simulation starts from a short stubble, 
initial digestibility (DNI) of 0.8 will give reasonable results, but 
autumn saved pas ture s may require some other value. 
Figure 4.10 shows some value s of DNI for autumn saved 
pasture over a particular set of conditions. 
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The ini tial and maximum soil water s upply (AWl and- A WM) 
will also generally have identical values if the simulation starts 
on 1 June. It is important to remember that A WM repre sents 
the maximum available water for the crop in the rooting zone. 
The tests of CANPAS III showed that published laboratory 
measurements of available water in the rooting zone should be 
increased by 12 mm on Lismore soils to spec ify AWM when the 
Thornthwai te method of es timating potential evapotrans piration 
is used in the weather component. Outside the winter period, 
AWl is likely to equal AWM only after an irrigation. 
Weather data. The weather data needed by CANPAS are 
mean daily air temperature (T), daily rainfall (R), daily potential 
evapotranspiration (E), and day of the year (D). They are 
generated outside the CANPAS model and any method of selecting 
values could be coupled to the pasture model. For validation, 
values were read from a file of data for historical observations 
at Winchmore. It is suggested that this file will serve most uses 
of the model. The file name is METDATA/WINCH50T074 and 
its use is demonstrated in the program listings (Chapter 7). 
Management variables. Management related inputs control 
the time and amount of irrigation and herbage removal. Only the 
time of irrigation is controlled by input variable IRS in CANPAS I 
and II. There is no option for varying the amount of water applied 
in an irrigation in these models, and irrigation always brings the 
soil water back to field capacity. However, the management 
component of CANPAS III generates both the irrigation signal and 
the amount of irrigation (IR replaces IRS as input). In the 
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validation trials, signals to irrigate were generated on the dates 
of irrigation for the field data. 
The daily reITloval rate of live and dead ITlaterial (input 
variables RRG and RRD) were siITlulated ITlainly for cutting 
ITlanageITlents with a short (2.5 CITl) cutting height. The report 
of Tainton (1974) indicated that the live stubble (PGS) varies 
-1 
between 300 and 500 kg of DM ha , and dead stubble (PDS) 
-1 
varies between 250 and 500 kg of DM ha under such a cutting 
regiITle. A generally satisfactor y ITlethod for cOITlputing PGS 
and PDS is described in Chapter 3 (eqns. 95 to 97). However, 
as explained in Chapter 5, the variation of PGS in tiITle ITlay be 
ITlanageITlent specific and can be used to calibrate the rate of 
regrowth. Model perforITlance under s iITlulated grazing has been 
tested only for set stocking in the spring (Figure 4.9). There 
was no real systeITl data for direct cOITlparison of growth rates 
under grazing. It ITlay be necessary in grazing siITlulations 
to reITlove ITlore ITlaterial than is eaten (increase RRG above 
intake and hence reduce stubble) in order to account for treading 
injury and consequent slower regrowth (see Brown and Evans, 1973). 
The ITlodel accepts the input data only under the variable naITles 
indicated above when entered by a GLOBAL declaration. Other 
routines producing the right data, for exaITlple a weather s iITlulator, 
ITlUS t have output variables properly naITled or renaITled to ITlatch 
CANPAS naITles on the GLOBAL stateITlent. Input through a 
stateITlent to call the CANPAS MACRO, however, autoITlatically 
renaITles the variables by substitution of naITles according to their 
position in the input arguITlent list. 
Use of output. The output variables of CANPAS ITlust be 
correctly interpreted before they can be properly used in other 
parts of the ITlodel. The variable AW predicts the supply of available 
water in the rooting zone in units of ITlITl. It applie s to the whole 
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rooting zone. Irrigation decision rules may be defined directly 
in terms of AW, but they may also be based on just the upper 
portion of the rooting zone or on other measures of water supply, 
e. g. water potential or tension, instead of mm. Appropriate 
conversions must be found if AW is to be used in irrigation 
decision rules based on just a portion of the root zone or on 
alternative measures of water availability. 
Decision rules for harvesting pasture can be based on amount 
of growth standing in the field (Wieling, 1971) or on the leaf area 
index (Brougham, 1956a). Appropriate criteria for such rules 
-1 
would be total pasture yield in kg of DM ha (output as PG + PD) 
or the leaf area index (output as L). Alternative rules may 
require estimates of pasture height. That property is not 
computed by CANPAS and estimates of height would require a 
conversion function for a model output. A conversion to height 
from PG would probably be adequate. 
Estimation of the quantity and digestibility of the feed intake 
of an animal grazing pasture requires information on the quantity 
and digestibility of the feed available. Because animals are 
generally selective in their feeding, the association of feed supply 
and diet can be complex. The CANPAS model estimates the amount 
and digestibility of three fractions of the pasture herbage to help 
solve the problems of estimating pasture intake and quality in the 
sheep component, which is yet to be formulated. The three 
fractions are green herbage, dead herbage, and herbage that 
grew on the current day of simulation. The last category is a 
portion of the green herbage. The respective output variables 
-1 
are PG, PD, and TNG and they are in units of kg of DM ha . 
The digestibility of the fraction for green pasture (PG) is output 
as DG. Digestibility of dead pasture (PD) is not output because 
it has an assumed constant value of 45 per cent in CANPAS. If 
other values for digestibility of dead material are preferred, they 
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could be incorporated into another component of the .model, 
but the 45 per cent value would continue to affect the estimate 
of the digestibility of the total herbage (DTH), which represents 
the weighted average of digestibilities for all three fractions. 
The digestibility of the TNG fraction is not output but is considered 
as constant at 90 per cent. In a grazing model the TNG fraction 
should generally be consumed before other herbage. 
The digestibility parameters of CANPAS are treated as 
model data instead of input data. However, the values could 
be altered by changing the associated data statements as if they 
were inputs. Such alteration should also include validation 
experiments to confirm satisfactory model behaviour with the 
changed data. 
6.2 Application as a Skeleton Model 
The original objective was to develop CANPAS as a module 
or skeleton model for pastures on mixed cropping farms of the 
Canterbury Plains. As a skeleton model, CANPAS must be in a 
configuration that is easy to couple with the rest of the total system 
and easy to call for simultaneous simulation of several paddocks of 
pasture on anyone farm. The original programs of the total farm 
model were written in FORTRAN IV (Ritchie, 1976), and thus a version 
of CANPAS III written as a FORTRAN IV subroutine best satisfies 
the coupling requirements of a skeleton model. 
Even though the CANPAS models were written in the CSMP 
language, conversion to FORTRAN IV was relatively straightforward. 
A CSMP program is translated into an equivalent FOR TRAN IV program 
in the process of execution, and the CSMP package has an option for 
retaining the FORTRAN IV ver sion as a file that can be output as 
punched cards. The card deck in FORTRAN IV is a main prog ram. 
To convert this to a subroutine, appropriate SUBROUTINE labels and 
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RETURN statements must be added, and certain features of a main 
program must be deleted. In addition, CSMP library functions 
occur in the FORTRAN IV version. These must be altered or 
operations must be performed to bind the CSMP library to the derived 
version of the program. 
A FORTRAN IV subroutine of CANPAS III was obtained as 
outlined above. A fuller description of the steps in the conversion 
and a listing that illustrates its use are found in Chapter 7. The 
example in Chapter 7 shows the exact correspondence of the CSMP 
and FORTRAN IV vers ions of CANPAS with identical output from 
either version, but it covers only the simplest applicatlon of simulating 
one paddock for one year. In the extended application as a skeleton 
model, the subroutine version can be conveniently called from a 
DO LOOP to represent each paddock to be simulated in sequence. 
Both input and output data could then be in the form of subscripted 
arrays. Such a configuration should make available the full versatility 
of the skeleton modelling approach to whole farm simulation modelling. 
6.3 Application for Further Validation 
As indicated in previous chapters, the author plans to 
continue the validation of CANPAS III as a part of extending its use 
to the simulation of other environments and unconventional managements. 
Other users will also be likely to find occasions for further testing of 
the program. When the application is further validation of the pasture 
module, the most direct means of obtaining an appropriate assemblage 
of components is to use the CSMP program for CANPAS III listed in 
Chapter 7. The required elements for such use are the CANPAS 
MACRO, standard input data, a weather component, some repre sentation 
of the management component,which can be quite simple, and a 
statement to call the MACRO. 
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The weather component is suitable for runs of up to a year 
and should work well in most longer simulations too. However, 
it does not keep track of the extra day in leap years so timing of 
events can be displaced by one day in some situations. 
The management component shown in the CSMP listing of 
Chapter 7 is called a 'pseudo management component' because it is 
such a simple representation of the executive routine for the total 
farm model. It is adequate for validation of the CANPAS MACRO 
however. For further validation of the pasture module, future 
'pseudo management components I should contain decision rules and 
equations for generating the time and amount of irrigation, cutting 
or grazing. 
To use CANPAS in the CSMP configuration the MAC RO 
must be called from outside the MACRO. It is often convenient to 
calculate summary variables about the pasture, like the size of the 
last harvest (LHARV, see listings) in the segment of the model with 
the equation to call the MACRO. The CSMP format is convenient 
for program development and testing such use usually involves only 
a few calls of the MACRO. However, every paddock to be simulated 
requires a separate call (see the listing of CANPAS III for the method 
of simulating four paddocks simultaneously with the CSMP version). 
The FORTRAN IV subroutine outlined above becomes more convenient 
where many paddocks must be simulated because it can be called 
from a DO LOOP using arrays to assemble input and output. 
6.4 Application for Optimisation 
In recent years a number of procedures have been developed 
for seeking combinations of management variables that maximise or 
minimise particular output variables of dynamic simulation models 
(Harrison, 1978). It should be possible to use CANPAS to study 
several aspects of pasture production in terms of optimal management. 
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As an example, CANPAS III was reorganised to allow variation in 
the time interval between cuts, and the method of conjugate directions 
(Harrison, 1978) was used to seek the combination of cutting intervals 
that would give the maximum yield of dry matter and of digestible dry 
matter. The lis ting of CANPAS III in the optimisation configuration 
is also included in Chapter 7. The general method of coupling a 
CSMP program to an optimiser is seen in the TERMINAL section 
of that listing. The optimisation procedure is set up as a FORTRAN 
subroutine. The COMMON statement of the subroutine is placed in 
the CSMP TERMINAL segment, the CSMP management variables are 
given subroutine names, the objective function (Z) is stated, and the 
subroutine (named OPTD) is called. The subroutine then computes 
new values for the management variables, supposedly closer to the 
optimum. After control is returned to the CSMP job, the management 
variables are given their CSMP names; if ending conditions have not 
been satisfied, the CSMP statement (CALL RERUN) starts another 
simulation run, this time using management variables updated by the 
optimising subroutine. The method of coupling CSMP jobs and 
FORTRAN subroutines is described in the userls manual (Fugazi, 1974), 
and that information should be studied by those interested in using this 
approach. 
Optimisation subroutines coupled in this way to CANPAS allow 
interesting studies of pasture management, and the program listing 
is included as an example for potential users. Yield potentials of 
New Zealand pasture can be explored with the technique, and the author 
plans to continue the optimisation studies of harvest management using 
CANPAS. 
CHAPTER 7 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
7.1 CANPAS I 
The following listing of CANPAS I is the CSMP version set up 
to simulate Management A in the 1973/74 growing season at Winchmore. 
The lis ting includes data and other components needed to provide input 
to the CANPAS MACRO. Variable names used to call the CANPAS MACRO 
(statement 115) are identical to the "dummy" names in the MACRO label 
(statement 41). This is possible because the MACRO is called only once. 
a ,,: 
1 * 
2 * 3 ,,: 
CANPAS I. VERSION 15 tiARCH 1978 
RUN CONTROL AND INPUT DATA 
4 TITLE MANAGEtlENT A, 1973-1974 
S T !tiER F INTIrl=385 0, PRDEL=5 0' DEL T=l • 
6 PRINT O,LHARV 
7 ltJCml PGI=380. 
~ INCON PDI=10. 
9 INCotl YEAR=73. 
10 INCOtJ AUI=56. 
11 ltJcarl AWI'l=56 0 
12 CONST 01=152. 
13 CONST PGS=380. 
14 * IRRIGATION SCHEDULE FOR 1973-1974--WINCHMORE 
IS FUtJCTIOII IRRF=l.,O., 6.,0.,7.,1.,8.,0.,29.,0.,30.,1.,31.,0.,. 
16 282.,0 •• 283.,1., 284.,0., 305.,0., 306.,1 •• 307.,0 0, 326.,0., 
117 327.,1., 328.,0., 340.,0., 341.,1 •• 342.,0., 366.,0. 8 -:: CUTT IrIG SCHEDULE FOR 1973-1974--LOfIG ItHERVAL--WI NCHMORE 
... 
19 FUNCTION CUTF=l.,O •• 17.,0., 18.,1., 19.,0., 44.,0., 45.,1., 46.,0., ••• 
20 79.,0., 80.,1 •• 81.,0., 121.,0 •• 122.,1., 123.,0., 170.,0., 171.,1., ••• 
21 172.,0.,246.,0., 2l .7.,1 •• 248 •• 00' 283.,0., 284.,1., 285.,0., 315., ••• 
22 0.,316.,1.,317.,0.,343.,0.,344.,1.,345.,0.,366.,0. 
23 HETHOD RECT 
24 * 
2S * 26 ,'t 
27 of: 
CANPAS DATA 
28 CONST K=0.075 
29 FUNCTION PCF=1.,7300., 12 •• 5000.1 19.,3950., 33.,2950. 1 75.,2150., ••• 3Q 230.,1280., 260.,2620., 300.,578u., 340.,9050., 3550,8~00., 366.,7300. 
31 FUNCTION PTD1=0.,O., 5.6'A175, 7.3~.27, ~.2~.72, 10.4,.867, ••• 32 15.,.94, 16.,1 •• 17.,1., ~4.,.84, jO.,.6~, j5.,.2 
33 FUNCTION PTD2=0.,O., 5.,.16, 7.,.294, 15.,.94, 16.,1., 17.,1., 
34 24.'084, 30.,.64, 35 ••• 2 
35 FUNCTION WPF =0 0,0.,025,0., .4,.5, 057 •• 8, .87,1., 1.2,1. 36 ,': 
MACRO FOR CANPAS I 
THE PEREtltJlAL RYEGRASS-WHITE CLOVER COf1PONENT 
37 -:t 
38 ~t 
39 ,': 
40 -:: 
41 MACRO PG,PD,A\/,L=CAtIPAS(A\JI ,PGI ,POI ,A\.Jt1, IRS,RRG,RRD) 
GLOBAL K, E, R, T • D, PCF ,PTO 1 ,PTD2, \JPF 42 
43 of: 44 ,': 
45 -:r 
46 
t~ 
49 
50 
51 
CANPAS So IL WATER SUB-COMPOtIEtIT 
AH=ItJTGRL(A\1I ,R+IR-EA-RDP) 
EA=MlI I J 1 ( E , E", ( -0.21 +0. rrAllA x J (0.3, SQRT (L> ) ) , E-::WT) 
\JT=LltlITCO., 1. ,AIJ/ (A\.JtP"O.33» 
R[)P=ArlAXl (00 ,A\.J/(JELT+r~+lR-EA-A\JI1/DF.L T) 
D\.JS=NOT (A\J-A\-I11":0 0 033) 
\JP=AF r, OJ (\-JPF • At.JI LHJt1) 
... 
CANPAS I (cont'd) 
52 
53 54 .'. 
55 -:: 
56 -:, 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
~~ EtJD~IAC .... : 
79 ~', 
80 -:: 
81 ,': 
82 ,': 
83 -:: 
SPF=M-lItli (1. ~1\\!i1/90.) 
I R= IRS": AlIt1":j • 2 
CANPAS DRY MATTER SUB-COMPONENT 
PG= ItlTGRL( PG!, PGR-PDR-RRG) 
PO=InTGRL(POI,POR-DDR-RRD) 
L= IIlS\J( PG- 500 •• 0. 0036"'PG, 0.8385+0.00192 3 ":PG ) 
PTD=INSW(-PS,AFGEN(PTDI,T),AFGEN(PTD2,T» 
PS=AND(D-172.,356.-D) 
PGL=5 20. "'LC -l.36. 
LC=3.75+1.25*COS«D+l0.)*6.28/365.) 
PGM=S20.*LC*SPF-436. 
PGP=K>':PTD'':WP'''MlItJ1 «PG-RRG)":DELT ,PGt1) 
PGC=AFGEtJ( PCF ,D) 
PGR=AtlHll (PGP,AtlAXl (0. ,PGC-(PG+PD») 
DDL=AtlAXl (PG-PGC t DSF) 
DSF=LItlIT(O., 8., (PG/PGL)": 4.- 4.) 
o D\~=P G"'o. 1", D\JS 
PDR=AtlAXl (0 •• DOL,DOH) 
FDE=0.045*EXP(-S.66+0.24*T-0.00239*T*T)*WD 
AWD=LItl IT (0. t 1 •• 5. ,"AWl A\111-l.0) 
\~D=N1AXl (I\\JO, (IR+R)/( IR+R+O.Ol» 
FLE=AMIN1(0.5.0.05*R)*(0.3+0.0167*T) 
O[)R=PO"'AtlAX 1 (FOE, FLE) ,"0.5 
WEATHER COMPOtlEtn 
READ DATA FROM TAPE 
86. 
84 IF I LE 22=t1ETDATA/WItlCH50T074, UtJ IT=D I SK ,RECORO=22. BLOCK I NG=300 
85 I OIMEtlSlmJ RAItI(95) ~ TAF(395) ,EPT(395) 86 INITIAL 
.8
8
7 FIXED IDAY.KL,I 
8 NOSORT 
89 00 100 IDAY=1,395 
90 KL=IDAY+IFIX(212.5+365.25*(YEAR-50.» 
91 READ(22'KL,200) RAIN(IDAY),TAF(IOAY).EPT(IOAY) 
92 100 CONTINUE 
93 200 FORtlAT(45X D F10 0 0,20X,2FiO e 2) 94 DYtlAtlI C 
95 I=IFIX(TH1E+l.) 
96 E=EPT(I) 
97 R=RAIN(I) 
98 T=TAF(I) 
99 O=ItlTGRLCDI, 1 ... ny) 
100 NY=ItJS\l(O .. 365. ,0. ,0) 
101 ,': 
102 ,': 
103 ,', 
104 .:: 
105 ,': 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 ,': 
112 ,': 
113 ,': 
114 ~: 
115 
116 
117 SToP 
118 EtJOJ()U 
PSEUDO t1AtJAGHlEtJT COMPONEtJT 
USED TO VALIDATE CANPAS I 
IRS=AFGEN(IRRF,D) 
CUT=AFGEfl (CUTF • D) 
RRG=CUr*N1AX1(O.,PG-PGS)/OELT 
RRD=CUT*PO*(l.-FDS)/OELT 
FDS=L! tl IT (0.2, 1 • ,2 0 6-0.004 ,', (PG+PD) ) 
USE OF CAtJPAS COtlPONEtlT 
PG,PO,All p L::CiI.:IPAS(A\n .PGI ,PDI .AW1 t IHS,RRG,RRD} LHAfW=ItHGRL(O •• i\HG·tRRD-CUT"LHARV) 
87. 
7.2 CANPAS II 
The listing of CANPAS II is for simulation of Management C 
in the 1973/74 growing season at Winchmore. Other comments on 
the CANPAS I listing also apply to CANPAS II. 
o * 
1 * 
2 * 
3 * 
CANPAS II, VERSlotl 20 MARCH 1978 
RUN CONTROL AND INPUT DATA 
4 TITLE MAtIAGEtlEtJT C. 1973.-1974 
5 TIMER FINTIM=385., PRDEL=5., DELT=lo 
6 PRINT D,LHARV 
7 INCON PGI=380. 
8 INCotl POI=10 0 
9 INCotl YEAR=73. 
10 PARAt1 AWI=48.2 
11 INCotl A\.Jt1=48.2 
12 CONST 01=152. 
13 CONST PGS=380 o 
14 -:: CUTTItlG SCHEDULE FOR 1973-1974--LONG INTERVAL--\.JINCHt10RE 
15 FUNCTIoN CUTF=I.,O., 17.,0 •• 18.,1 0 , 19.,0.,44.,0.,45.,1 •• 46.,0., ••• 
16 79.,0., 80.,1., 81.,0., 121.,0 0 , 122.,1., 123.,0., 170.,0., 171.,1., ••• 
17 172.,0., 246.,0., 247.,1 •• 248.,0., 283.,0., 284.,1., 2850,0., 315., ••• 
18 0., 316.,1 •• 317 •• 0., 343.,0., 344.,1., 345 •• 0 •• 366 •• 0. 
19 FUNCTION IRRF=I.,O •• 366.,0. 
20 METHOD RECT 21 ,'t 
22 * 23 -:t 
24 * 
CANPAS DATA 
25 CONST K=0.075 
26 FUNCTION PCF=1 •• 7300., 12 •• 5000., 19.,3950., 33.,2950 •• 75.,2150.. • •• 
27 230.,1280., 260.,2620., 300 •• 5780 •• 340.,9050 •• 355.;8800., 366.,7300. 
28 FUNCTION DF=1.,1 •• 17.,1., 74.,.9. 120.,.64. 145.,.38, 159.,.33, ••• 
29 172.,.28, 184.,.28, 243 ••• 55, 257.,.9, 280.,1 •• 366.,1. 
30 FUtlCTIOtI TF=O •• Oo, 3.5,0.,7.3,.39" 8.1,.58,9.1 •• 9, 11.1,1., 
31 16.5,1 •• 18.5,.99, 24.4,.76, 30 ••• 2~ 
32 FUNCTION WPF =0.,0 ••• 25,0 ••• 4 •• 5, .57,.8 •• 87,1 •• 1.2.1. 
33 * 
34 * 
·35 * 
36 * 
37 * 
MACRO FOR CANPAS II 
THE PERENtIlAL RYEGRASS-\/HITE CLOVER COMPONENT 
38 MACRo PG,PO,AW.L=CANPAS(AWI,PGI,PDI,AWM.IRS.RRG,RRD) 
39 GLOBAL K.E,R,T,D,PCF.TF,OF,WPF 
40 * 
41 * 
42 * 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 51 ,': 
52 * 53 ,': 
54 
55 
CANPAS SOIL WATER SUB-COMPONENT 
AW=ltHGRL(AWI ,R+ I R-EA-ROP) 
EA=At1 HIl (E. E': (-0.21 +0. 7":At1AXl (0.3. SQRT (L) » . E":WT) 
WT=UMIT(O., 1. ,AH/(A\iMi:0.33» 
RDP=AMAX1(0.,AW/OELT+R+!R-EA-AWM/OELT) 
O\.JS=NOT{AH-A\lt1":0.033 ) 
\JP=AFGEU(\JPF ,AW/AWM) 
SPF=AMItJl (1. ,A\-Jt1/90.) 
IR=IRS":AHtP''1.2 
CANPAS DRY t1A TTER SUB-COMPONENT 
PG=INTGRL(PGI,PGR-PDR-RRG) 
PO=INTGRL(PDI,PDR-DDR-RRD) 
••• 
CANPAS II (cont'd) 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
. ENDMJ\C 
,,;': 
76 -:: 
77 .'. 
78 ~'; 
79 .'. 
80 -:; 
L= ItJS~J( PG- 500" • 0.0036 ;':PG 9 0.8385+0 .. 00 1923~';PG) 
PC; L=5 20. ,':L C -436. 
LC=3.75+1.2S*CQS«D+l0.)*6.28/365.) 
PGM=S20 o *LC*SPF-436. 
ElG=AFGEtl (TF • T) 
EDG=AFGEtI (OF. D) 
PGP=K-::\JP':: Atll tJ1 (E TG, EOG) ,':AflI tJ 1 ( (PG-RRG) ,':OE LT. PGH) 
PGC=AFGEtJ( PCF ,D) 
PGR=AMItl1 (PGP,J\t1AXl (0. ,PGC-(PG+PO») 
ODL=Ai'lAXl (P(i-PGC ~ DSF) 
OSF=UtlIT(O., 8 G .(PG/PGL)1( 4.~ 4&) 
Dtn/=PG":o. 1 ,':OWS 
POR=AMAX1{O. OOL~ODW) FDE=Oo045*EX~(-5.66+0.24*T-O.00239*T*T)*WD 
AHO=UtlIT(O., t. ,S."A\J/AWl-4.) 
\~D =AtlAX 1 (MID. ( I R+R) / ( I R +R +0.01 ) ) 
FLE =AMI tJ 1 (0.590 G 05 ":R ) ~'c (0.3+0.0167*1) 
DDR=PO*AMAX1(FDE§FLE)*O.S 
\lEATHER COt1POtlENT 
READ DATA FROM TAPE 
81 IF I LE 22=METOATA/WItICH50T074 9 UN IT=O I SK. RECQRO=22, BLOCK ING=300 
82 / OH1ENSION RA!tH39S)9 TAF (39S),EPT(395) 
83 HlI TIAL 
84 FIXED IDAY,KL,I 
85 NOSORT 
86 DO 100 IDAY=1,395 
87 KL=IDAY+IFIX(212 0 5+365 o 2S*(YEAR-50.)) 
88 REAO(22'KL,200) RAIN(IOAY)jTAF(IDAY),EPT(IOAY) 
89 100 CONTINUE 
90200 FORt1AT(I.SX,Fl0 0 0 0 20lC,2FlO@2) Sf 1 0 YNAi'11 C 
92 I=IFIXCTlf1E+l,,) 
93 E=EPT(I) 
94 R=RAIN(I) 
95 T=TAF(I) 
96 0= ItITGRL( 0 1,1 .. =NY) 
97 NY=INSW(D-36S.,O.9 D) 98 .'. 
99 ~': 
00 ,': 
101 ' . .:~ 
102 .'. 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
1 08 ~': 
109 ~': 
10 ~. 
Hl 
i 12 
113 
! 14 
115 
... :: 
STOP 
ENDJOB 
PSEUDO tlAtIAGEtlEtrr COt1PotJEtJT 
USED TO VALIDAiE CAUPAS II 
IRS=AFGEN(IRRF,D) 
CUT=AFGEtI(CUTF.D) 
RRG=CUT*AMAX1(0 •• PG-PGS)/DELT 
RRD=CUT*PO*(l o -FOS)/DELT 
FDS=LIMIT(0.2,l •• 2.6-0.004*(PG+PD» 
USE OF CAtJPAS COnpONl'::wr 
PC;. PO ,AHtL=CMJPAS (AlII. PG I. Po I. AIJll t IRS. RRG ,RRO) 
LHARV=IN GRL(O.9 RR G+RRD-CUr*LHARV) 
88. 
7.3 CANPAS III 89. 
The listing of CANPAS III is the CSMP version set up to simulate 
all four managements (A, B, C and D) of the 1973/74 growing season 
at Winchmore. This requires four calls of the CANPAS MACRO 
(statements 178 to 185) so unique variable names are used in those 
statements as needed for the particular management. In addition 
to the program listing, the printed output of this simulation is included 
to aid verification of later efforts to use the same model. 
* CSHP73 INPUT LIST * 27.002.000 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
~': CANPAS III, VERSION 1 flAY 1978 
~'( RUN CONTROL ArID INPUT DATA 
-.': 
TITLE FOUR tlANAGEt1ENTS, 1973-1974 
CorlST 01=152. 
CONST \1111=68. 
CaNST \.Jn2=60. 
I NCotl YEAR=73. 
ItICOtI PGI=300. 
ItJCntl POI=250 .. 
I tlCON Drl 1=.8 
I NCOtl lilt =68. 
I rlcorl III 2=60. 
* IRRIGATION SCHEDULE FOR 1973-1974--WINCHMORE 
FUNCTION IRR1=1.,O., 6.,0., 7.,1., 8.,0., 29.,0., 30 0,1., 31.,0., 282.,0 0 , 283 •• 1., 284.,0., 305.,0., 306.,1., 307.,oo~ 326.,0., 
327.,1., 328.,0., 340.,0., 341.,1., 342.,0., 366.,0. . 
FUNCTIOtI IRR2=1.,O., 366 0 ,0. 
• •• 
· .. 
-:: CUTT I tlG SCHEDULE FOR 1973 -1974--LOtIG ItJTERVAL--HI NCHMORE 
FUNCTIotl CUT1=1.,O., 17.,0.,18.,1.,19.,0.,44.,0.,45.,1.,46.,0., ••• 
79.,0.,80.,1 •• 81.,0., 121.,0., 122.,,1., 123.,,0., 170.,0., 171.,1., ••• 
172.,0 •• 246.,0., 247.,1., 248.",0., 2U3.,O., 2u4.,I., 285.,0., 315., ••• 
0., 3 1 6 0 , 1 ., 3 1 7 • , 0., 3l~ 3. , 0., 3 4l~. , 1 ., 345., 0., 366", ° • 
* CUTTING SCHEDULE FOR 1973-1974--SHQRT INTERVAL--WItlCHMORE 
FUNCTIntl CUT2=1.,O., 16.,0 0 , 17.,1 0 , 18.,0 0 ,31.,,°.,32.,,1.,33.,,°., ••• 
49.,0.,50.,1., 51.,0 •• 64.,0., 65.,1., 66.,0., ~O.,Oo, ~1.,I.f ~2., ••• 
0 •• 97.,0., 98 0 .1., 99.,0 0 , 108.,0., 1090,1., 110.,0., 126.,0., 127., ••• 
·1., 128.,0., 141",0., 142.,1 0 , 143.,0., 162.,0., 163.,1., 164.,0., ••• 
178.,0 •• 179.,1., 180.,0 •• 240.,0., 241.,1., 242.,0., 254.,0., 255., ••• 
1., 256.,0 •• 268.,0., 269.,1., 270.,0., 282.,0 0 , 283.,1., 284.,0., ••• 
296.!0., 297.,1., 298.,0., 311.,0., 312.,1., 313.!0., 325.,0., 326., ••• 
1., j27.,0 •• 339.,0., 340 0 ,1 •• 341.,0., 354.,0 •• j55.,1., 356.,0., ••• 
366. ,0. 
PRINT O,AHARV,BHARV,CHARV,DHARV 
TIt"IER FItITlt1=385., PRDEL=5., DELT=l. 
FUNCTION PGSF=I.,300., 200 0 ,300., 240.,500., 285.,500., ••• 
305.,300., 366.,300. 
t1ETHOD RECT 
.,': 
~': CAr{PAS DATA 
CaNST K=.075 
CONST OMX=.9, DtHl=.65, 00=.45, OR=.12 
• •• 
FUtlCTIOtI DF=I.,l., 17.,1., 7l~.,.9, 120.,.64, 145.,.38, 159.,.33, 
172.,.28, 184.,.28, 243.,.55, 257.,.9, 280.,1., 366.,1. 
FUt/CTIOtI DGF=-7.,.0067, 7.,.0081,491',.OOB1, 63.,.0074,105.,.0017, ••• 
150.,.0001, 240.,.0001, 330.,.0028,344.,.0053, 358.,.0067, 372.,.0081 
FlHlCTI Otl PCF=l.,73oo., 12 •• 5000., 19.,3950.,33.,2950.,75.,2150., ••• 
230.,1280., 260.,2620., 300.,5780., 340.,9050., 355.,8800., 366.,7300. 
FU~JCTIml TF::O.,O.f 3.5,0 0 , 4.2,.25, 9.1,.9, 11.1,1., 16.5,1., ••• 18.5,.99, 24.4,.76, 30.,.29 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
0109 
0110 
01 11 
0112 
0113 
01 Jlt 
0115 
0116 
0117 
011 B 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 
90. 
CANPAS III (cont'd) 
it: 
.... : 
~': nACRo FOH CAtJPAS I I I 
THE PEREtlNIAL RYEGRASS-\/HITE CLOVER Cot1PotlEtlT 
... ·r 
~1ACR() PG, PO, A\I ,L , OG • [l TH, TtIG=CAtlP AS (AW I ,PG I , PO I , ON I, AW1, I R, RRG. RRO ) 
GLOBAL K,E,R, T ,O,PCF, TF ,OF ,OGF ,DllX,OWl,DO,OR i': 
.,': 
-,': 
-:: 
EIHH1/IC 
CANPAS SOIL \~ATER SUB-Cot1PDtIEtlT 
1\\1= ItITGRL (A\~I ,R + I R-EA-ROP) 
EA=AtlI tll (E, E":( -0. 21 +0 0 7":M1AXl (0.3, SQRT (L») ,E":WT) 
\H=LlI1IT(0.,l.,0.1+2 0 727'':AIJ!AW1) 
\JP=Ll ~1 IT(O. , 1 • ,AIU M1AX 1 (38. , A\J~l":O. 33) ) 
RDP=M1AXl (0. ,AW/OELT+R+IR-EA-AWt1/0EL T) O\JS=tIOT(A\~) 
SPF=M1Hll (1 o,A\Jt1l115.) 
CANPAS DRY t1ATTER SUB-Cot1PONEtlT 
PG=INTGRL(PGI,PGR-PDR-RRG) 
PO=INTGRL(POI,POR-OOR-RRD) 
L= ItIS\I( PG- 500. ,0 0 0036"'PG, 0.8385+0.00 1923":PG) 
PGL=520.*LC·436. 
LC=3.7S+1.2S*COS«D+l0.)*6.281365.) 
PGN=520.*LC*SPF-436. 
ETG=AFGEtI (TF 9 T) 
EOG=AFGEtJ(OF,O) 
PGP=K",\IP", Ml Itll (ETG. E OG) ,':Atll tIl ( (PG -RRG) ,':OE L T ,PGM) ":0 I F 
PGC=AFGEN(PCF,D) 
PGR=AMItIl (PGP ,AtlAXl CO •• PGC-(PG+PD») 
ODL=AnAXI(PG-PGC,DSF) 
OSF=LltllT(O. ,80., (PG/PGL)":40.-40.) 
DD\~=PG"'O. 1 "'OWS 
POR=At1AXl (DOL D OO\J,DMY ,At1Itl1 (1 0 ,PG» 
OMY=INSIJ( D~1tJ-DNE\~,O. ,O.05"tAt1AXl (0. ,PG-500.» 
FOE=0.045*EXP(-5.66+0.24*T-0.00239*T*T)*WD 
AHD=LI~llT (0.,1. ,5. ":AWI AHt1-4 0) 
\JD=At1AXI (A\in, (IR+R) I (IR+R+O.Ol» 
FLE=At1I tIl (0.5,0 .05":R) ,': (0.3+0.0 167-::T) 
OOR=PO*AHAX1(FOE,FLE)*DEF 
OEF=LltlIT(O., .6, 1."30D./PD) 
OIFY=DELAY(l,I.,DIF) 
OIFI=NOT(TH1E) 
DIF=NlItll (WT ,At1AXl (0.25,DIFY+.025,OIFI) 
CANPAS DIGESTIBILITY SUB-conpONENT 
NE\~GR=PG-OLOGR 
OLDGR=M1AX 1 (0. , Ml IN 1 (OLD-DL ,PG-RE D,';NGY) ) 
NGY=DELAY(l,l.,PGR-RRG) 
DTH= (tIH/GR":D~IE\J+OLDGR":OOLD+PD"'OD) I (PG+PD) 
REY=OELAY(I,l.,RED) 
OLO=ZHOLD(REY ,M1AXI (0. ,PG» 
PROCED REO=PR01(PG,PGY,PGYY) 
REO=O. 
IF(PG.GT.PGY.AtJD.PGY.LE.PGYY) REO=t. 
EHDPRo 
PGY=DELAY(I,t.,PG) 
PGYY=DELAY(l,l.,PGY) 
DL=ItJTGRL(O. ,PDR-RED"'(DL+POR» 
tltlG=tJO T (tJE\iGR) 
DNE\~= ItJTGRL( 01 I I, RE 0'" (D~lX-DNE\J+DDE C) -DOE c,': ( 1 • -mIG) ) 
OG =M1AXl (DIHI, (tIE\JGR":DtJE\i+OI.[)Gf~·;:OOI.D)/l\11AXl (1. ,tIE\JGR+OLDGR» 
DOLO = JrlTCif<L (Di I I ,RE 0", (OG -DOL (J) -AtlI In (DOE C, DOLD -Dnll) ) 
DDEC:.:AliltJl (Otlt:\J-Df'lN,AFGEtHOGF ,D)+AtlAXl (0. ,RRG-PGR)"DR ••• 
Ir\I~J\Xl (1 •• PG~~EL T+PGR» 
Tt-JG:: [) l. LA Y ( 1 , 1 • a f [l R ) 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0137 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
0147 
0148 
0149 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
0155 
0156 
0157 
0158 
0159 
0160 
0161 
0162 
0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 
0167 
0168 
0169 
0170 
0171 
0172 
0173 
0174 
0175 
0176 
0177 
0178 
0179 
0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0188 
0189 
0190 
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CANPAS III (cont'd) 
.,': 
..,': 
-:: \JEATHER COMPONENT 
-:: 
* READ DATA FROM TAPE 
* /F1LE 22~tlETDATA/WINCH50T074,UNIT=DISK,RECORD=22,BLOCKING=300 
/ DIMENSION RAIN(395),TAF(395),EPT(395) 
INITIAL 
FIXE 0 IDA Y , KL, I 
NOSORT . 
00 100 IOAY=1,395 
KL=IOAY+IFIX(212.5+365.25*(YEAR-50.» 
READ(22'KL,200) RAIN(IDAY),TAF(IDAY),EPT(IOAY) 
100 CONTI NUE 
200 FORMAT(45X,FI0.0,20X,2FI0.2) 
OYNAtlIC 
-:: 
.. ': 
I = I F I X ( TI ~t E + 1 • ) 
E=EPT(I) 
R=RAHJ( I) 
T:.:TAF (I) 
O=INTGRL(DI,l.-NY) 
NY=INSW(0-365.,0.,O) 
* PSEUDO MANAGEMENT COMPONENT 
* USED TO VALIDATE CANPAS III 
.:: 
..,': 
IR1=AFGEN(IRR1,D) 
lR2=AFGEN(IRR2,D) 
I 1 = I R 1 ~"\Jtll ,''1 • 2 
12=IR2~':W12~'q .2 
PGS=AFGEN(PGSF,O) 
CTl =AFGEt/ (CUTl .0) 
CT2=AFGEtl (CUT2, D) 
RG1=CT1*AMAX1(0.,GI-PGS)/DELT 
RG2=CT2*AMAX1(0.,G2-PGS)/OELT 
RG3=CTl "'AtlAX 1 (0 0 ,G3-PGS) /DEL T 
RG4=CT2*AMAX1(0.,G4-PGS)/OELT 
RO 1 =CTl ,"AttAX 1 (0 •• 0 I-OS 1) /OEL T 
RD2=CT2*AMAX1(0.,02-DS2)/OELT 
R03=CTl~"AttAXl (0. t 03-0S3 )JOEL T 
R04=CT2*AMAX1(0.,D4-DS4)/DELT 
GTl = I NTCiRL( O. , tJG 1 -CTl ~"GTl ) 
GT2=INTGRL(0.,NG2-CT2*GT2) 
GT3 = HJTGRL (0 •• NG3 -CT1 "'GT3) 
GT4=INTGRL(0.,NG4-CT2*GT4) 
OSt =L Itt IT( 250., SOD. ,AMAXI (0 I-GTl ,0.9"(01» 
DS2=LltlIT(250 •• 500. ,A~IAXI (02-GT2,0.9"'02» 
OS3=LIMIT(250.,500.,AMAX1(03-GT3,0.9*D3» 
DS4=LIMIT(250.,500.,AMAX1(04-GT4,0.9*04» 
,'r USE OF CM1PAS CotlPotlENT 
..,': 
":~',,', t1ANAGEt1EtJT A--LONG, IRRIGATED 
G 1 ,01 ,W1 , L 1 ,DG 1 ,DTl , NG 1 =CMIPAS WI 1 , PG I, PO I, ON I , ~rl1 , I 1 ,RG 1 , RO 1 ) 
~',*,', ~1AtIAGErlEtJT B--SHORT, IRRIGATED 
G2, D2 , \n , L 2, OG2 ,0 T2 • tJG2 =CAtJPAS (\JI 1 , PG I , PD I , DtU ,\~t11 , I 1 ,RG2 , RD2) 
-:,,':~', t1AtJAGEtlEtlT C--Lot/G, tJON-IRRIGATED 
G3 ,D3, \13, L3, OG3, 0T3, tJG3=CMJPAS (\1I 2 ,PG I, PD I , DtH , \~112, 12, RG3 , RD3) 
~',-:(~,( tlANAGEtlEtJT D--SHORT, tIOtl-IRRIGATED 
G4,Olf,\J4, L4,DG4,DT4,tJG4=CAtJPASnJI2,PGI ,POI ,ONI ,~112, 12,RG4,R04) 
AHARV = HITGRL( 0" ,RG 1 +RD 1 -CT 1 ":MIAf{V) 
STOP 
BHARV = HJTCiRL (0. , RG2 +RD2 -CT2 '':UHARV) 
CHARV=I tlTGRL (0. ,RG3+RD3-CT 1 "'CHARV) 
DHARV=lNTGRL(O.,RG4+RD4-CT2*OHARV) 
92. 
CANPAS III (Four Managements) (cont'd) 
FOUR MANAGEMENTS, 1973-1974 RECT INTEGRATIOH 
TIME 0 AHARV BHARV CHARV DHARV 0.00 1.5200E 02 0.00 0 000 0.00 0.00 5.0000E 00 1.5700E 02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0000E 01 1.6200E 02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.5000E 01 1.6700E 02 0.00 9.1229E 01 0.00 7.090lE 01 
2.0000E 01 1.7200E 02 1.4574E 02 9.1229E 01 1.1066E 02 7.0907E 01 2.5000E 01 1.7700E 02 1.4574E 02 9.1229E 01 101066E 02 7.090lE 01 3.0000E 01 l o 8200E 02 1.4574E 02 1.077lE 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 3.5000E 01 1.8700E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0nlE 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 
4.0000E 01 1.9200E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 4.5000E 01 1.9700E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1. 1066E 02 8.0597E 01 5.0000E 01 2.0200E 02 1.4574E 02 100777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.059lE 01 5.5000E 01 2.0700E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8 00597E 01 6.0000E 01 2.1200E 02 1 .4571~E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 6.5000E 01 2.1700E 02 1.4574E 02 1. 0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 
7.0000E 01 2.2200E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 7.5000E 01 2.2700E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 
8.0000E 01 2.3200E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0n7E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 8.5000E 01 2.3700E 02 1.4574E 02 1.0777E 02 1.1066E 02 8.0597E 01 
9.0000E 01 2.4200E 02 1.4571~E 02 3.8188E 02 '01066E 02 2.3900E 02 9.5000E 01 2.4700E 02 1.4574E 02 3.8188E 02 1.1066E 02 2.3900E 02 
1.0000E 02 2.5200E 02 5.7615E 02 3.8188E 02 3.8628E 02 2.3900E 02 1.0500E 02 2.5700E 02 5.7615E 02 3.9825E 02 3.8628E 02 3.2792E 02 1.1000E 02 2.6200E 02 5.7615E 02 3.9825E 02 3.8628E 02 3.2792E 02 1.1500E 02 2.6700E 02 5.7615E 02 3.9825E 02 3.8628E 02 3.2792E 02 
1.2000E 02 2.7200E 02 5.7615E 02 6.0038E 02 3.8628E 02 5.1424E 02 1.2500E 02 2.7700E 02 5.7615E 02 6.0038E 02 3.8628E 02 5.1424E 02 
1.3000E 02 2.8200E 02 5.7615E 02 6.0038£ 02 3.8628£ 02 5.1424E 02 1.3500E 02 2.8700E 02 1.5787E 03 6.7637E 02 1.2149£ 03 5.3902£ 02 
1.4000E 02 2.9200E 02 1.5787E 03 6.7637E 02 1.2149£ 03 5 0 3902E 02 1.4500E 02 2.9700E 02 1.5787£ 03 6.7637E 02 1.2149E 03 5.3902E 02 
1.5000E 02 3.0200E 02 1.5787E 03 8.6065£ 02 1.2149E 03 3.1288E 02 1.5500E 02 3 0 0700E 02 1.5787E 03 8 06065E 02 1.2149E 03 3.1288E 02 1.6000£ 02 3.1200E 02 1.5787£ 03 8 06065E 02 1.2149E 03 3.1288E 02 1.6500£ 02 301700E 02 2.1612E 03 7.3108E 02 402003E 02 2.1620£ 02 1.7000E 02 3.2200£ 02 2.1612E 03 7.3108E 02 4.2003E 02 2.1620E 02 1.7500E 02 3.2700£ 02 201612£ 03 4.9288E 02 4.2003E 02 5.6278£ 01 l o 8000E 02 3.3200E 02 2.1612E 03 4.9288E 02 4 02003E 02 5.6278£ 01 1.8500E 02 3.3700E 02 201612E 03 4 09288E 02 4.2003E 02 5.6278E 01 1.9000E 02 . 3 .1~200E 02 2.1612£ 03 5.0896E 02 4.2003E 02 4 07244E 01 1.9500£ 02 3.4700E 02 1.5348E 03 5.0896E 02 7 0 8719E 01 4.7244E 01 2.0000E 02 3.5200E 02 1.5348E 03 5.0896£ 02 7.8719£ 01 4.7244£ 01 2.0500E 02 3.5700E 02 1 • 53l~8£ 03 5.6314E 02 7.8719E 01 106786E 01 2.1000E 02 3.6200E 02 1 • 53l~8E 03 5.631l~E 02 7.8719£ 01 106786£ 01 2.1500£ 02 2.0000E 00 1.5348£ 03 5.6314E 02 7 0 8719E 01 1.6786E 01 202000E 02 7.0000E 00 1.5348E 03 5.6314E 02 7.8719E 01 1.6786E 01 2.2500E 02 1.2000E 01 1.5348E 03 5 06314£ 02 7.8719E 01 1.6786E 01 2.3000£ 02 107000E 01 
' 05348E 03 5.631 l.[ 02 7.8719E 01 1.6786E OJ 2.3500E 02 202000E 01 204053E 03 1.4840E 03 5.6059£ 02 5.0759E 02 2.4000E 02 2.7000E 01 2 04053E 03 1.4840E 03 5.6059E 02 5.0759E 02 2.4500E 02 3.2000E 01 2.4053£ 03 104840E 03 5.6059E 02 5.0759E 02 2.5000E 02 3.7000£ 01 2.4053E 03 504758E 02 5.6059E 02 2.6225E 02 2.5500E 02 4.2000E 01 2.4053E 03 504758,E 02 5.6059£ 02 2.6225E 02 2.6000£ 02 4.7000£ 01 900722E 02 5.4758£ 02 3.0180E 02 2 06225E 02 2.6500E 02 5.2000E 01 9.0722E 02 6.7546E 02 3.0180E 02 1.3147£ 02 2.7000E 02 5.7000E 01 9 00722E 02 6.7546E 02 3.0180£ 02 1.3147£ 02 
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CANPAS III (Four Managements)(cont1d) 
FOUR MANAGEMENTS, 1973-1974 RECT INTEGRATIOH 
TIME 0 AHARV BHARV CHARV DHARV 
2.7500E 02 6.2000E 01 9.0722E 02 6.7546E 02 3.0180E 02 1.3147E 02 
2.8000E 02 6.7000E 01 9.0722E 02 5.0712E 02 3.0180E 02 4.3700E 02 
2.8500E 02 7.2000E 01 9.0722E 02 5.0712E 02 3.0180E 02 4.3700E 02 
2.9000E 02 7.7000E 01 9.0722E 02 5.0712E 02 3.0180E 02 4.3700E 02 
2.9500E 02 8.2000E 01 1.5250E 03 4.9651E 02 9.7006E 02 4.7774E 02 
3.0000E 02 8.7000E 01 1.5250E 03 4.9651E 02 9.7006E 02 4.7774E 02 
3.0500E 02 9.2000E 01 '05250E 03 4.9651£ 02 9.7006E 02 4.7774E 02 
3.1000E 02 9.7000E 01 1.5250£ 03 4.9651E 02 9.7006E 02 4 0 7774E 02 
3.1500E 02 1.0200E 02 1.5250E 03 4.9540E 02 ~1. 7006E 02 4.5731 E 02 
3.2000E 02 1.0700E 02 1.5250E 03 4.9540E 02 9.7006E 02 4 0 5731E 02 
3.2500E 02 1.1200E 02 1.5250E 03 2.3597E 02 907006E 02 2.2972E 02 
3.3000E 02 1.1700E 02 1.5250E 03 2.3597E 02 9.7006E 02 2.2972E 02 
3.3500E 02 1.2200£ 02 1.5250E 03 2.3597E 02 9.7006E 02 2.2972E 02 
3.4000E 02 1.2700E 02 1.1112E 03 203597E 02 9.8921E 02 2.2972E 02 
3.4500E 02 1.3200E 02 1.1112E 03 3.3736E 02 9.8921E 02 2.9561E 02 
3.5000E 02 1.3700E 02 1.1112E 03 3.3736E 02 9.8921 E 02 2.9561E 02 
3.5500E 02 1.4200E 02 1.1112E 03 3.3736E 02 9.8921E 02 2 0 9561E 02 3.6000E 02 1.4700E 02 1.1112E 03 1.9827E 02 9 08921E 02 1.6873E 02 
3.6500E 02 1.5200E 02 1.1112E 03 109827E 02 9.8921E 02 1.6873E 02 
3.7000E 02 1.5700E 02 1.1112E 03 'o9827E 02 9.8921E 02 1.6873E 02 
3.7600E 02 1.6200E 02 1.1112E 03 1.9827E 02 9.8921E 02 1.6873E 02 3.8 OOE 02 1.6700E 02 1.1112E 03 1.3975E 02 908921E 02 1.1122 E 02 
3.8500E 02 1.7200E 02 4.1706E 02 1.3975E 02 3.3618E 02 1.1122E 02 
94. 
7.4 CANPAS III in FORTRAN IV 
CSMP to FORTRAN IV. The first step of converting the CSMP 
version of CANPAS III into a FORTRAN IV subroutine was to reduce 
supporting components to input data (statements 5 to 14) and to use only 
one call of the CANPAS MACRO (statement 103). The resulting program 
was machine translated into a FOR TRAN IV program equivalent to the 
original CSMP version. Many variable names of the FOR TRAN 
version are machine generated and no attempt is made to define them. 
The CSMP version and its FORTRAN IV equivalent follow. 
* CSMP73 INPUT LIST * 27.002.000 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
-!: CANPAS I I I 
-;': 
,': RUN CotlTROL AND INPUT DATA 
.. 0: 
{NCON PGI=300. 
CONST A\1t1=120., A\~I=120. 
PARAM IRS=O., RRG=O., RRO=O. 
PARAt1 E=O., R=O., T=10., 0=1. 
TH1ER DELT=l., FINTIt1=2., PRDEL=l. 
PRINT PG,PO,AH.L,OG,OTH,TNG 
TITLE RUN 230 
INCOII PDI=250. 
INCON ONI=.8 
METHOD RECT 
.,': 
-!: CANPAS DATA 
CONST K= .. 075 
CONST DMX=09, DMN=o65, 00=.45. DR=.12 
FUNCTION OF=1 o,1 0, 170.1 0• 74.,.9, 120 0 •• 64, 145.'038, 159.,.33, 
172.,.28, 184.,.28, 2430,.55, 257 ••• 9, 280.,1., 366°41. 
FUNCTION OGF=-7. o o0067, 7.,.0081,49.,.0081, 63.,.007 ,105.,.0017, ••• 
~50c.o0001. 240 0 •• 0001, 330 ••• 0028, 344 ••• 0053, 358.,.0067, 372.,.0081 
UN TION PCF=1.,7300., 12 0,5000., 19.,3950., 33.,2950., 75.,2150., ••• 
230.,1280., 260.,2620., 300 •• 5780., 340.,9050., 355.,8800., 366.,7300. . 
FUNCTION TF=O.,O., 3.5,0 0 , 4.2,.25, 9.1,.9, 11.1,1 •• 16.5,1., ••• 
l8eS •• 99, 24.4 •• 76, ~0.,029 
* 
.,*: MACRO FOR CANPAS III 
.,'t THE PEREtHllAL RVEGRASS-\/HITE CLOVER COMPONENT 
.,': 
MACRO PG,PO.AW,L,DG,DTH,TNG=CANPAS(AWI,PGI,PDI,DNI,AWH,IR ,RRG,RRO) 
GLOBAL K,E,R,T,O,PCF,TF,OF,OGF,OMX,OMN.DO,DR 
-:: 
,': CANPAS SOIL \~ATER SUB-COMPONENT 
-,': 
..,': 
A\~=WTGRLCA\JI ,R+ IR-EA-ROP) 
EA=AMIN1(E,E*(-0.21+0.7*AMAX1(Oo3,SQRT(L»),E*WT) 
WT=LlMlT(O., 1. ,0 0 1+2. 727'':AW/AHM) 
\/P=LH1IT(0. ,1. ,AH/Ar-IAX1 (38. , Awrl":O 0 33) ) 
ROP=At1AXl (0. ,A\J/OE L T+R+ IR-EA-AW1/DEL T) 
O\~S=NOT (All) 
SPF=AtlItH (1. ,A\ml 115.) 
IR=IR 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 
0082 
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
CANPAS III in FOR TRAN IV (cont'd) 
(CSMP73 Input List) 
* CANPAS ORY MATTER SUB-COMPONENT 
* 
PG=INTGRL(PGI,PGR-PDR-RRG) 
PO=INTGRL(PDI,POR-ODR-RRO) 
l= ItIS\J( PG -500. ,0. 0036":PG, 0 0 8385+0. 00 1923":PG) 
PGl=520. "'LC-436. 
lC=3.75+1.25*COS«D+I0.)*6.28/36S.) 
PGM=520.*LC*SPF-436. 
ETG=AFGEtI (TF • 1) 
EDG=AFGEtJ(OF ,0) 
PGP=K*WP*N1IN1(ETG,EDG)*AMIN1«PG-RRG)*DElT,PGM)*OIF PGC=AFGEtJ( PCF ,0) 
PGR=AMIN1(PGP,AMAX1(0.,PGC-(PG+PO») 
OOl=AMAX1(PG-PGC,OSF) 
DSF=LIMIT(0.,80.,(PG/PGL)*40.-40.) 
DDH=PG .... 'O. 1 ":m~s 
PDR=M1AXl (DOL ,DD\J,OMY ,AtlIN1 (1. ,PG» 
DMY=INSW( OMN-ONEW,0.,O.OS*AMAX1(O.,PG-500.» 
FDE=Oo04S*EXP(-S.66+0.24*T-0.00239*T*T)*WO 
AWD=l!MI T (0. , 1 •• S. "'AH/ AWM-4.) 
\~D=Ar1AX 1 (A\~D. (I R+R) / (I R+R+O. 0 1 » 
FLE=M1 I tJ 1 (0 0 S,O. 05":R) ,': (0.3+0.0 167":T) 
OOR=PO*AMAX1(FDE,FLE)*OEF 
DEF=LIMIT(0.,.6,l.-300./PO) 
DIFY=OELAY(l,l. e DIF) 
01 FI =NOT (TIME) 
DIF=AMItll (HT ,AtlAXl (O.25,OIFY+.02S.DIFI» 
* CANPAS DIGESTIBILITY SUB-COMPONENT 
-,1: 
NE\~GR=PG-OLDGR 
OlDGR=N1AXl (0. ,N1Itn (OLO .. OL,PG-REO":NGY» 
NGY=OELAY(l,l.,PGR-RRG) 
OTH= (NE\JGR"'DtlE\J+OLDGR":OOLD+PO"'DO) / (PG+PD) 
REY=DELAY(l,l.,REO) 
OLO=ZHOLD(REY,AMAXl(O.,PG» 
PROCED RED=PR01(PG,PGY.PGYY) 
RED=O. 
IF(PG.GT.PGY.ANDoPGY.lEoPGYY) RED=1. 
EtiDPRO 
PGY=DELAY(l,l.,PG) 
PGYY=OELAY(l,l.,PGY) 
Dl=INTGRL(O.,PDR-RED*(DL+PDR» 
NNG=NOT (tIE\~GR) 
95. 
DNE\/= ItITGRL( DtlI , RE D", (DtlX-DtJE\J+ODE C) -DDEC": ( 1 • -NNG) ) 
OG =AMAXl (D~IN, (NH/GR":DNEW+OLDGR"'DOLD)f AMAX 1 (1 •• NEWGR+OLDGR) ) 
DOLD= ItJTGRL( DtJI ,RE D'" (DG -DOLO) -MlI tIl (DOE C. DOLO -OW.,) ) OD~C=ArlIN1(DNEW-OMN.AFGEN(DGF,O)+AMAX1(O •• RRG-PGR)*OR 0 •• 
/A~lAXI(lo,PG/OELT+PGR» 
TNG=OELAY(1.1.,PGR) 
ENOMAC 
.,,": 
-:: 
* USE OF CANPAS COMPONENT 
STOP PG,PD, A\J, L. DG, OTH, TtIG=CANPAS (A\n , PG I, POI ,ONI ,AWt1. IRS, RRG ,RRD) 
CANPAS III in FORTRAN IV (cont'd) 
(Fortran List) 
96. 
86700 -F aRT RAN C a f1 P I L A T I 0 tJ f1 ARK 2.9.190 
$ SE T AUT08 I flO 
$BINOER RESET LIST 
SBINO = FROM CSMP/SUB/BATCH 
SUSE IZZMMHTI FOR CCCCCCC 
FILE 6=CSMPRT ,UIUT=PRItHER 
IMPLICIT REAL(I-N) 
C 
= 
S M P 7 
= 
- -
= 
2 2 3 I a 8 J T 
= = = = 
- - = = 
REAL DF(027),DGF(025),PCF(025) TF(021) 
DATA OF 1 'AFGEIJ8DF ',0024,1.,1.,17.,1.,740,.9,120.,.64,1450 
*1 038 ,159.,.33,172.,.28,1840,.281 243.,.55,257.,.9,280.,1.,366.,1.1 
uATA DGF I AFGEN80GF ',002l,-7.,.0067,7.,.0081,49.,.0081,63., 
*.0074,10S.,.0017,150.,.boOl,240.,.0001,330.,.0028,344.,.0053,358., 
*.0067,372.,.00811 
DATA PCF I 'AFGEN8PCF '10022,10173000,12.15000.,19.,3950.,33.1 
*2950.,75.,2150.,230.,1280.,l60.,262u.,300.,57tiO.,340.,9050.,355.,ti 
*800.,3660.7300 0 1 
DATA TF IIAFGEI18TF ',0018,0.,0.,3.5,0.,4.2,.25,9.1,.9,11.1, 
*1.,16.5,1.,18.5,.99,24.4,.76,30.,.291 
COMMON IZZMMHT/ZZOELT,ZZMH(0050) 
REAL ZZPTm1(OO7) 
DATA ZZPTtJtl1 'PG PO AW L DG DTH TtJG II 
REAL ZZPTHD(007) 
REAL ZZTLOO(02) 
DATA ZZTLOOI 'RUtl 230! I I 
REAL ZZIIIT(006) ,ZZDOT(006) 
EQUIVALEnCE (ZZDOT(001),ZZIDOO),(ZZOOT(002),ZZID01),(ZZDOT(003),ZZ 
*I002).(ZZOOT(004),ZZI003),(ZZDOT(005),ZZID04),(ZZOOT(006),ZZI005) 
lOG I CAL ZZI~EE P 
LOG I CAL ZZ/IMKP 
EQUI VALEnCE (ZZOEL T tOEL 1) 
CALL ZZtlSET(4,6HTItlt:. ) 
CALLZZTITL(ZZTLOO,l,OOOOOO,ZZMNME) 
PGI=300. 
AHM=120 o 
A\n=120 e 
IRS=O. 
RRG=O. 
RRO=O. 
E=O. 
R=O. 
T=10. 
0=1. 
PDI=250. 
ONI=.8 
K=.075 
OMX=.9 
OMIJ=.65 
00=.45 
DR=.12 
30000 zzcmlT=o . __ 
CALL Z TI tiER ( 1 Sf 0,2. , 1 • ,0, ZZFNTll, ZZPRtlE, ZZPTtlE, ZZOEL T , ZZDLt1N) 30001 TItlE =0 
ZZPTCT=O 
ZZPRCT=O 
ZZKEEP=.TRUE. 
ZZt1i1I(P=. FALSE. 
ZZIrJT(OOl )=A\Jl 
ZZItJT(002)=PGI 
ZZ ItlT (003) =PO 1 
ZZ I tIT (00/,) =0. 
ZZ ItIT (005) =OtlI 
Z ZIt JT ( no 6) =[) N 1 
GOT030003 
00001000 
00002000 
00003000 
00004000 
00005000 
00006000 
00008000 
00009000 
00010000 
00011000 
00012000 
00013000 
00014000 
00015000 
00016000 
00017000 
00018000 
00019000 
00020000 
00021000 
00022000 
00023000 
00024000 
00025000 
00026000 
00027000 
00028000 
00029000 
00031000 
00032000 
00034000 
00036000 
00037000 
00038000 
00039000 
00040000 
00041000 
00042000 
00043000 
00044000 
00045000 
00046000 
00047000 
00048000 
00049000 
00050000 
00051000 
00052000 
00053000 
00054000 
00055000 
00056000 
00057000 
00058000 
00060000 00062000 
00063000 
00064000 
00065000 
00066000 
00067000 
0006[lOOO 
CANPAS III in FORTRAN IV (cont'd) 
(Fortran List) 
30002 CONT I tlUE 
IF (ZZt1t1KP) GOT030003 
30100 CONTI tlUE 
TIME=TIME+ZZDELT 
DO 20000ZlJJJJ=1 006 
20000 ZZINT(ZZJJJJ)=zzfNT(ZZJJJJ)+ZZDOT(ZZJJJJ)*ZZOELT 
30003 CONTItJUE 
ZZ~lHOO=DELAY( ZZtlMKP, TIME. 0001.1 t 1 •• Z~0022) 
ZZtlHO 1 =DELAY (ZZt1t1KP , TI tIE. 0009. 1 , 1 • ,ZZOO 1 O-RRG) 
ZZMH02=OELAY( ZZtlt1KP, TItlE, 0017,1,1. ,ZZ0045) 
ZZMH03=OE LAY (ZZMtlKP. T HIE, 0026,1 • 1 • ,PG) 
ZZMH04=OELAY (ZZtlMKP, T HIE, 0034,1. 1 • ,ZZ0049) 
ZZMH05=DE LAY (ZZtltlKP , T I 11E .0042.1 .1. ,ZZOO 10) 
IF(.NOT.ZZKEEP)GOT030500 
IF(ZZMMKP)GOT030400 
ZZMMKP=.TRUE. 
GOT030500 
30400 ZZMMKP=.FALSE. 
GOT030100 
30500 CotHItJUE' 
AW=ZZINT(OOl) 
ZZ0005=0 e 1 +2. 727~':A\U Ah'M 
ZZ0004=ZZ0005 
IF(ZZ0004.LT.0.)ZZ0004=0. 
IF(ZZOOOl~.GT.1 e )ZZ0004=1. 
ZZ0007=AW/AMAX1(38.,AWM*0.33) 
ZZ0006=ZZO007 
IF(ZZ0006.LT.O o )ZZ0006=0. 
IF(ZZ0006.GT.l.)ZZ0006=1. 
ZZ0008=0 
IF(AW.LE.0)ZZ0008=1 
ZZ0009=AM IN1 (1. ,AWlIl t 50) 
ZZOOOl=IRS~·:A\.Jl'P·q .2 
PG=ZZ UJT (002) 
PD=ZZINT(003) 
ZZ0013=PG-500. 
ZZ0014=0.0036*PG 
ZZ0015=0.8385+0.001923*PG 
L=ZZ0015 
IF(ZZ0013.LT.0)L=ZZ0014 
ZZ0017=3.75+1.25*CQS«D+l0.)*6.28/365.) 
ZZ0018=520.*ZZ0017*ZZ0009-436. 
ZZ0019=AFGEN(TF.T) 
ZZ0020=AFGEN(DF,D) 
ZZ0023=AFGEtl(PCF ,0) 
ZZ0027=PG*0.1*ZZ0008 
ZZ0031 =0. 05~':At1AX 1 (0. , PG-500. ) 
ZZ003 5=5. -:: A\J/ AWM-4. 
ZZ0034=ZZ0035 
IF(ZZ0034.LT.0.)ZZ0034=0. 
IF(ZZ0034.GT.l.)ZZ0034=1. 
ZZ0033=AtlAX1(ZZ0034,(ZZOOOl+R)/CZZOOOt+R+0.01» 
ZZ0036=AMIN1(0.5 1 0 0 05*R)*(0.3+0.0167*T) ZZ0038=1.-300./Pu 
ZZ0037=ZZ0038 
IF(ZZ0037.LT.0.)ZZ0037=0. 
IF(ZZ0037.GT •• 6)ZZ0037=.6 
ZZ0039=ZU1HOO 
ZZ0040=0 
IF(TIME.LE.0)ZZ0040=1 
ZZ0022 =Att WI (ZZ0004 • AMAXt (0.25, ZZ0039+ .025, ZZ0040) ) 
ZZ0046=ZZtlHO 1 . 
ZZ0048=ZZf"lH02 
ZZ004 3=lHOLD (ZZKEEP , T HIE, 0025, ZZ0048 ,AMAX 1 (0. ,PG) ) 
ZZ0049=Zl~1H03 
ZZ0050=ZZt1H04 
97. 
00069000 
00071000 
00072000 
00074000 
00075000 
00076000 
00078000 
00079000 
00081000 
00083000 
00085000 
00087000 
00089000 
00091000 
00092000 
00093000 
00094000 
00095000 
00096000 
00097000 
00099000 
00100000 
00101000 
00102000 
00103000 
00104000 
00105000 
00106000 
00107000 
00108000 
00109000 
00110000 
00111000 
00112000 
00113000 
00114000 
00115000 
00116000 
00117000 
00118000 
00119000 
00120000 
00121000 
00122000 
00123000 . 
00124000 
00125000 
00126000 
00127000 
00128000 
00129000 
00130000 
00131000 
00132000 
00133000 
00134000 
00135000 
00136000 
00137000 
00138000 
00139000 
00140000 
00141000 
00142000 
00143000 
00144000 
CANPAS III in FORTRAN IV (cont1d) 
(Fortran List) 
ZZ0044=ZZINT(004) 
ZZ0029=ZZINT(005) 
ZZ0047=ZZINT(006) 
TNG=ZZMH05 
ZZ0002=AMIN1(E,E*(-0.21+007*AMAX1(O.3,SQRT(L)))tE*ZZOO04) 
ZZ0003=AMAX1(0.,AWOELT+R+ZZ0001-ZZ0002_AHM/OEL ) 
ZZOOI6=520.*ZZOOI7-436. 
ZZ0021=K*ZZ0006*AMIH1(ZZ0019,ZZ0020)*AMIN1«PG_RRG)*OELT.ZZ0018)*Z 
~':Z0022 
ZZOOIO=AtlItJt (ZZ0021 ,AMAXl (0. ,ZZ0023-(PG+PD») 
ZZ0026=(PG/ZZOOI6)*40.-40 o ZZ0025=ZZ0026 
IF(ZZ0025.LT oOo)ZZ0025=0. 
IF(ZZ0025oGT.80 o )ZZ0025=80. 
ZZ0030=DtlN -ZZ0029 
ZZ0028=ZZ0031 
IF(ZZ0030.LT oO)ZZ0028=0. 
ZZ0032=0.04S*EXP(-5.66+0 o24*T-0 0 00239*T*T)*ZZ0033 
ZZOO 12 =PD-~':AtlAX 1 (ZZ0032, ZZ0036) ~':ZZ0037 
ZZ0045=0. 
IF (PG. GT • ZZ0049 .MID. ZZ0049. LEo ZZ0050) ZZ0045=1 • 
ZZOO 52 =Atl IN 1 (ZZ002 9-DtlN. AFGEN (DGF .0) +AtlAX 1 (0. , RRG -ZZOO 1 0) ~:ORI AMAX 1 
*(1.,PG/DELT+ZZ0010» 
ZZ0024=AMAX1(PG-ZZ0023,ZZ0025) 
lZOO 11 =AtlA~<1 (ZZ002 L •• ZZ0027 ZZ0028, At-II N1 ( 1 • ,PG» 
ZZ0042=AtlAXl (0. ,AM Itn (ZZ0043-ZZ0044, PG-ZZ0045~':ZZ0046» 
ZZ0041=PG-ZZ0042 
DTH=(ZZ0041*ZZ0029+ZZ0042*ZZ0047+PD*DD)/(PG+PO) 
ZZ0051=0 
IF(ZZ0041.LE.0)ZZ0051=1 
~': ~G=AMAX 1 (Dt1tl 0 (ZZ0041 ~':ZZ0029+ ZZ0042~':ZZ0047) I AtlAX 1 (1. ,ZZ0041 +ZZ0042) 
ZZIDOO=R+ZZ0001-ZZ0002-ZZ0003 
ZZID01=ZZ0010-ZZ0011-RRG 
ZZID02=ZZ0011-ZZ0012-RRD 
ZZI003=ZZOOI1-ZZ004S*(ZZ0044+ZZ0011) 
ZZ I 004=ZZOOl.5~': (DMX-ZZ0029+ ZZ0052) -ZZ0052~': ( 1 • -ZZ0051 ) 
ZZI D05=ZZ0045*(DG-ZZ0047)-AMIN1(ZZ0052,ZZ0047_DMN) 
IF(TIME.GE.ZZFNTM)GOTO 30004 
GOTO 30006 
30004 ZZPTCT=O 
ZZPRCT=-l 
GOTO 30007 
30006 IF(ZZPTCT.LE.O)GOTO 30007 
ZZPTCT=ZZPTCT-l 
GOTO 30008 
30007 CONTINUE 
ZZPTHD(OOl)=PG 
ZZPTHD(002)=PD 
ZZPTHD (003) =A\J 
ZZPTHD(004)=L 
ZZPTHD(005)=DG 
ZZPTHO(006)=DTH 
ZZPTHD(007)=TtIG 
CALL ZPRtlT2 (T H1E, ZZPTHD, ZZPTNt-l, 007) ZZPTCT=ZZPntE 
30008 CONTINUE 
IF(ZZPRCT.LT.0)GOT030010 
GOTO 30002 
30010 ZZCONT=ZZCONT+l 
GOTO(30011),ZZCONT 
30011 CONTI flUE 
STOP 
END 
98. 
00145000 
00146000 
gglt&8gg 
00149000 
00150000 
00151000 
00152000 
00153000 
00154000 
00155000 
00156000 
00157000 
00158000 
00159000 
00160000 
00161000 
00162000 
00163000 
00164000 
00165000 
00166000 
00167000 
00168000 
00169000 
00170000 
00171000 
00172000 
00173000 
00174000 
00175000 
00176000 
00177000 
00178000 
00179000 
00180000 
00181000 
00182000 
00183000 
00185000 
00186000 
00187000 
00189000 
00190000 
00191000 
00192000 
00193000 
00195000 
00196000 
00197000 
00198000 
00199000 
00200000 
00201000 
00202000 
00203000 
00205000 
00207000 
88~~6888 
00212000 
00213000 
00215000 
00216000 
99. 
SUB-ROUTINE formation. To convert the FORTRAN IV version 
of CANPAS to a subroutine, a punched deck of the FORTRAN IV program 
listed above was obtained by inserting a card (# FRLIBE) just before 
the STOP card (statement 104) of the CSMP version. That statement 
caused the FORTRAN IV version to be saved as a file instead of being 
printed as output •. It also halted execution (see Fugazi, 1974), but 
the file could then be output as punched cards. 
The FOR TRAN IV deck was then altered by deleting statements 
controlling output and looping fOr simulated time steps. It was also 
necessary to add statements that identify a subroutine and cause control 
to return to the main program at the proper points. The variable 
TIME which is intrinsic to CSMP was added to the common statement 
of the subroutine. It becomes an additional input variable needed by 
CANPAS and it should be initialised in the main program at -1. Likewise, 
the variable DELT is intrinsic in CSMP and it was added to the data list 
of the subroutine. The statements calling functions and subroutines of 
the CSMP system were deleted. The library functions of CSMP named 
AFGEN, DELAY and ZHOLD remained in the FORTRAN IV version. 
The CSMP library was bound to the FORTRAN IV source job by transfer ring 
the four cards beginning with $ to the front of the main program. However, 
the DELAY functions (statements 79 to 89 in the unaltered FORTRAN IV 
listing) are dependent on CSMP timing variables and could not be used 
in the subroutine even when it was bound to the CSMP library. 
Therefore, those statements were rewritten in setting up the subroutine. 
The AFGEN and ZHOLD functions worked without alteration after binding 
the CSMP library to the main program. 
The main program was also written in FORTRAN IV, and it was 
coded to simulate Management C of the 1973/74 growing season at 
Winchmore in identical fashion to the CSMP version of CANPAS III, which 
is listed above with output. Because CSMP has a special sequencing of 
statements, exact duplication of the CSMP job required two calls of the 
CANPAS subroutine from the main program in FORTRAN IV. 
100. 
Comment cards in the following listing explain the operation. One 
call of the subroutine after all management component variables of 
the main program were updated would give an adequate simulation 
for most purposes. However, only one call per time step would 
put some variables one day out of phase with a CSMP version and 
c 
C 
C 
C 
thus not give identical results. 
MAIN SIMULATION PROGRAM IN FORTRAN IV. MOST VARIABLE NAMES ARE 
THE SAME AS PREVIOUS EXAtlPLES. THE FIRST FOlJR CARDS \JITH "$" SIGN 
ARE NEEDEO TO BIND CStlP LIBRARY TO FoRTRMI. 
SSET AUTOBItm 
SBINDER RESET LIST 
SBIND = FROM CSMP/SUB/BATCH 
SUSE IZZMMHTI FOR CCCCCCC 
FILE 22=METDATA/WINCHSOT074,UNIT=DISK.RECORD=22.BLOCKIrIG=300 
DIMENSION RAIN(400),TAF(400),EPT(400) 
C 
C LDAY. SItllJLATIorl RUN LEtlGTH HI DAYS 
C tJDAY, NUtlBER OF DAYS OF DATA TO BE READ FRorl FILE 
C 
C 
DATA NDAY/390/,LDAY/3R6/ 
REAL I RRF( n ,CUTF (61 ) • PGSF ( 15) 
DATA IRRF I '/\FGEtHJIRRF' ,4 ... 1. , O. ,366. ,0. I 
DATA CUTF/'AFGEtJ8CUTF',Su.l.,0.,17.,0.,18.,I.,19.,O.,44.,0., 
~4S.il •• 46.,O.179~,O.p80.11.181.,0.,121 •• 0.,122.,I.,123.,0.,170., 
."D •• 171. ,I. ,17L. ,0. ,246. ,u. ,L47. ,I. ,248. ,0. ,283. ,D. ,2!14. ,I. ,285., 
*0.,315. 1 °.,316.,1.,317.,0.,343.,0.,344.,1.,345.,0.,366. 1 0.1 . DATA PG~FI AFGENBPGSF',12,1.,300.,200.,300.,240.,SOO.,2uS.,SOO •• 
"'305.,300.,366.,300. I 
DATA Dl/lS2.I,YEAR/73.I,AWI/60.I,AWM/60.I,PGI/300.I,PDI/250.1, 
*DNII.81 
C READ WEATHER DATA FROt1 FILE 
C 
DO 100 IOAY=I,NOAY 
KL=IDAY+IFIX(212.S+36S.2S*(YEAR-SO.» 
READ(221~L.200) RAIN(IDAY),TAF(IDAY),EPT(IDAY) 
100 ConTI flUE 
200 FO~lAT(45X.Fl0.0,20X,2Fl0.2) 
C 
C HJlTIALI ZATIDtI OF MAUl PROGRAtl. THESE VARIABLES AflE tJEEDED FOR 
C ItJITIALIZATIOtl of tiAtJAGEtlEtlT EQUATIOtlS OR of THE SUBROUTINE. 
C 
C 
TInE=-1. 
0=01-1. 
CUT=O. 
GTI =0. 
IR=O. 
RRG=O. 
RRD=O. 
CHARV=O. 
C START OF SIMULATION LOOP 
C 
DO 300 J::l LDAY 
J:: I F I X ( TI tlE + 2. ) 
E::EPT(J) 
R=RAIN(J) 
T=T I\F (,J) 
IF(D-365.) 1,2,2 
rIY=o. 
GO TO 3 
2 ~IY::D 
3 ConTI tlUE 
O=D+l.:"tIY 
C 
C To DUPLICATE 1\ CStlP PPJ)(;f:/I ' \ PI FoRmrl;l. THE CfI!IP/IS SUllf!OUTInE !lUST 
C UE CflLLEO T\lICE. I/HErJ STi\''':=O •• VAfU/IL;LES OF TH!:: !:i\IrJ PRo (lfUII1 
C ElllJIV/lLEtlT To I:IT(,RI. fI~l!l DU.iIY FIHICTIil!IS (]F CS!:P I\I~E UPOAH::U 
CArl[) TH[ S{JIlHO!JTIfiE IS CiILU:U FOR UPOl\T!tI<, C[JRRESf'()W)iflG Vi~fUi\GLES 
C TII[[I[. C(ltn-IUlL IS TljE:1 hr:TUI(:!ED Tf) TI,[ IlflI!! PR[J(,!U\tj AIJO STI\CiE=l. 
C THE I;EST OF T:I[: i!l\lrl Pf{!J(;r~/~:l VARII\[;l.::S i;I:f:: lJPOi\TUJ I\~)[) CJ\IWA~; IS 
C U\l.LEO JIG!\Ii! TIl CflrlPLETE UHll\TltlG TiJi-: f:ltl,<\ItJDER of TilE 
C SUi;I\'llJT I I IE V I\lt I fill[. [~;. 
00001000 
00002000 
00003000 
00004000 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
300 
400 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINE (cont'd) 
STAGE=O. 
GT I =GT I +T IlG- ClJT';'GTI 
CHARV=CHARV+RHG+RR[J-CUFCHARV 
THE CAtlPAS I II SUElROlJT ItIE CALLE D AT STAGE=O. 
CALL CAtJPAS(TItlE,AI/I ,POI ,PGI .Otll ,A\1Il, IR,RRG,RRO,E,R,T ,O~PG,PO.All, 
,', L, DG ; D T H. r IlCi • S TAG E ) 
STAGE=I. 
IRS=AFGF.II(IRRF,O) 
IR=IRS~:Allil"'1. 2 
P~S=AF'GErl(f>(;SF ,0) 
CUT=AFGEn(CLJTF,D) 
RRG=CUT~:Arll\;( 1 (0. ,PG -PGS) 
XX=AllAXl (PO-GTI ,O.9":PO) 
PDS=XX 
rF(XX~lT.250.) PDS=2S0. 
If(XX.GE.500.) POS=500. 
RRD=CUPAtlAXl (0. ,PO-PDS) 
THE CAtJPAS I I I SUElROUTItIE CAllED AT STAGE=I. 
CAll CArIPAS(TInE,AIJI ,PDI ,PGI ,Dtl1,AIJll, IR,RRG,RRD,E,R, T ,D,PG,PD,All. 
1:L,DG,DTH, TrIG, STAGE) 
IF (All0D (T I lIE. 5.) .ECl. o. )IIRI TE (6,400) T HIE, D. CHARV 
FORtlAT( lOX, 'TItlE =' ,F5.0,5X, '0 =' ,F5.0,5X. 'CHARV =' ,F6.!) 
STOP 
END 
THE CMlPAS III llODEl AS A FORTRMr IV SUUROUTINE. IT HAS DERIVED 
FROtl A FORTRArJ IV tlAIrl PROGRAtI (SEE PREVIOUS LlSTHIG) AlID CHANGES 
CAN BE ASCERTAInED ElY COtIPARISml IIITH THAT PROGRAtl. 
SUUROIJT ItIE CArlPAS (TI tIE ,AlII, POI, PG I. DtI I ,Alll1, IR ,RRG ,RRD,E,R, T ,0, 
-::PG, PO ,All. I. , [Hi, DTH, TrIG, STAGE) 
It'lPLl CIT REAL( I -11) 
REAL DF(027),OGF(02S),PCF(025),TF(021) 
DATA OF 1 'AFGEII8DF ',0024,1 •• 1.,17.,1.,74.,.9,120.,.64,145. 
*,.38,159 ••• 33,172 ••• 28,184.,.28,243.,.55,257.,.9,280.,1.,366.,1.1 
DATA DGF 1 'AFGEN80GF ',0022.-7.,.0067,7.,.0081,49.,.0081,63., 
*.0074,1 05.,.0017,150 ••• 0001.240.,.0001.330 ••• 0028,344.,.0053,358., 
*.0067,372.,.00G11 
DATA PCF 1 'AFGEI18PCF '.0022.1.,7300.,12.,5000.,19.,3950.,33.~ 
*2950 .,75.,2150.,230.,1230.,260.,2620.,300 •• 5780.,340.,9050.,355.,8 
*800.,366.,7300.1 
,DATA TF 1 'AFGEtI8TF ',0018,0.,0.,3.5,0.,4.2,.25,9.1,.9,11.1, 
''i • , 16.5 , 1 • , 18 • 5 , • 99 , 21 f. 4 , .76 ,30 • , .291 
COrlil0H /ZZtl!\HT /ZZOEL T, ZZ:IH(0050) 
REAL ZZIrJT(00(,),ZZOOT~006) 
EQU I VALEIIC E (ZzooT( 00 1 ) ,ZZ I DOO) , (ZZDOT (002 )4ZZ I DO 1) , (ZZOOT(003) ,ZZ 
.;, I 002 ) , ( ZZ DOT (004) • Z Z IDO 3) , (Z ZOOT (005) , ZZ I DO ), (ZZ DoT (006) • ZZ 1 DOS ) 
LOGICAL ZZf~EEP 
LOGICAL ZZi1l1KP 
EQUIVALErlCE (ZZDELT,DELT) 
101. 
00006000 
00008000 
00009000 
00010000 
00011000 
00012000 
00013000 
00014000 
00015000 
00016000 
00017000 
00018000 
00019000 
00025000 
00026000 
00027000 
00028000 
00029000 
00031000 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINE (cont'd) 
l.. 
C flUST ADO THE CSflP VARIAflLE DEL T TO Till S LIST OF DATA. 
C 
C 
OELT=I. 
K=.075 
DMX=.9 
Df1N=.65 
DD=.45 
DR=.12 
C INlTIALlZATlCHI OF SUOROUTlNE, FIRST TII1E STEP ONLY. 
C 
IF(STAGE.EQ.I.)GOT030500 
IFCTItIE.GE.O.) GO TO 30002 
30001 TIME =0 
C 
C 
C 
30002 
ZZPTCT=O 
z.zPRCT=O 
ZZKEEP=. TRUE. 
ZZt1MKP=.FAl.SE. 
ZZ HIT (00 I ) =AIIl 
ZZ HIT (002) =PG I 
ZZHIT(003)=PDI 
ZZIrIT(OOI.)=O. 
ZZItIT(OOS)=DNI 
ZZ lNT( 006) =Otll 
GOT030003 
END OF INITIALIZATION SEGtIENT 
COUTltlUE 
IF (ZZtltlI\P) GOT030003 
30100 CONTInUE 
TIf1E=TItlE+ZZDEL T 
0020000Z7.JJJJ=I,006 . 
20000 ZZINT(ZZJJJJ)=ZZI~T(ZZJJJJ)+ZZDOT(ZZJJJJ)*ZZOELT 
AW=ZZI Ill(OOI) 
30003 
C 
C 
C 
PG=ZZlrH(002) 
PD=ZZ I IH (003) 
ZZMllKP=. TRUE. 
RETURN 
CONTI/WE 
CSMP DELAY FUNCTIONS REPLACED flY FORTRAN EQUIVALENTS 
ZZMHOO=ZZ0022 
ZZtlHO I =ZZOO 1 O-RRG 
ZZf1H02=7.Z0045 
ZZt1H03=PC; 
. ZZI1H04 =7.7.001.9 
ZZ~IHOS=ZZ()O 1 0 
IF (ZZrmKP) GOTn301.00 
ZZI1tlKP=. TRUE. 
RETURn 
30400 ZZtlflKP=.FI~I.SE. 
GOTo30100 
30500 Corn HlUE 
AI~=ZZ I rIT (00 I ) 
ZZ0005=0. 1 +2. 727"'AI.f/ A lit I 
ZZ0004=ZZ0005 
IF(ZZOOOh.l;!.O. )7.Z0001.=O. 
IF(ZZOOOlf.GI.I. )1.7.0004=1. 
ZZ0007=I\II/M1AXI (313. ,AI/tl"'0.33) 
ZZO006=ZZ0007 
IF(ZZOO()6.i.T.0.)ZZ0006=0. 
IF{ZZ0006.GT.I.)ZZ0006=1. 
102. 
00048000 
0001.9000 
00050000 
00051000 
00052000 
00055000 
00056000 
00057000 
000,8000 
00060000 
00062000 
00063000 
00064000 
00065000 
00066000 
00067000 
00068000 
00069000 
00071000 
00072000 
00074000 
00075000 
00076000 
00078000 
00092000 
00093000 
00095000 
00096000 
00097000 
00099000 
00100000 
00101000 
00102000 
00103000 
00104000 
00105000 
00106000 
00107000 
103. 
FOR TRAN SUBROUTINE (cont'd) 
ZZ0008=0 00108000 
IF(AH.LE.0)ZZ0008=1 0010~000 
ZZO009=ArlI til ( 1 • , AIJt1/ 115.) 00110000 
ZZOOOl=IR 
PG=ZZIrJT(002) 00112000 
PD=ZZINT(003) 00113000 
ZZOOI3~PG-5DO. 00114000 
ZZOOI4=0.ob36*PG 00115000 
ZZOOIS::D.838S+0.001923";'PG 00116000 
L=ZZOOIS 00117000 
IF( ZZoo 13. L T .0) L=ZZOO 14 00118000 
ZZOOI7=3.7S+1.25*COS«0+10.)*6.28/36S.) 00119000 
ZZOOI8=520.*ZZOOI7*ZZ0009-436.· 00120000 
ZZOOI9=AFGEN(TF,T) 00121000 
ZZ0020=AFGEtJ(riF ,0) 00122000 
ZZ0023=AFGEN(PCF,O) 00123000 
ZZ0027=PS*0.I*ZZOOOB 00124000 
ZZ0031=0.OS"'M1AXl (o.,PG-SOO.) 00125000 
ZZ0035=5."'I\H/AI1t1-11. 00126000 
ZZ0034=ZZ0035 00127000 
IF (ZZ003l!. LT. D. ) ZZ003 11=0. 00128000 
IF(ZZ0034.GT.l.)ZZ0034=1. 00129000 
ZZ0033=At1J\Xl (ZZ00311, (ZZOOOI+R)/(ZZOOOI+R+O.Ol» 00130000 
ZZ0036=Atl I tll (0.5,0. 05"'R) ,', (0.3+0.016 7 ,"T ) 00131000 
ZZ0038=1.-300./PD 00132000 
ZZ0037=2Z0038 00133000 
IF(ZZ0037.L T .0. )Z20037=0. 00134000 
IF (ZZ0037 • GT •• 6 )ZZ0037=.6 00135000 
ZZ0039=ZZMHOO 00136000 
ZZ0040=0 00137000 
IF(TIME.LE.0)ZZ0040=1 00138000 
ZZ0022=Atll tH (Z20004, AMAXI (0.25. ZZ0039+. 025, ZZ0040» 00139000 
ZZ0046=ZZtlHO 1 00140000 
ZZ0048::Z2tlH02 00141000 
ZZ0043=ZHOL[) (ZZKEEP, T HIE, 0025, ZZ0048, AI1AXI (0. , PG) ) 00142000 
ZZ0049=ZZMH03 00143000 
ZZOOS'O=ZZtlH04 00144000 
ZZo044=2Z I fli (004) 001115000 
ZZ0029=ZZIrtT(00S) 00 Jll6000 
ZZ0047=ZZItIT(006) 00147000 
TtJG=ZZMH05 00148000 
ZZ0002=Atlltll (F., E~' (-0.21 +0. 7~'AtlAXl (0.3, SQRT (t.» ) , E~'ZZ0004) 00149000 
ZZ0003=Atll\:O (0, .AU/DEL T+R+ZZOOOI-ZZ0002-AW1/0EL T) 00150000 
ZZOOI6=520.*Z20017-436. 00151000 
ZZ0021 =K"'ZZ0006~'At1 Itll (ZZOO 19, ZZ0020 )~, N1 Itll ( (PG-RRG) "'DE L T , ZZOO 18 ) ,',Z 00152000 
*Z0022 00153000 
ZZOOID=NlItll (2Z0021 ,ArlAXl (0., ZZ0023-(PG+PD») 00154000 
ZZ0026=(PG/ZZODI6)*40.-40. 00155000 
ZZo025=ZZ0026 00156000 
IF(ZZ0025.LT.0.)ZZ002~=0. 00157000 
IF(ZZ0025.GT.RO.)ZZ0025=HO. 00158000 
ZZ0030=DrHl-2Z0029 00 15~OOO 
ZZ0028=ZZo031 00160000 
IF(ZZ0030. LT .0)Z7.0028=0. 00161000 
ZZ0032=O. OlfS,"E XP (- 5.66+0. 21f"'T -0. 0023~j":'Y-::T) ~'Z Z0033 00162000 
ZZOO 12=PW"AllAX 1 (ZZ0032 ,7.Z0(36) "'ZZ0037 00163000 
ZZ0045=0. 00164000 
IF(PG.GT. ZZOOlf9 ./\rIO. ZZ0049 .I.E. ZZ0050)ZZOO/15=1 • 00165000 
ZZOO 52=l\tll til (ZZ002Y -Orlt!, AF(; [!! (DGF ,D) +AI II\X 1 «() •• RRG-ZZOO 1 0) '~OR/ AnAX 1· 00166000 
*(I.,PG/DELT+Z7.0010» 00167000 
ZZ002 /f=/\r1/I:O (rG-Z7.00 23. ZZ002 S) 00168000 
ZZOO 11 =J\I1AX 1 (lZ0021I, ZZ()027 ,ZZ0028, Atll t! 1 ( 1 • , Pr.) ) 00 16~000 
ZZOOlf2=AI1AX 1 (0. , Nil tJ 1 (Z2001d -ZZOOlf4 ,PC; -ZZOOlfS":' Z200116) ) 00170000 
Zzo041=PG-ZZ0042 00171000 
DTH= (Z7.0041 "'Z7.0029+ ZZOOlf2"'ZZOOlI7+PD"'[)[l) / (PG+PO) 00172000 
Z20051=0. 00173000 
IF(ZZOOIII.LE.0}ZZ0051=1 00174000 
DG=A:1/~X 1 (Dtltl, (ZZOOll»': ZZ002 9+ 7.Z0042"'Z7.004 n / AnAX 1 ( 1 • , ZZOOld +ZZ0042 )00 175000 
*) 00176000 
ZZIOOO=R+ZZOD01-ZZ0002-7.Z0003 00177000 
ZZI001=7.Z0010-ZZ0011-RnG 0017 000 
ZZ ID02=ZZOO ll-ZZ00 12 -rUW 00 17~OOO 
ZZ!flO 3= ZZ()O 11 -7. 7.O(}11!i" (noo /.!, .. noo 11 ) 001 :ioooo 
ZZ IDOL, =7. Z(JOilS'" U1'!X -Z Z002~J+ n ()() 52) - LZOO :;2'" ( 1 • -7. Z0051 ) 001,; 1000 
ZZ I [)O~i =LZOOlI5 ,', ( W; -ZZ(JOlf 7) -Ii! i 1'!1 (ZZOO~?, n CUif 7 -[)f 11!) 001 J2000 
R[ Tlmlj 
[,l[) 
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FORTRAN SUBROUTINE {cont'd} 
(Output) 
TitlE = O. 0 = 152. CHARV = 0,0 TitlE = 5. 0 = 157. CHARV = 0.0 T !tIE = 10, 0 = 162. CHAR\! = 0.0 TitlE .. 15. 0 = H;7. CHARV = 0.0 TInE .. 20. 0 = 172. CHARV = 110.7 TitlE = 25. D = 177 • CHARV = 110.7 TItlE = 30. 0 = 182. CHARV = 110.7 
TItlE = 35. 0 = 187. CHARV = 110.7 TitlE = IfO. 0 = 192 • CHARV = 110.7 
TIME .. I,S. 0 = 197. CHARV = 110.7 TItlE = 50. 0 = 202 •. CIIARV = 11 0.7 
T !t1E = 55. 0 = 207. CHARV = 110.7 TIME = 60. 0 = 212. CHARV = 11 O. 7 
T I tIE = 65. 0 = 217. CHARV = 110.7 TitlE = 70, 0 = 222. CHARV = 110.7 
TII'IE = 75. 0 = 227. CHARV = 11 0, 7 Tlr1E = BO, 0 = 232. . CHARV = 110.7 
T !tIE = US. D = 237. CHARV = 110.7 TitlE = ~10. 0 = 21,2. CHARV = 110.7 
TitlE = ~5. 0 = 21,7. CHARV = 11 O. 7 TItlE = 100. 0 = 252. CHARV = 386.3 
TIt1E .. 105. 0 = 257. CHARV = 3B6.3 TItlE = 110. 0 = 262. CHARV = 3B6.3 
T !t1E = 115. 0 = 267. CHARV = 386.3 TIME = 120. D = 272. CHARV = 386.3 
Tlt1E = 125. 0 = 277. CHARV = 3!l6.3 TitlE = 130. 0 = 282. CHARV = 386.3 
TIt1E = 135. 0 = 287. CHAR\! =1214.9 
TitlE = 11,0. 0 = 292. CHARV =1214.9 
TillE = 11,5. D = 297. CHArw =121L1.9 
T !t1E = 150. D = 302. CHARV =1214.9 
Tlt1E = 155. 0 = 307. CHARV =1214.9 
T HIE = 160. 0 = 312. CHARV =121l,.9 
TItlE = 165. D = 317. CHARV = 1,20.0 
TIME = 170. 0 = 322. CHARV = L120.0 
. TitlE .. 175. 0 = 327'. CHARV = L.20.0 
Tim: = 180. 0 = 332. CHARV = If20.0 
TItlE = HIS. D = 337. CHARV = If20. 0 
TIME = 190. 0 = 3L,2. CHARV = 420.0 
TIME = 1 ~15. 0 = 31;] • CHARV = 78.7 
TillE = 200. 0 = 352. CHARV = 78.7 
TItlE = 205. D = 357. CHARV = 78.7 TI~IE = 210. 0 = 362. CHARV = 78.7 TitlE = 215. D = 2. CHARV = 7B.7 T !tIE = 220. D = 7. CHARV = 78.7 T It1E .. 225. D = 12. CHARV = 78.7 TIME = 230. 0 = 17. CHARV = 78.7 TIME = 235. 0 = 22, CHARV = 560.6 TItlE = 21fO. 0 = 27. CHARV = 560.6 
TitlE = 2Lf5. 0 = 32. CHARI! = 560.6 TIME = 2SD. 0 = 37. CHARV = 560.6 
TIt1E .. 255. D = 42. CHARV = 560.6 TItlE = 260. 0 = L. 7. CHARV = 301.8 
TitlE = 265. D = 52. CHARV = 301.13 TI~IE .. 270. D = 57. CHARV = 301.8 
TItlE = 275. D = 62. CHARV = 301.8 T !tIE = 2BO. 0 = 67. CHARV = 301.8 
TIt1E = ?il5. D = 72. CHARV = 301.13 
T !tIE = 290. D = 77. CHARV = 301.8 
TItlE = 295. D = H2. CHARV = 970.1 
TitlE = 300. 0 = 87. CHARV = 970. t 
TitlE = 30:; • 0 = 92. CHAR" = 970.1 
TItlE = 310, D = 97. CHARV = 970.1 
T HIE = 315. D = 102. CHARV = ')70. 1 T HIE = 320. 0 = 107, CHARV = 970.1 
T !tIE 
- 325. D = 112. CHARV = 970.1 T HIE .. 330. D = 117. CHARV = 970.1 
T IttE = 335. D = 122. CHARV = '.)70.1 TIllE = 31,0, D = 127. CHARV = ')89.2 
TitlE = 31f5. 0 = 132. CHARV = 909.? T HIE = 350. D = 137. CHARV = 9B9.? 
T !tIE = 355. D .. 1!;2. CHARV = ~.Hl:J • ? TItlE = 3(,0. D = l1f 7. CHARV = :lB9.2 
TItlE = 3/,~) • D = 152. CHARV = ~l1l9. 2 TillE = 370. (l = 157. CHARV 
-
:lCl9.? 
TItlE .. ;I 7 ,;. 0 = 1 (,2. CHAHV = :lB9.2 T I t~E = 3,;0 • 0 = 167. CHARV :: ~lB:1. ;: 
T I tIE 
-
3B;i. n = 172. CHARV 
-
336.2 
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7. 5 Optimisation from CANPAS III 
This listing contains the same CANPAS MACRO as the 
previous listing of CANPAS III in CSMP, but the management component 
has been altered to allow the harvest interval to be varied between six 
periods of the year. A TERMINAL section has been added to. call an 
optimisation subroutine (OPTD; statement 166) and to re- ini tialise 
CANPAS for addi tional simulations. For further explanation refer to 
Iloptimisation ll in Chapter 6, and to Harrison (1978). 
o * 
1 * 
2 * 
3 * 
4 * 
5 * 
CANPAS III 
11EAN WEATHER FOR WINCHMORE, IDEAL SOIL AND WATER SUPPLY 
CONJUGATE DIRECTIONS OPTHlIZATION SUBROUTINE 
RUN COtlTROL ArlO INPUT DATA 
6 IFILE 7=IO,UtJIT=PRItlTER 
7 PARArI AA=60 •• UB=60 •• CC=60 •• DX=60 •• EE=60 •• FF=60. 8 CONST 01=152. 
9 ItICOII PGI=300. 
10 CONST AIII'1=120 •• AI/I=120. 
11 TIMER OELT=l., FINTIM=365 •• PRDEL=365. 
12 PRINT YIELD.DYIELD.NCUTS,FDHARV 
13 TITLE RUN 229 
14 FUNCTION PGSF=1 •• 300 •• 200.,300 •• 240 •• 500 •• 285 •• 500 ••••• 
11~ 305 •• 300,! 366 •• 300. 
g It4Cotl PO =250. 
17 INCON OtlI=.8 
18 METHOD RECl 
19 - THIS IS THE MEAN TEMPERATURES FOR WINCHMORE. 
20 FUNCTION TAW=1 •• 15.4. 15.,16.5,31 •• 15.9. 45.,15.8, 74.,14 •• 105 •• 10.8 •••• 
21 135 •• 7.6, 166 •• 5.4. 182 •• 5.1. 196.,4.2, 213.,5.6, 227 •• 6.4. • •• 
22 258.,8.4. 288 •• 10.8. 319.,12.6, 34~ •• 14.6. 366 •• 15.4 
23 * 
24 * 
25 * 
26 * 
CAi~PAS DATA 
27 CONST K=.075 
28 CONST OMX=.9. 011N=065, OD=.45. DR=.12 
~g ~~~~!!g~. ~~~!::1A: 1{~:!:~5~4~~,~:.L~0~A5~~'.!4~&t:~': 159.~.33. • •• 
31 FUNCTION DGF=-7 ••• 0067w 70 •• 0081.49 ••• 0081.63.,.0074. 105 ••• 0017, ••• 
32 150 ••• 0001. 240 ••• 0001. 330 ••• 0028. 344 ••• 0053. 358 ••• 0067. 372.,.0081 
33 FUNCTION PCF=1 •• 7300 •• 12 •• 5000 •• 19 •• 3950 •• 33.,2950 •• 75 •• 2150.. • •• 
34 230.,1280 •• 260.,2620 •• 300 •• 5780., 340 •• 9050 •• 355.,8800 •• 366 •• 7300. 
35 FUNCTION TF=O •• O •• 3.5.0 •• 4.2 •• 25, 9.1,.9.11.1,1 •• 16.5,1., ••• 
36 18.5,.99, 24.4 •• 76. 30 ••• 29 
37 * 
38 * 39
0 
~( 
4 1: 
41 * 
MACRO FOR CAt/PAS I I I 
THE PERENNIAL RYEGRASS-WHITE CLOVER COMPONENT 
42 MACRO PG.PD .AI-/.L ,DG.DTH, TtlG=CAtIPAS(AI.JI ,PGI ,POI ,ONI ,AHM.IR.RRG.RRD) ft~ ~LOBAL K,E.R, T .D.PCF. TF .DF .DGF ,DttX.DtlN,DO.OR 
45 * CANPAS SOIL WATER SUU-CO/1PONENT 46 * 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 * 
AH=INTGRL (AliI .R+IR-EA-RDP) 
EA=AMINI (E .E":(-0.21+0. 7':W1AXl (0.3.SQRT(U» ,E"'WT) 
I/T=LIHIT (0.,1. ,0.1 +2. 727,"AIJ/Alm) 
I/P=LIt1IT(0. ,I •• AIIIAttAXI (38 •• AW/P"O.33» 
RDP=AMAX1(O •• AW/DELT+R+IR-EA-AHM/DELT) D\;IS=tIOT (All) 
SPF=AMItI1 ( 1 • , AIJtt/115. ) 
Optimisation from CANPAS III (cont'd) 
55 * 
56 * 
57 
58 
S9 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
6S 
66 
~~ 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
~~ 
17 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 * 
83 * 
84 * 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
CAt/PAS DRY MATTER SUB-Cor1PONENT 
PG=INTGRL(PGI.PGR-POR-RRG) 
PO=INTGRL(PDI.PDR-OOR-RRO) 
L=INSW(PG-500 •• 0.0036*PG,O.8385+0.001923*PG) 
PGL=520. '-'LC-436. 
LC=3.75+1.25*COS«D+l0.)*6.28/365.) 
PGM=52D.*LC*SPF-436. 
ETG=AFGEtl (TF , T) 
EDG=AFGEtJ(DF ,0) 
PGP=K'-'WP~'AM INI (ETG. EOG)'-'AMItI1 «PG-RRG)'~OEL T ,PGM)*DIF 
PGC=AFGEtI(PCF ,0) 
PGR=AI1INI (PGP ,tAt1AXl (0 •• PGC-(PG+PO») 
OOL=ArlAX1(PG-pGC.DSF) 
DSF=LIHIT(D •• 80.,(PG/PGL)*40.-40.) 
OD\I=PG'-'O.I'-'DWS 
POR=A~lAXI (DOL, 00\1. D~1Y ,AtUNI (I. ,PG» 
DMY=INSW( DMN-DNEW.O.,D.05*AI1AX1(O.,PG-500.» 
FDE=0.045'-'EXP( - 5. 66+0.24'-'T-0 .00239'~T*T)~'WO 
AIJD=LlM IT (0. , 1 •• 5. '-'AWl A\JM-4. ) 
WD=AMAXI (A\/D. (I R+R) / (I R+R+O. 0 1 » 
FLE=N1IN1(O.5.0.05*R)*(0.3+D.0167*T) 
DOR=PO'~M1AXl (FOE. HE )"'OEF 
DEF=LIHIT(0.,.6,1.-300./PO) 
DIFY=DELAY(I.1 •• DIF) 
OIFI=NOT(THlE) 
DIF=AMINI (WT ,AtlAXl (0.25,DIFY+.025.DIFI) 
CANPAS DIGESTIBILITY SUB-COMPONENT 
UEIJGR=PG-OLDGR 
OLDGR=AMAXI (0. , At 11 til (OLD-DL,PG-REO*NGY» 
NGY=DELAY(I,l •• PGR-RRG) 
DTH=( NWGR'-'OtJE\J+OLOGR'-'OOLD+PD'-'OO) / (PG+PD) 
REY=OELAY(l,l.,REO) 
OLD=ZHOLD(REY,AMAX1(D.,PG» 
PROCED RED=PR01(PG,PGY.PGYY) 
RED=O. 
IF(PG.GT.PGY.AND.PGY.LE.PGYY) RED=!. 
ENDPRo 
PGY=OELAY(I,l.,PG) 
PGYY=DELAY(1.1.,PGY) 
DL=INTGRL(O.,PDR-RED*(OL+PDR» 
NNG=tlOT (UEI/GR) 
DNW= ItJTGRL( ON I .RE 0':' (D/1X-DNEW+DDEC) -OOEC"'( I. -NNG» 
OG =AtlAX 1 (Dt1N, (NEI/GR"'DNEW+OLOGR"'OOLO)J M1AXI ( 1 •• tlEWGR+OLOGR) ) 
OOLD=ItlTGRLC DIll. REo'-'( OG-DOLD) -AtlIUl (DOE c, DOLO-Otm» 
ODEC=AMINI (ONW-OMN,AFGEN(DGF ,O)+AI1AXt (D. ,RRG-PGR)'~DR ••• 
103 
104 
105 
106 
IAtlAX 1 ( 1 • , PG/OEL T+PGR) ) 
TNG=DELAY(I,I •• PGR) 
C=INTGRL(O. ,K"'AtlItll (ETG.EOG)':'PGt-t) 
EtlOtlAC 
-:: 107 
108 ,-, 
109 * 
110 * 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 * 
PSEUDO I/EATHER COMPONENT 
T=AFGEN(TAI.J.D) 
E=l. 
R=O. 
D=ltlTGRL(OI,l.-NY) 
IIY=INSH(D-365 •• D.,D) 
106. 
Optimisatio~ from CANPAS III (cont1d) 
117 * 
·118 * 
119 .., t1ANAGEtlENT COMPONENT USED TO OPTIMIZE CUTTING SCHEDULE 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
PROCEO CI=PR03(D .AA,BB,CC.DX.EE,FF) 
CI=OX 
EtlDPRO 
IF(0.GT.031 •• ANO.O.LT o 091.) 
IF(O.GT.090 •• AND.D.LT.152.) 
IF(D.GT.151 •• AND.O.LT.213.) 
IF(D.GT.212 •• AND.O.LT.274.) 
IF(0.GT.273 •• AND.O.LT.335.) 
IF{D.GT.334 •• AND.D.LT.366.) 
CI=EE 
CI=FF 
CI=AA 
Cl=BB 
CI=CC 
CI=DX 
INTERV=INTGRL(O •• l.-CUT*INTERV) 
PROCED CUT=PR02(CI,ltlTERV) . 
CUT=O. 
IF(INTERV.GE.CI) CuT=l. 
ENOPRo 
I RS=lNSH(AW-AWW'. 33,1 •• 0.) 
IR=lRS":AHW'l.2 
PGS=AFGEN(PGSF.D) 
* 
139 
140 
141 
142 * 
143 * 
144 '" 
145 
146 
RRG=CUT~:ArlAX 1 (0 •• PG-PGS) IDEL T 
RRD=CUT*AHAX1(0 •• PD-PDS)/DELT 
GTI=lNTGRL(O •• TNG-CUT*GTI) 
PDS=LIMIT(2S0.,SOO •• AMAX1(PD-GTI,O.9*PO» 
USE OF CANPAS COMPONENT 
PG.PD • AI.,!. L. OG. DTH. TNG=CANPAS(AWI. PG I,POI ,ONI ,AWM. IR,RRG,RRO) PHARV=INTGRL(O.,RRG+RRO) 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
FOHARV=IfITGRL(O •• RRO) / ArlAXl (1. ,PHARV) 
YIELO=PHARV+PG+PD-PGS.POS 
NC·UTS=INTGRL(O •• cuT) 
DYIELO=OHARV+(PG-PGS)*OG+(PO-PDS)*OO 
OHARV=INTGRL(O.,RRO*OO+RRG*DG) 
TER~llNAL 
/ INTEGER TMAX 
/ COt1f10N X.I. ITEST .M,DELTA.A,B,C,FA.FB.FC.Fl ,F2,F3,ZL,ZBASE ,S,UMAX, 
/ SITN 
I DIMENSION X(6) 
TtlAX=80 
lTREAT=lTREAT+l 
X(l)=AA 
X(2)=BB 
100 
STOP 
~~~~~g~ 
X(S)=EE 
X(6)=FF 
Z=-OYIELO 
CALL OPTO( lTREAT. TtlAX.Z) 
AA=X( 1) 
BB=X(2) 
CC=X(3) 
OX=X(4) 
EE=X(5) 
FF=X(6) 
IF(ITREAT.GE.TMAX) GO TO 100 
CALL RERUN 
CONTINUE 
C SUBROUTI NE TO tlAX IrlI ZE A FUtlCTl ON OF 
C METHOD OF CONJUGATE DIRECTIONS 
ENDJOIJ 
SUBROUTINE OPTD(ITREAT.TtlAX,Z) 
END 
SEVERAL VARIABLES USING THE 
107. 

109. 
CHAPTER 8 
DEFINITION OF V AruABLES 
The following alphabetical lis t of definitions of model variables 
is divided into four categories, each treated separately. The categories 
are (a) input variables representing data which may be changed from 
paddock to paddock or run to run, with a few exceptions; (b) CANPAS 
data variables which are generally treated as constants of the models 
but are given variable names to facilitate sensitivity analysis and 
possible changes in the future; (c) variables of the CANPAS models; 
and (d) variables from other components of the models found in the 
listin'gs of Chapter 7. This last category does not include the machine 
generated variable names of the FORTRAN version of CANFAS III. 
In addi tion to the definition, the units of each variable are given, 
and if the variable is unique to one or two of the three basic models, or 
to the optimisation example, that also is indicated. The abbreviation 
DM is used for dry matter. Some variables can occur in different 
categories in different listings of the program, e. g. temperature may 
be directly input or generated in the weather component. Variable names 
are listed only once, and if a variable is not found in a particular list, 
check the other lists as well. 
8.1 Input 
AWl Initial supply of available water in the rooting 
zone (mm). 
AWM 
CUTF 
Maximum available water in the rooting zone, 
or available water at field capacity (mm). 
The CUT signal, input as a function of the day 
of the year. 
110. 
CUT1, CUT2 The same as CUTF, but used in the CANPAS III 
DELT 
DI 
DNI 
FINTIM 
IRRF 
IRR1, IRR2 
PDI 
PGI 
PGS 
PGSF 
PRDEL 
example to input two unique cutting managements 
for different paddocks in one simulation. 
CSMP control variable for size of the time step in 
simulation; it should always equal 1 day in the 
CANPAS models. 
Initial day of the year when simulation begins: 
1. = 1 January, 365. = 31 December; when used in 
conjunction with the weather component of the listings 
in Chapter 7, DI should always be set to 1 June (153. 
in leap years, 152. otherwise). 
Initial dige stibili ty of li ve herbage (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
CSMP control variable for time after the start of 
simulation when the run will be terminated (days). 
The irrigation signal, input as a function of the 
da y of the year. 
The same as IRRF, but used in the CANPAS III 
example to input two unique irrigation managements 
for different paddocks in one simulation. 
-1 
Initial yield of dead pasture herbage (kg of DM ha ). 
Initial yield of green or live pasture herbage 
-1 (kg of DM ha ). 
-1 
Live stubble remaining after a cut (kg of DM ha ). 
Live stubble remalmng after a cut as a function of 
-1 
the day of the year (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
CSMP control variable for simulated time interval 
between printed outputs (days). 
TAW 
WH, wg 
Ill. 
Mean monthly air temperature at Winchmore as 
a function of the day of the year (oC); optimisation only. 
The sam~ as AWl, but used in the CANPAS III 
example to input two unique initial soil water contents 
for different paddocks in one simulation. 
The same as AWM, but used in the CANPAS III example 
to input two unique maximum soil water contents for 
different paddocks in one simulation. 
8.2 CANPAS Data 
DD Digestibility of dead material (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
DF 
DGF 
DMN 
DMX 
DR 
K 
Function describing the relative effect of daylength 
on K, e)tpressed as a function of the day of the 
year (dimensionless); CANPAS II and III only. 
Rate of decline in digestibility of live herbage as a 
function of the day of the year (fraction of DM units 
-1 
day); CANPAS III only. 
Minimum digestibility of live herbage (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
Maximum digestibility of live herbage (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
Maximum range in digestibility decline due to selective 
use (fraction of DM); CANPAS III only. 
Exponential coefficient 6f growth for Canterbury 
perennial ryegrass /whi te clover pastures 
-1 -1 (kg of DM (kg of DM) day). 
PCF 
PTDl 
PTD2 
TF 
WPF 
8. 3 
AW 
AWD 
DDEC 
DDL 
DDR 
DDW 
DEF 
Pasture ceiling yield as a function of the day 
-1 
of the year (kg of DM ha ). 
Function describing relative effect of mean daily 
temperature, with increasing daylengths, onK 
(dimensionless); CANPAS I only. 
Function describing relative effect of mean daily 
temperature, with decreasing daylengths, onK 
(dimensionless); CANPAS I only. 
Function describing relative effect of mean daily 
-temperature on K (dimensionless); CANPAS II and 
III only. 
Relative effect of available soil water supply on 
112. 
pasture growth rate as a function of the ratio of available 
water to maximum available water (dimensionless); 
CANPAS I and II only. 
CANPAS Variables 
Available soil water in the rooting zone (mm). 
Relative effect of available soil water on decay 
(dimensionles s). 
Daily decrease in digestibility of live herbage (fraction 
-1 
of DM units day), CANPAS III only. 
Herbage death rate due to light supply 
-1 -1 (kg of DM ha day). 
-1 -1 
Disappearance rate of dead herbage (kg of DM ha day). 
Herbage death rate due to water stress 
-1 -1 (kg of DM ha day). 
Fraction of dead material that is readily decomposable 
(dimensionless); CANPAS III only. 
DG 
DIF 
DIFI 
DIFY 
DL 
DMY 
DNEW 
DOLD 
DSF 
DTH 
DWS 
EA 
EDG 
ETG 
113. 
Digestibility of green or live herbage (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
Relative effect of drought injury on pasture growth 
rate (dimensionless); CANPAS III only. 
Initial DIF (dimensionless); CANPAS!II only. 
The value of DIF yesterday (dimensionless); 
CANPAS III only. 
Accumulated death losses of herbage since the start 
-1 
of the last flush of growth (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
-1 -1 
Herbage death rate due to maturity (kg of DM ha day); 
CANPAS III only. 
Digestibility of live herbage produced since the start 
of the last flush of growth (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
Digestibility of live herbage produced prior to the 
start of the last flush of growth (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
-1 -1 
Herbage death rate due to shading (kg of DM ha day). 
Digestibility of total herbage (fraction of DM); 
CANPAS III only. 
Signal for death due to water stress (dimensionless). 
-1 
Actual rate of evapotranspiration (mm day). 
Relative effect of daylength on K, the exponential growth 
coefficient (dimensionless); CANPAS II and III only. 
Relative effect of mean daily temperature on K, the 
exponential growth coefficient (dimensionles s); 
CANPAS II and III only. 
FDE 
FLE 
L 
LC 
NEWGR 
NGY 
NNG 
OLD 
OLDGH. 
PD 
PDR 
PG 
PGC 
PGL 
PGM 
PGP 
PGH 
Fraction of the disappearance rate of dead herbage 
that is due to decay (dimensionless). 
Fraction of the disappearance rate of dead herbage 
that is due to leaching (dimensionless). 
2 -2 
Leaf area index of the pas ture (m m ). 
2 -2 
C ri tical leaf area index of the pas ture (m m ). 
Live herbage produced since the start of the last 
-1 
flush of growth (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
114. 
New growth of pasture from yesterday still present 
-1 
today (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
A signal when there is no new growth (NEWGR) 
present (dimens ionles s); CANPAS III only. 
Unused live herbage at the end of a use period, 
-1 (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Live herbage still present but produced before the 
-1 
start of the last flush of growth (kg of DM ha ); 
CANPAS III only. 
-1 
Yield of dead herbage in the pasture (kg of DM ha ). 
-1 -1 
Death rate of pasture herbage(kg of DM ha day). 
Yield of green or live herbage in the pasture 
-1 (kg of DM ha ). 
-1 
Ceiling yield of pasture herbage (kg of DM ha ). 
-1 
Pasture yield at the critical leaf area index (kg of DM ha ). 
Pas ture yield gi ving the maximum growth rate 
-1 (kg of DM ha ). 
-1 -1 
Possible pasture growth rate (kg of DM ha day). 
-1 -1 
Actual pasture growth rate (kg of DM ha da y ). 
PGY 
poyy 
pS 
PTD 
RD.J;J 
RED 
., J, 
REY 
SPF 
TIME 
TNG 
WD 
WP 
WT 
-1 
Live pasture yield yesterday (kg of DM ha ); 
CANPAS III only. 
Live pasture yield the-day-before yesterday 
-1 (kg of PM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
115. 
Photoperiod signal indicating increasing or decreasing 
daylengths (dimensionless); CANPAS I only. 
Relative effect of temperature and daylength on K, 
the exponential growth coefficient (dimensionless); 
CANPAS I only. 
Runoff and deep percolation of rainfall and irrigation 
-1 (mm day). 
Signal to reset digestibility factors at the start of a 
new flush of growth (dimensionless); CANPAS III only. 
The RED signal from yesterday (dimensionless); 
CANPAS III only. 
Soil production factor (dimensionless). 
CSMP variable for time since the start of simulation (days). 
Total new growth available for grazing today 
-1 (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Relative effect of available water in dead herbage on 
the rate of decay (dimensionless). 
Relative effect of soil water supply on pasture growth 
rate (dimensionless). 
Relative effect of soil water supply on evapotranspiration 
rate (dimensionless). 
116" 
8,4 Variables of Other Components 
AA Length of the harvest interval in June and July (days); 
AHARV 
BB 
BHARV 
CC 
CHARV 
CTl, CT2 
CUT 
D 
DGl, DG2, 
DG3, DG4 
DHARV 
DS1, DS2, 
DS3, DS4 
DTl, DT2 
DT3, DT4 
DX 
optimisation only. 
Yield in the las t harve s t of management A 
. -1 
(kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Length of the harvest interval in August and September 
(days); optimisation only. 
Yield in the last harvest of management B 
-1 (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Length of the harvest interval in October and November 
(days); optimisation only. 
Yield in the last harvest of management C 
-1 (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Signal to cut pasture with a long or a short interval, 
respectively (dimensionless); CANPAS III only. 
Signal to cut pasture (dimensionless). 
Dayof the year: 1. = 1 January, 365.= 31 December. 
Respective digestibilities of live herbage from 
four managements (fraction of DM); CANPAS III only" 
- 1 
Yield in the last harvest of management D (kg of DM ha -), 
CANPAS III only; or, harvested yield of digestible dr;.' 
-1 
matter in this year (kg of DM ha ); optimisation onl\(. 
Respective dead stubbles remaining after a harvest ill 
-1 
each of four managements (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS El (,nl 
Respective digestibilities of total herbage in each of 
foal' managements (fraction of DM); CANPAS III on1l" 
:Cength of the harvest interval in December and Jalluci j'Y 
(clCC)TS); optirnisation only, 
DYIELD 
D1, D2, 
D3, D4 
E 
EE 
EPT 
FDHARV 
FDS 
FF 
GTI 
GT1, GT2, 
GT3, GT4 
G1, G2, 
G3, G4 
INTERV 
IR 
IRS 
IR1, IR2 
11 7. 
Total harvested annual yield of digestible dry lTIatter 
-1 (kg of DM ha ); optilTIisation only. 
Respecti ve yields of dead herbage in each of four 
-1 
lTIanagelTIents (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
. -1 
Potential evapotranspiration rate (lTIlTI day). 
Length of the harvest interval in February and March 
(days); optilTIisation only. 
Thornthwaite potential evapotranspiration rate in the 
-1 
WinchlTIore weather data file (lTIlTI day). 
Fraction of dead lTIaterial in the harvested yield 
(dilTIensionless); optilTIisation only. 
Fraction of dead lTIaterial in the stubble (dilTIensionless); 
CANPAS I and II only. 
Length of the harvest interval in April and May (days); 
optilTIisation only. 
-1 
New pasture growth in this harvest interval (kg of DM ha ); 
CANPAS III only. 
Respective alTIounts of new growth in this harvest interval 
-1 
in each of four lTIanagelTIents (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
Respective yields of green or live herbage in each of four 
-1 
lTIanagelTIents (kg of DM ha ); CANPAS III only. 
TilTIe since the last harvest or days in the current growth 
interval (clays); optilTIisation only. 
-1 
AlTIount of irrigation water applied (lTIlTI day). 
Signal to irrigate (dilTIensionless). 
Signal to irrigate in two irrigation lTIanagelTIents used in one 
silTIulation (dilTIensionless); CANPAS III only. 
II, 12 
LHARV 
L1, L2, 
L3, L4 
NCUTS 
NG1, NG2, 
NG3, NG4 
NY 
PDS 
RAIN 
RD1, RD2, 
RD3, RD4 
H.G1, HG2, 
RG3, RG4 
RED 
RL~C.T 
11 8. 
Amount of irrigation water applied in two irrigation 
-1 
managements used in one simulation (mm day); 
C ANPAS III only. 
-1 
Yield in the last harvest (kg of DM ha ). 
Respective leaf area indices ih each of four managements 
2 -2 (m m ); CANPAS III only. ' 
Number of cuts made in current growing season; 
optimisation only. 
Respective yields of total new growth available for grazing 
-1 
today in each of four managements (kg of DM ha ); 
CANPAS III only. 
New year signal to reset day of year (D) to 1. on 
1 January (dimensionless). 
Dead herbage remaining in the stubble after a harvest 
(kg of DM ha -1); optimisation only. 
-1 
Amount of rainfall (mm day). 
Amount of rainfall in the Winchmore weather data 
-1 
file (mm day). 
Respective rates of removal of dead herbage by 
-1 -1 
harvesting in each of four managements (kg of DM ha day. ); 
CANPAS III only. 
Respective rates of removal of live herbage by harvesting 
-1 -1 
in each of four managements (kg of DM ha day); 
CANPAS III only. 
Removal rate of dead herbage by harvesting 
-1 -1 (kg of DM ha day). 
Hernoval rate of live herbage by harvesting 
-1 -1 (kg of DM ha day). 
T 
TAF 
WI, W2, 
W3, W4 
YIELD 
119. 
M 1 (oC). ean dai yair temperature 
Mean daily air temperature in the Winchmore weather 
data file (oC). 
Respective available soil water supplies in each of four 
managements (mm); CANPAS III only. 
-1 
Total annual harvested yield of dry matter (kg of DM ha ); 
optimisation only. 
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127. 
APPENDIX 
SOMF.: CSMP LIBRARY FUNCTIONS 
A.I AFGF.:Nand FUNCTION 
General form: 
FUNCTION NAME = an even number of real numbers separated 
by commas. 
Y = AFG]!:N(NAME, X) 
Explanation: The label FUNC TION identifies a data set, with 
a user specified NAME, which follows the equal sign as X, Y-co-ordinates 
in sequence from the smallest to the largest X. The particular data set 
is used to determine Y for a given X when the appropriate FUNCTION 
name and X-vari<;lble name is used in the Al'GEN argument list. The 
value of Y is found by linear interpolation between the X, Y-co-ordinates 
of the function that bound the given value of X. If the given X is beyond 
the range of the function co-ordinates, Y takes on the value corresponding 
to the function X nearest the given X, i. e., there is no extrapolation. 
A.2' AND 
General form: Y = AND (Xl , X2) 
Explana tion: The AND library function is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal 
generator such that 
Y = 1 . 0 if Xl > 0 and X2 ".> 0; 
otherwise, Y = 0.0 
A.3 DELAY 
General form: Y = DELAY(I, T, X) 
Explanation: the DELAY function delays the output of X by the 
amount of time T. An integer input argument (I) repre sents the 
approximate number of simulated time steps to cover time T. 
128. 
A.4 INSW 
General form: Y = INSW (Xl, X2, X3) 
Explanation: the INSW function codes in one statement a 
branch in the computational sequence such that 
Y = X2 if Xl < 0, 
or 
Y = X3 if X 1 ~ O. 
A.5 INTGRL 
General form: Y = INTGRL (YI, R) 
Explanation: the integration or INTGRL function is used to 
compute sums and to keep track of the size of state variables. Its use 
is associated with a specific integration method, and this discussion 
assumes the rectangular method is used as specified in the statement 
reading METHOD RECT found in the program listing. 
Using the INTGRL function with the rectangular integration method 
results In the operation represented mathematically as 
v ="'l + R':' Ll t 
.l t ~ t~ 1 
where Y is the output variable, t is the time with L1 t representing the 
size of the time step, and R is the sum of all the rates directly contributing 
to a change in Y. In CANPAS, A t is coded as DELT and set equal to one 
day. At the first computation of Y, the previous value (Y
t
- 1 ) must be 
supplied as input data for initial conditions (data labelled as INCON's), 
and the appropriate element is specified in the function argument list 
by YI. 
A.6 LIMIT 
General form: Y = LIMIT (Kl, K2, FX) 
Explanation: the LIMIT function codes in one statement 
a conditional, three-way computational branch such that 
Y = K 1 if F X < K 1 , 
Y = K2 if F X .> K2 , 
or 
Y = FX if Kl ~ FX ~ K2. 
This function places constant lower (Kl) and upper (K2) bounds on a 
general functional relationship (FX) for predicting Y. Thus, if in 
general 
Y = FX 
and 
FX = -5.0 + 2.0 ':' X 
129. 
but Y should be limited to values between 0.0 and 10.0, the relationship 
could be coded as 
Y = LIMIT (0.0,10.0, - 5.0 +2.0 ':' X) 
A.7 NOT 
General form: Y = NOT (X) 
Explanation: this function is a 0.0 or 1.0 signal generator 
such that 
Y= O.OifX)O, 
or 
Y = 1.0 if X ~ O. 
A.8 ZHOLD 
General form: Y = ZHOLD (Xl, X2) 
Explanation: the ZHOLD, or zero-order hold, library 
function gives X2 as output whenever Xl > 0; otherwise, Y = last output. 
Thus, this is a history function retaining the value of X2 until a positive 
signal from Xl gives an updated value of X2. 
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